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PREFACE 
The writer is indebted to Mrs. Jeanette H. Melton, 
General Secretary of the New Hampshire Children's Aid 
Society, for her permission to use the case records on 
which this study is based, and for many other courtesies. 
The writer is also very grateful to Miss Helen E. 
Spalding, Acting Casework Supervisor at the New Hamp-
shire Children's Aid Society, and Chairman of the New 
England Region Child Welfare League of America 
"Committee on Work with Parents." Miss Spalding drew 
the writer's attention to the need for this study 
and gave freely of her time and counsel while it was 
in progress. 
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CHAPTER 01\TE 
INTRODUCTION 
It has long been an axiom that home and family life 
affords the best environment for a child's healthy physical, 
mental and emotional growth. Human biological equipment and 
cultural tradition from time immemorial require the continuity 
of the parent-child relationship to allow for desirable per-
sonality development. Any premature break in this continuity 
constitutes for the child ''a profound emotional and social 
disturbance that can never be altogether compensated. 111 
Ideally, then, a child should not be removed from the parental 
home. 
Yet, in reality, placement is constantly being sought 
for children whose parents, for varying reasons, have felt 
unable to, or have been judged by soc i ety as being incapable 
of , providing a home for their chi ldren. The agencies pl acing 
these children, however, have been hopeful that the conditions 
that brought about the placement might be changed with the 
help of casework services: 
In all cases where parents are accessible, there should 
be focus on their casework needs and capacities to use 
casework towards the end of re-establishing the home, or 
making other sound long-term plans for their children.2 
1 Child Welfare League of America, Standards for Child-
ren's Organizations Providin~ Family Foster Care, March 1941, 
p. 12 
• I 2 New Hampshire Ch1ldren s .Aid Society, Policy Book and 
Manual, 1947, p. 23 
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This work with parents has been recognized as an integral 
and vital part of the childplacing method and, in fact, a 
determining factor in successful planning for the child's 
future. In actual practice, however, a combination of complex 
factors in the child placement field has made agencies tend 
to concentrate less upon work with parents and more upon care 
of the children themselves. As a result, there is wide agree-
ment about standards in many areas of child placement work 
(e.g., medical care, psychological and psychiatric study and 
treatment) and much study has been given to the evaluation of 
foster homes and to the whole procedure of adoption; whereas 
a common philosophy and common standards of work with parents 
have not yet been fully evolved. During the years of depres-
sion and war, the depletion of trained workers on the staff 
of child welfare agencies made the development of such philo-
sophy and standards particularly difficult. It is only 
recently that child welfare agencies have been able to engage 
in self-examination with regard to work with parents.3 
I - Purposes of the Study 
The inability of some parents to care for their children, 
coupled with the current interest of placement agencies in 
3 One instance of this self-examination by child-placing 
agencies has been the appointment, by the New England Regional 
Conference of the Child Welfare League of America, of a Study 
Committee on "Work With Parents." For a discussion of the 
work of this Committee, see infra Appendix A. 
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casework with such parents, has suggested the need for a 
special study of parents who place their children. 
The first purpose _of the study is to describe some of 
the factors in the lives of these parents that have predis-
posed them to seek, or that have brought society to require, 
placement of their children. (E.g., What had been these 
parents' experiences in the grandparental homes? How well 
do the parents function in the cownunity? How do they adjust 
tQ their marital partners?) 
The second purpose of the study is to evaluate the 
parents' capacity to re-establish a home for their children. 
(E.g., What is their attitude toward their children? What is 
their pattern in caring for them? Why did they place the 
children? Do they visit them and pay for their board?) 
The third purpose of the study is to evaluate, in the 
light of the parents' capacity, the casework services offered 
the parents by the agency, to help re-establish the parental 
home or make other constructive plans for the children. 
(E.g., Do the workers help the parents to find alternatives 
to placement wherever feasible? Do they help the parents to 
separate from the children permanently when this is prefer-
able? Do they help the parents with their marital problems?) 
The fourth purpose of the study is to evaluate some of 
the community resources that affect these parents' plans for 
their children. (E.g., How helpful were the agencies which 
3 
the parents had previously contacted? How adequate is the 
financial assistance in the State of New Hampshire? 'What is 
the housing situation in the community?) 
II - Scope of the Study and Basis for Selection of Cases 
This is a study of twenty-nine families, selected from 
a total of 120 families, who applied for placement of their 
children (or whose children were referred by an authoritative 
agency), and whose children were accepted for placement, by 
the New Hampshire Children's Aid Society, from May 1, 1946 
to April 30, 1948. (Twenty-four families applied for place-
ment; children of the other five families were referred 
authoritatively.) 
Since one of the purposes of the study was to evaluate 
the casework services offered the parents by the agency, only 
those families where one or both parents were physically 
accessible could be included in this study. In determining 
accessibility the writer used the definition set up by the 
New England Committee of the Child Welfare League of America 
on "Work With Parents. "4 A parent who could be contacted by 
the agency was considered accessible. A parent who was dead, 
whose whereabouts were unknown, or who had for a long period 
been confined in a mental institution or prison was considered 
4 For a discussion of the work of this committee, see 
infra Appendix A. 
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inaccessible. Five categories of parental accessibility were 
established: 1) neither parent accessible; 2) father only 
accessible; 3) mother only accessible; 4) both parents acces-
sible but not making their home together; 5) both parents 
accessible and making their home together. 
The first group (where neither parent was accessible) was 
not chosen for study for the reason stated above. The second 
group (where fathers only were accessible) was also excluded, 
since a father's inability to care for children in a home 
without a mother is apparent. The fifth group (where both 
parents were accessible and making a home together) had al-
ready been chosen for study by the Child Welfare League 
Committee. 
The writer decided, therefore, to study the third group 
(where the mothers only were accessible) and the fourth group 
(where both parents were accessible but were not making a 
home together). There were twenty-nine such families, with 
forty children, over the two year period. 
In twenty-one cases (72 per cent) both parents were 
accessible and separated. (In two of these twenty-one case s 
placement for the children was requ~sted by the adoptive par-
ents. Since it was the adoptive parents, however, who had 
the responsibility for and influence on the children, they 
rather than the natural parents were included in the study.) 
In two other cases (7 per cent), although both parents were 
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accessible and were living together when they applied for 
placement of the children, they separated as soon as the 
children were placed and were therefore included in the 
study. 
In the remaining six cases (21 per cent} the mothers 
only were accessible. 
III - Method of Procedure 
The writer drew up a schedule to supplement the one 
devised by the League committee, 5 and read the complete case 
records of the twenty-nine families. In many cases she sup-
plemented the information gathered from the records through 
consultation with the agency workers and the acting casework 
supervisor. In two cases where families were referred to 
another agency following their contact with the Children's 
Aid, the writer consulted the worker in the other agency 
for further information on these families. The writer thus 
bases her evaluations of the cases on the recorded material 
and on consultation with the workers.6 
IV - Limitations of the Study 
A. Limitations of Scope: The validity of any conclusions 
5 For a copy of both schedules, see infra Appendix B. 
6 See infra footnote 9 on p. 32 for an example of the 
relevance of subjective evaluations. 
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to be drawn from this study is limited, because of the small 
number of cases included and because all the case material 
was drawn from the files of one agency. In many cases the 
lack of sufficient recorded information about the families 
and about the casework process acted as a further limitation. 
B. Limitations of Selection of Cases: During the time 
covered by the study thirty-seven unmarried mothers placed 
their children in this agency. These cases were not in-
eluded, although they might conform to the criteria of 
"mothers only accessible" or 11 both parents accessible and 
separated," partly because many studies of unmarried mothers 
have been made, while little has been written about married 
parents placing their children.? 
Parents who applied to the agency for placement of 
their children during this period, but whose children were 
not placed, were also not included from the study. (In 
tho.se cases the parents may have been helped by the worker 
to keep their children at home.) 
7 See infra, p. 6l~ , for a discussion of some factors 
differentiating unmarried mothers from the married-mothers-
with-illegitimate-children who were included in this study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
COMMUNITY RESOURCES IN THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
New Hampshire, with ten counties, eleven cities and 224 
small towns, has a population of 500,000, almost half of 
whom live in the three southern counties. Responsibility 
for providing services to adults and children in the state 
is divided among the state, the counties, the cities, and 
private agencies and institutions. 
General relief is administered by County Commissioners 
(for the needy who do not have le gal settlement in the 
state} and Overseers of the Poor of the various towns and 
cities (for needy who have legal settlement). These offi-
cials do child welfare work as part of general relief work 
and are responsible for the payment of board and clothing 
for dependent children in foster care; both for the children 
they place and for the children placed by the Child Welfare 
Services of the State Department of Public Welfare or by 
the New Hampspire Children's Aid. 1 With very few exceptions 
these officials carry out this serious responsibility with-
ou t the aid of a trained staff. Each official has his own 
district, works in his ovm way, and appoints his own 
workers. He may or may not cooperate with other agencies 
1 For a discussion of the Ne w Hampshire Children's Aid 
Society, see infra pp. 15 - 19. 
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caring for the children and families, but his consent pro-
vides the grants without which they cannot usually proceed 
in placing children. 
The County Commissioners also operate the county farms 
for dependent, unemployable adults and for children for 
whom no foster home can be found. These farms merely pro-
vide custodial care and offer no rehabilitative program for 
inmates. 
The Child Welfare Services of the State Department of 
Public Welfare, financed by both state and federal funds, 
operate with trained personnel. The workers investigate 
referrals involving dependent, neglected, delinq1ent and 
defective children; provide protective services; license 
foster homes; place and supervise children in foster care; 
investigate adoption placements; and provide casework servi-
ces to unmarried mothers. They also license and inspect 
public and private child-caring institutions. They can place 
dependent children, however, only when the town or county 
officials approve of the particular placement. (It must be 
emphasized again that the officials in whom this authority 
is vested have much less competence in child-placing than 
do the workers of the Department. This arrangement is par-
ticularly confusing to foster parents, who do not know to 
whom they are ultimately responsible: to the county and to~m 
officials who pay the bill or to the DepB.rtment workers who 
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bring and supervise the child.} 
The State Department of Public Welfare also administers 
categorical services, such as Aid to Dependent Children, Old 
Age Assistance, and Aid to the Needy Blind. Its financial 
assistance program is supposed to allow for a minimum stand-
ard of health and decency for each client. 2 
To evaluate the adequacy of this minimum standard the 
writer compared .it with the food budget used by the Visiting 
Nurses Association of Boston, Massachusetts. 3 This latter 
budget is based on allowances suggested by the Family Welfare 
Association of America. 
TABLE 1 
COMPARATIVE MONTHLY FOOD BUDGETS OF THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 1J1JELFARE AND THE VISITING 
NURSES ASSOCIATION OF BOSTON, MASS. 
Age and Sex 
Moderately Active Men 
Moderately Active Women 
Children 10-12 
Children 4- 6 
Children 1- 3 
N. H. 
Nurses ADC 
20.85 
18.00 
17.20 
11.82 
10.96 
14.70 
13.15 
12.95 
11.15 
10.00 
Excess of 
11 Nurses 11 over "N.H." 
Amount Per Cent 
6.15 
4.85 
4.25 
.67 
.96 
29 
26 
25 
6 
9 
The adjustments suggested by these two budgets also 
2 Standards of Assistance, State of New Hampshire, 
Department of Public Welfare, 1949, pp. 36-45 
3 Minimum Family Budget, Visiting Nurse Association of 
Boston, January, 1949 
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vary. The New Hampshire State Department adds 25 per cent 
for a person living alone and 5 per cent for a family of two. 
The Visiting Nurses Budget allows 35 per cent additional for 
a person living alone and 20 per cent for a family of two. 
There is, then, a wide discrepancy in the budgets and the 
adjustments allowed by these two organizations. The discre-
pancy is especially noticeable fo r adults and for children 
from ten to twelve. 
In a discussion of the influence of financial assistance 
on applications for foster home placements, Herschel Alt4 
states that the demand for placements has not decreased 
since the Aid to Dependent Children program was initiated, 
despite the fact that this program was intended to prevent 
the need for placement. Could the inadequacy of the grants 
be partly responsible for this? 
There is one family service agency in each of the five 
larger cities of the state. Only one of them, the Family 
Service of Concord, is a member of the Family Service Asso-
elation of America. Most of these agencies lack adequately 
trained personnel. 
Psychiatric hospital service for the mentally ill is 
provided by the New Hampshire State Hospital in Concord. 
4 Herschel Alt, Functions of Private Agencies in Meeting 
the Needs of Children, Child Welfare League of AmeriCa, 
September, l940 
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Its inmate population exceeds its capacity by one-fourth. 
In addition to medical treatment and care, it provides psy-
chological, occupational therapy, and social work services. 
Supervision is provided for patients discharged to their own 
homes or homes of relatives. 
Psychiatric out-patient services are available to all 
residents of the state through the State Mental Hygiene 
Clinics which have been in existence for the past eighteen 
years. The clinics operate with a team consisting of a 
psychiatrist, psychologists, and social workers. As many 
patients as possible are accepted for treatment. Because 
of staff shortages, however, some applicants are rejected 
who could be helped by clinic services. 
In 1948 the State of New Hampshire appropriated money 
to buy and equip a study and receiving home for children. 
(The home of the late Ambassador John G. Winant was purchased, 
and is now being equipped for use by the children.) One sec-
tion of this home will be used as a residence for children 
who need intensive psychotherapy and rehabilitation. The 
other part will be made available to children not presenting 
particular problems but who need foster home care and for 
whom a home can not be immediately found. (Some of these 
children are at pre sent on county farms.} 
Fourteen institutions, under Protestant, Catholic, or 
non-denominational auspices are available for children whose 
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parents can not care for them, and who are not placed in 
foster homes. These institutions provide good living condi-
tions for the children but do not consider the importance 
of the children 1 s relationship to their parents. Children 
are accepted without casework study of the family situation 
and alternatives to placement. 
During the time covered by this study the housing 
situation in the state, especially in Manchester, was a 
desperate one. 
In November, 1947, the Children 1 s .Aid Society reported: 5 
Its [ the housing shortage's] seriousness is brought 
home to us again and again when families are evicted 
because the houses in which they have been living are 
sold and they can find no other house to move into. 
Often we are asked to place the children in foster 
homes until the parents can establish their own homes 
again. We know that this is sometimes the first rift 
in a real breakup of a family unit ..• but the only 
alternative in many instances would be the County Farm. 
A Housing Authority, under city and state auspices, had 
been in existence for a short period, but the demand for the 
homes far exceeded the supply. There was, then, no resource 
in the community to which the agency could turn for help in 
finding homes for the families, until 1948, when the Lions 
Club set up a clearing service for landlords and potential 
tenants. The agency offered the use of its building and 
members of the staff offered their services after h.ours to 
5 Children 1 s Aid News, New Hampshire Children 1 s Aid 
Society, Vol. III, No.~November, 1947 
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carry out this project. It soon had to be abandoned, how-
ever, due to the paucity of landlords offering dwellings for 
families with children at rents within the families' means. 
Under such circumstances it is not within the power of even 
the best casework to prevent the breakup of families. 
6 For a discussion of the contact of the families studied 
with some of these agencies, see infra, 62 f f. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
HISTORY, FUNCTIONS AND SERVICES OF THE NE1J'l 
HAMPSHIRE CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY 
The New Hampshire Children's Aid Society, a private, 
non-sectarian child-placing agency, had its beginnings in 
1914 under the name of the New Hampshire Children's Aid and 
Protection Society. The Society was organized when a study 
by the Russell Sage Foundation, arranged for by interested 
citizens, revealed that the services extended.to New Ramp-
shire children by private and public agencies were woefully 
inadequate. The three private agencies that claimed inter-
est in the care of children actually spent the major portion 
of their budget for the care and protection of animals! 
The two existing public boards cared for neglected children 
chiefly by placing the children in institutions, for lack 
of other resources. 
The functions of the Society were defined in accordance 
with the recommendations of the Russell Sage Foundation 
study: 
To place under supervision in carefully selected 
private families neglected and dependent children 
who must be removed temporarily or permanently 
from their parents; to aid worthy parents in find-
ing suitable boarding places for their children 
whenever it becomes necessary for the home to be 
broken; to protedt children from physical and moral 
abuse and to take every means possible to prevent 
young people from leading idle and vicious lives.l 
1 New Hampshire Children's Aid Society, Policy Book and 
Manual. 1947. p. 2. 
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The Society continued to carry out these functions with 
little change until 1942, when the original budget of $ 2,000 
had increased to $ 75,000, of which $ 30,000 was reimbursed by 
cities, towns and counties. At that time modification of the 
agency program was indicated because the New Hampshire State 
Department of Public Welfare was org anized under the Child 
Welfare Provisions of the Social Security Act for licensing 
of foster homes, supervision of children, and protective 
services. The Society therefore withdrew from the field of 
protective services. It transferred a larg e g roup of depend-
ent children not presenting particular problems, along with 
the foster homes in which they were adjusted, to the State 
Department of Public Welfare. 
During this period of reorg anization the Agency brought 
in a trained staff, established the position of casework 
supervisor, set up modern personnel practices, and estab-
lished job classifications. The a gency developed a medical 
program meeting high standards, and brought a pediatrician to 
Manchester, subsidized by salary from the agency to direct 
its medical work. A second pedia trician has been brought to 
the city, since the first one found it necessary to limit 
his agency service to consultation. The agency Child Guid-
ance Clinic, with Dr. Robert Young of the Judge Baker Child 
Guidance Center as its director, and Dr. Ruth Washburn of 
Harvard University as its psychologist, has been better 
-
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integrated into the total agency program. Through its 
Executive Director and members of its Board the agency has 
during this period participated in setting up the Citizens 
Council of New Hampshire. This Council is effective in edu-
eating the public, doing research, coordinating services, 
and influencing state legislation in the field of child 
welfare. 
Today the Society accepts placement applications for 
children with serious personality problems, tendencies to 
delinquency, or special medical problems. 2 It also accepts 
applications for children without serious problems where the 
parents can contribute toward payment of board. Unmarried 
mothers are offered help in making plans for confinement as 
well as for temporary or permanent care for the babies. 
2 The f 'ollowing excerpt will serve as an example of the 
procedure prescribed in placement cases handled by the agency: 
Exploration of an application to place a child should 
include careful analysis of the circumstances that led 
to the request, ••• family history ••• Social Service Index 
clearings must be followed up on and their contents in-
tegrated into the social diagnostic thinking. The 
applicant should be helped to recognize the disturbing 
effects of placement upon the child, and to consider 
alternatives of Aid to Dependent Children, housekeeper 
service, assistance from relatives, etc •••• In most 
cases in which both parents are living, both should be 
consulted about the application ••• and both stimulated 
to regard this as a temporary measure ••• There should 
be several interviews involving both parents ••• before 
the decision to place is reached. 
(New Hampshire Children 1 s Aid Society, Policy Book and 
Manual, 1947, p. 16) 
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The agency has many services available for these chi ldren 
and mothers. Foster home or adoption homes are carefully 
supervised and available for day-by-day care of children. 
Children accepted for placement are g iven complete medical, 
nursing, psychological and psychiatric services whenever indi-
cated. In addition, in selected cases, the agency makes its 
child guidance services available to children in their own 
homes. 
Procedure in Custody and Guardianship Cases 
In some cases, for the protection and welfare of the 
child, the Children's Aid Society finds it necessary to file 
petition in municipal court on charges of neglect, requesting 
that custody of the child be granted the State Department of 
Public Welfare. If custody is awarded, the child may con-
tinue to be cared for by the Children's Aid Society or be 
transferred to the State Department of Public Welfare, depend-
ing on his needs. Parents may thereafter not remove the 
child from the agency's care without a new court hearing and 
decision. The parents, however, still have contact with the 
child and usually with the agency. They are always informed 
of the child's whereabouts. 
In rare cases, the agency petitions the court for 
guardianship of the child, whether or not the agency already 
has custody of the child. This completely terminates 
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parental rights and enables the agency to release the child 
for adoption or other suitable permanent placement. 
The parents are in all cases informed of the court 
action, so that they may be present in court to protest the 
petition if they so desire. Petitions are filed only after 
the parents have been clearly shown to be incapable of 
caring for the child or to have a damaging and unwholesome 
effect upon the child. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PARENTS' PAST EXPERIENCES AND PRESENT ADJUSTMENT 
In this chapter some areas of the parents' past experi-
ences and present adjustment will be discussed. The relation-
ship between their past experiences and their present 
adjustment, with special reference to their adjustment as 
parents, will be pointed out whenever indicated. 
I Parents' Age 
At the time of application, six (21 per cant} of the 
fathers were under thirty years old, twelve (41 per cent) 
were between thirty and thirty-nine, and six (21 per cent) 
were forty or over. 
Twelve (41 per cent) of the mothers were under thirty 
years old, eleven (38 per cent) were between thirty and 
thirty-nine, and four (14 per cent) were forty or over. 
TABLE 2 
PARENTS' .AGE 
Fathers Mothers 
Age No. % No. % 
15-19 0 0 1 3 
20-24 4 14 5 17 
25-29 2 7 6 21 
30-34 7 24 8 28 
35-39 5 17 3 10 
40 and above 6 21 4 14 
Unknown 5 17 2 7 
Total 29 100 29 lOtJ 
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II Nationality 
Twenty-two (76 per cent) of the fathers and twenty-one 
(73 per cent} of the mothers were listed as American. Seven 
(24 per cent) of the fathers and eight (27 per cent) of the 
mothers were of French-Canadian, Irish, or Greek descent. 
(The relatively small per cent of parents of F ranch-Canadian 
descent, despite the large proportion of French-Canadians in 
New Hampshire, is due to the fact that most French-Canadians 
are Catholic and use the child welfare services at the 
Catholic agencies.) 
TABLE 3 
PARENTS ' NATIONALITY 
Fathers Mothers 
Nationality No. Per Cent No. Per Cent 
American 22 76 21 73 
French Canadian 5 17 7 24 
Irish 2 7 0 0 
Greek 0 0 1 3 
- -- - --
Total 29 100 29 100 
III Religion 
From the point of view of agency policy, relig ion is 
both an irrelevant and a relevant factor. It is irrelevant 
since the agency accepts people irrespective of their reli-
g ious creed. It is relevant since the import ance of r eligion 
in the client's life is rec ogni ze d i n g eneral intake, place-
ment, and adoption policy. The agency f' e e ls that t h e func-
tion of' religion, both in its comforting power f'or the 
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individual and in its constructive influence on the indivi-
dual's struggle toward socialization, can best be fulfilled 
within the group of his own religious preference. For this 
reason, and because there are private casework services for 
people of Catholic faith available in the State of New Ramp-
shire, "it is policy to inform Catholic applicants of this 
resource and arrange referral if the applicant wishes. 111 
The children accepted for agency placement, whether 
temporary or permanent, are placed in homes of the same 
religious affiliation as their parents, except in emerg ency 
cases. The caseworker keeps informed about the child's re-
ligious instruction and his response to it. In private 
conversation, the adoption worker told the writer that be-
cause she felt religion to be such a vital and constructive 
force in everyone's life she would not give a child for adop-
tion to persons who were professed atheists. 
The majority of applicants, seventeen (59 per cent}, 
were Protestant - which is not surprising, since Catholic 
applicants are usually referred to Catholic agencies and · 
since the Jewish population of New Hampshire is small. 2 
1 New Hampshire Children's Aid Society, Policy Book and 
Manual, 1947, p. 2 (typewritten) 
2 There seems to be a tendency among Jews, especially in 
non-metropolitan cities, to use family and non-professional 
intra-group resources in coping with difficult situations, 
whether or not these resources are sufficient to meet the 
problem. In metropolitan areas, of course, Jewish social 
service agencies are available and used. The agency child 
dance clinic has Jewish clients, but no Jews plied for 
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TABLE 4 
PARENTS' RELIGION 
Religion 
Both parents Protestant 
Mixed marriages between 
Catholic and Protestant 
Both parents Catholic 
Total 
No. of 
Families 
17 
7 
5 
29 
Per cent 
of Families 
59 
24 
17 
100 
In the seven (24 per cent) cases of mixed marriage, it 
seems that the clients preferred the non-sectarian to the 
Catholic agency. Of the five cases (17 per cent) where both 
parents were Catholic, one was accepted on an emergency basis 
and later referred to the Catholic Charities. In another 
case, the mother, Mrs. Craven (Case #88), lied about her own 
and her child's religion. When it was found out that the 
family was Catholic, the case was transferred. In the three 
remaining cases, the reasons for preferring a non-sectarian 
to a Catholic agency were unknown. 
There was no mention in the case records of any positive 
religious experiences in the lives of these parents. No 
reference was made to religious training or church attendance. 
It may be assumed, therefore, that religious influences were 
either non-existent or had little meaning to the clients. 
This absence of religious influence may be re garded as a sig-
nificant lack in the parents' lives. First, they lacked the 
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comfort of religious faith to "offset and balance the dis-
appointments, heartaches, and pain of daily living, in which 
half measures, compromises, and self-denials are common. n3 
Secondly, their sense of right and wrong was not reinforced 
by religion, which represents from the point of view of psy-
chology "part of the struggle of mankind to grow up and live 
together civilly. n 4 
In the cases of five (17 per cent) mothers, it is evi-
dent that religious affiliations, experiences and differences 
were even used to express personal conflicts and neurotic 
tendencies. 
Example 1: Mrs. Craven (Case #8), who tried to deceive 
the agency about her religious adherence, is a person with 
great dependency needs. In order to keep up her self-esteem 
she needs to feel that many different people and agencies 
are helping her. In her current contacts with the Catholic 
agency, she does not pay her daughter's board, although her 
earnings would be sufficient to cover both the child's board 
and her own expenses. She is secure in the knowledge that 
11 the Church will take care of my child." 
Example 2: Mrs. Kubie (Case #17), herself of mixed 
Catholic-Protestant parentage, married a Catholic to spite 
3 Kimball Young, Sociology, p. 502 
4 Leon J. Saul, Emotional Maturity, p. 107 
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her Protestant aunts who had brought her up and whom she 
hated deeply. 
Example 3: Mrs. Tobin (Case #27) twice changed relig ion 
to please the man she was currently married or engaged to. 
She made no attemp t to find out which beliefs were meaningful 
to her, but converted automatically in an effort to be loved. 
She had no preference as to the religion of the foster home 
her child was placed in. 
IV Education 
Of the eleven (38 per cent) fathers whose educational 
backg round was known, seven (24 per cent) had some education 
beyond grammar school. Of the sixteen (55 per cent) mothers 
whose schooling was recorded, eleven (38 per cent} went be-
yond g rammar school. The two fathers (7 per cent} who be gan 
vocational training completed the course, while the five 
mothers (18 per cent) who beg an colleg e or vocational trainin g 
did not. 
None of the parents complained of educational depriva-
tion. It would appear that in those cases where there was 
some interruption in the formal education, this was not 
against their liking. In only one cas e did the parents men-
tion plans and hopes for their childr en's education. This 
lack of concern for their children's formal training is a 
further indication that education had no t played a major part 
in the lives of these parents. 
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V Early Destructive Life Experiences 
It is generally recognized that a child's early develop-
ment within the family group lays the groundwork for future 
b e havior patterns. When this development proceeds under 
favorable conditions in the presence of two loving parents, 
"we can expect a personality that can attain success and 
happiness in vocational and sexual life in accordance ••• with 
the possibilities of the civilization in which he lives." 5 
Interference with this normal development leads to difficulties 
in adult adjustment. 
Three types of destructive childhood experiences inter-
fered "~Ni th the normal emotional growth of these parents. 
They were: 
.A . Broken Homes 
B. Unfavorable Grandparental Attitudes 
c. Lack of Wholesome Identification 
The early life history was unknown for fourteen (48 per cent) 
fathers and six (21 per cent) mothers. 
A. Broken Homes: The cause for the broken, g randparental 
home was either the death of one g randparent or the separation 
of the g randparents. The childhood of six (21 per cent) 
fathers and thirteen (45 per cent) mothers was marked by a 
broken grandparental home. 
5 English and Pearson: Common Neuroses._ of Children and 
Adults, p. 52 
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TABLE 5 
GRAl~DPARENTS 1 BROKEN HOI'iffiS 
Fathers Mothers 
Broken Homes Number Per cent Number Per Cent 
Grandparents' Death 
Grandparents Separated 
Totals 
4 
2 
6 
14 
7 
21 
8 
5 
13 
28 
17 
45 
The breakup of the parental home, either throug h death 
or separation of parents, is to the child equivalent to de-
sertion by the parent. The child considers the desertion as 
something directed against himself. He fears that the desert-
ing parent did not love him. This arouses his hostility. Yet 
he also loves and often idealizes the absent parent. In 
future love relationships, he attempts to remain true to this 
parent, and "either can not love another person, or ••• if he 
does, his love is combined with an actually causeless feeling 
of aggression. 116 The parent 1 s desertion has .further damag ing 
e.ffects i.f it occurs during the child's oedipal period (when 
he is between four and seven years of age), and i.f the parent 
is o.f the same sex. At this period in his emotional growth, 
the child usually harbors death wishes against the parent of 
the same sex, in his desire to possess the parent of the 
opposite sex. When these death wishes come true, the child 
6 Ibid., p. 54 
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believes himself responsible and has an overwhelming sense of 
guilt. He may eventually repress the cause for his guilt, 
but he will continue to feel guilty. To atone for his "mis-
deeds" he may go through life cormnitting offenses that result 
in the punishment he unconsciously seeks. 
The effects of broken homes in the lives of these par-
ents were seen in: 1) their inability to love their marital 
partner and children, possibly because of their still exist-
ing attachment to the deserting g randparent; 2) their extreme 
hostility to the marital partner and children, possibly be-
cause of 11 displaced" feelings of hostility orig inally directed 
a g ainst the deserting parent; 3) their desertion of their 
families, possibly because of their identification with the 
deserting grandparent; and 4) their acts of delinquency, 
possibly because of their need for punishment for early death 
wishes against the grandparent. 
Example: The father of Mr ; .. .. Black (Case # 4) deserted his 
family in order to live with anothe r woman, while Mr. Black 
was still a child. This desertion was preceded by family 
feuds and quarrels. Mr. Black, in turn, unable to adjust to 
his wife, deserted her and their three children because he, 
too, ~anted to live with another woman. When his wife and 
children followed him, he was unwilling to accept any re-
sponsibj.lity for supporting them, even though he could afford 
to do so. He is very hostile to his wife and children. 
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After the breakup of the grandparental home three fathers 
(10 per cent) and four mothers (17 per cent) were cared for 
by substitute parents. Except for two mothers (one had a 
stepfather, the other had two adoptive parents), all the 
I parents in this group had stepmo, hers. 
In a study on the "Wicked Stepmother117 it has been found 
that the myth of the cruel stepmother serves as an initial 
bar rier to a healthy stepmother-child relationship. The 
stepmother is very much aware of the community feeling against 
her; she is therefore insecure about and hostile to the child. 
The child is often neg atively stimu l ated by this attitude. 
He considers her a rival for his parent's affection andre-
sents her intrusion into the family. This resentment a gainst 
the stepmother may eventually be displaced bnto the marital 
partner and may thus become one of the factors in poor marital 
a d justment. 
In five of the eight cases of parents who had step-
g randparents, the parents felt that the stepgrandparents 
rejected or mistreated them. In fou r of these five cases 
the relationship was so poor that the parents were placed 
with other relatives. 
Example: Mrs. Gelt (Case # 13) lost her mother when she 
7 Janet Pfleger, "The Wicked Stepmother in the Child 
Guidance Clinic," Smith College Studies in Social Work, 
18:3, March, 1947. 
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was only four years old. Her father remarried. Mrs. Gelt 
felt that her stepmother rejected her. She therefore resented 
her stepmother deeply. She was then p laced with her a ged 
g randmother, but remained jealous of her sister who continued 
to live with the father and stepmother. Mrs. Gelt married an 
alcoholic man after knowing him for only two days. She deeply 
resented him and found no satisfaction in marriage. 
\lf.hen the relationship with the stepparent is positive, 
but, for some reason is prematurely terminated, the effects 
may also be damaging. 
Example: Mr. Kubie (Case #17), had a happy relationship 
with his stepmother. When she could no longer care for him, 
following her divorce from Mr. Kubie's alcoholic father, Mr. 
Kubie felt rejected and deprived. He chose an undependable 
woman, who was unfaithful to him, and finally deserted him 
and their four children, for his first wife. He is now en-
g aged to be married to another woman, who will, in all like-
lihood, be a rejecting stepmother to Mr. Kubie's children. 
It seems then, that Mr. Kubie is unconsciously seeking to 
subject his children to the same types of desertions and 
rejections that he experienced from his mother and his step-
mother • 
In one case where the relationship to the stepfather had 
been burdensome to the mother, she attempted to subject her 
child to the same experience. 
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Example: Mrs. Dosen (Case #9) had before her marriage 
been forced to support her mother and stepfather. Mrs. Dosen 
married twice, as her mother had done. Her second husband 
(her oldest daughter Janet's step-father) was a poor provider, 
just as Mrs. Dosen's own stepfather had been. Mrs. Dosen 
tried to persuade her daughter Janet to support her and her 
husband, despite Janet's hostility to the stepfather. 
Two fathers (7 per cent) and nine mothers (31 per cent) 
were placed following the bre~~P of the parental home. 
These parents were subjected to a double trauma: one was 
the original desertion by the grandparent, the other the re-
jection that placement signified. 
It has been found that children whose own parents are 
unable to care for them usually feel that they are 
unwanted and unloved and often think that they are 
in some way responsible for the fact that their 
parents have left them or given them up.8 
One of the effects of these parents' placement seemed to be 
their placement of their children. Since their parents had 
been unable to care for them, they felt incapable of caring 
for their children. All of the parents except one expressed 
resentment at having been placed. 
Five of the nine mothers had been placed because their 
own mothers went to work. They then placed their children 
8 Child Welfare League of America, Standards for 
Children's Organizations Providing Foster Home Care, March, 
1941, p. 13 
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because they too felt that they had to work instead of remain-
ing at home to care for their children. 
B. Unfavorable Grandparental Attitudes: Thirteen fathers 
(45 per cent) and twenty-three mothers (79 per cent} stated 
that they had been subjected to unfavorable grandparental at-
titudes in the form of a) rejection, b) mistreatment, c) over-
protection.9 
TABLE 6 
UNFAVORABLE GRANDPARENTAL ATTITUDES 
Attitudes 
Rejection 
Mistreatment 
Overprotection 
Fathers 
Number Per Cent 
6 
0 
8 
21 
0 
28 
Mothers 
Number Per Cent 
21 
2 
9 
72 
7 
31 
These categories are not totaled since they are not 
mutually exclusive. The mothers who were mistreated also felt 
severely rejected. One father and seven mothers were both 
rejected and overprotected. 
a) Rejection: Six fathers (21 per cent) and twenty-
one mothers (72 per cent} indicated that their parents had 
shown in some subtle or concrete way that they were not wanted. 
9 It could not be verified, of course, whether the 
grandparents had actually rejected the parents, for example. 
The point is, however, that the parents felt they had been 
rejected and lived on in that feeling. Chances are that, 
whatever the grandparents might have admitted to others or 
to themselves, their behavior indicated an actual rejedtion 
and was so understood by the parents. We can almost say 
that 11 rejection is what causes another to .feel rejected." 
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One author10 feels that the best training in the world 
is likely to prove ineffective if it is not associated with 
a healthy interplay of emotions between the parents and the 
child. The child who is rejected by those with whom he is 
attempting to establish a relationship is apt to remain a 
self-loving individual because he meets discouragement in his 
attempts to love others. The rejection creates in the child 
the feeling that no one cares for his efforts. This feeling 
is likely to persist, and may result in a lack of vocational 
ambition and consequently, a poor work adjustment. 
The rejection may also set up a need for repetition of 
the original rejection. The mechanism in such cases is 
this: 11 The rejection causes anger, which in turn causes 
guilt. The guilt brings about a need for punishment, and new 
rejections are sought to serve as punishment. Gordon Hamiltonl~ 
finds that the rejection is often carried over into the second 
generation. The own child touches off the parent's feeling of 
having been unloved by his parent. 
In these parents the effects of the grandparental rejec-
tion could be noted in their 1) exaggerated self-love and 
10 Samuel Z. Orgel, "Bringing Up Children, Their Emotional 
and Volitional Environment," Mental Hy giene, 3:21, July, 1937, 
p. 436 
11 Leon J. Saul, Emotional Maturity, p. 170 
12 Gordon Hamilton, Psychotherapy in Child Guidance, 
p. 277 
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narcissism; 2) poor work adjustment; 3} a need to bring about 
situations that involve further rejections; 4) compulsion to 
reject their own children. 
Example: Mrs. Rawkins (Case #24), rejected by her exact-
ing parents, successively married two men who could not sup-
port her. One was alcoholic; the other deserted her. She 
then entered into a relationship with an unmarried alcoholic 
who was very undependable. She thus not only sought men who 
rejected her and could not care for her, but, by living with 
the unmarried man, furnished her parents additional proof that 
she deserved their continuing criticism and rejection. She 
gave her twin boys up for adoption, and placed her baby g irl, 
thus rejecting them since she felt rejected. 
Seven of the mothers who felt rejected (24 per cent of 
total mothers) also expressed feeling s of rivalry ag ainst 
their sisters, who, they thought, had been preferred by the 
grandparents. These feeling s of rivalry, jealousy and hatred 
were of .ten displaced by the mothers onto other persons in 
their environment, i n cluding their children. In two of the 
seven cases the mothers named their children after their 
sisters. They thus indicated how the y subconsciously identi-
fied these children with their hated siblings. Helene Deutsch1~ 
reports that parents often express unconscious fantasies and 
13 Helene Deutsch, Psychology of Women, vol. 2, p. 152 
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feelings in the names they give their children. These two 
cases would seem to bear out this theory. 
b)- Mistreatment: Two mothers (7 per cent) reported 
mistreatment in the form of severe punishment and beatings by 
their parents. The effects of the mistreatment are similar 
to those of rejection. They are, however, more severe, since 
the rejection in those cases is expressed more concretely and 
consistently. 
c} Overprotection: Eight fathers (28 per cent) and 
- nine mothers (31 per cent) were overprotected by their parents. 
In a discussion of some effects of overprotection in 
later adult life Leon J. Sau114 states that the overprotecting 
parents attempt to keep the child's emotions tied up with 
them and prevent his growth toward independence. Even after 
reaching adulthood the once-protected child tends to regard 
other people in his environment as the all-powerful parent 
figures whose function it is to satisfy his needs. He con-
tinues to think of himself as an infant who can not be ex-
pected to care or work for himself, let alone for others. 
The parents in their overprotection attempt to shelter the 
child, to be 11 his eyes and ears, so that the child never 
learns to use his own powers of perception. 1115 The child's 
14 Leon J. Saul, Emotional Maturity, pp. 140 to 151 
15 Ibid. 
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sense of reality testing is therefore retarded. The result is 
often an inability to plan for himself or others and an in-
capacity to make mature decisions. ~llien the demands of the 
environment prove excessive the once-protected child often 
seeks escape through drugs or alcohol. 
In these parents the effects of grandparental over-
protection were evident in 1) a deep-seated need to depend on 
others for care, protection and support; 2) a poor work ad-
justment; 3) non-support of mate or children, even when finan-
cially able to support; 4) poor marital adjustment because of 
their inability to fulfill the marital partner's dependency 
needs; 5) an unwillingness to establish a home away from the 
grandparental home; 6} an inability to consider their child-
ren's needs for care and protection and their subsequent ap-
plications for the children's placement; 7) an inability to 
plan and make mature decisions for themselves or others; 8} 
alcoholism. 
Example: Mrs. Jaffe (Case #16), overprotected by her 
parents, rejected and placed her son because he interfered in 
her dependent relationship to her parents. "When Benny (her 
son) is around, father goes to sleep early, and we can't have 
any fun together." Her parents also encouraged her divorce 
from her husband, so that she could return to live with them 
end continue to be their "little girl." 
C. Lack of vVholesome Identification: Eight fathers 
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{28 per cent) and eight mothers (28 per cent) lacked an oppor-
tunity to identify with mature, consistent, parental figures. 
This lack of wholesome identification was due to a} socially 
or psychologically maladjusted parents; b) conflicting stand-
ards in the parental home; c) unfavorable neighborhood stand-
ards. These categ ories are not mutually exclusive, since in 
some cases two or more factors were operative, and are there-
fore not totaled. 
TABLE 7 
PARENTS' LACK OF WHOLESOME IDENTIFICATION 
Causes 
Maladjusted 
Grandparents 
Conflicting 
Grandparental 
standards 
Unfavorable 
neighborhood 
standards 
Fathers 
Number Per Cent 
7 24 
1 3 
4 14 
Mothers 
Number Per Cent 
3 10 
3 10 
5 17 
a} Socially or psychologically maladjusted grandparents: 
Seven fathers (24 per cent) and three mothers (10 
per cent} had parents whose social and psychological malad-
justment expressed itself in delinquency, alcoholism, psychotic 
breakdowns and feeblemindedness. 
Children, in their effort to be like the parent, tend to 
accept the parent's standards, attitudes and personality pat-
terns. The maladjusted grandparents in this group obviously 
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provided poor examples for identification. The effects of this 
can be noted in the four fathers in this group, who became 
alcoholics, just as their fathers had been. The delinquent 
grandparents in this group encouraged the parents to imitate 
their unconventional and asocial behavior. 
Example: In the case of Mr. Heller (Case #14), his ex-
wife reported that Mr. Heller's father had initiated him into 
t he secrets of his trade of stealing and immorality. Mr. 
Heller was expelled from school because his teachers felt that 
he "knew too much." 
b ) Conflicting Standards in the Grandparental Home: 
One father (3 per cent) and three mothers (10 per 
cent) had parents whose standards of behavior differed, or 
were cared for successively by people with differing standards 
of behavior. In these cases the parents often tried to adopt 
the behavior first of one, then of another pa rental figure, 
with resultant inconsistencies and s evere contradictions in 
their personality. 
Examples: The father of Mrs. Colleen (Case # 7} was 
alcoholic and promiscuous, her mother puritanical and conform-
ing. During her mother's lifetime, Mrs. Colleen was able to 
live up to her mother's standards. When her mother died she 
became a completely chang ed person, who cared little about 
community and family censure. Like her father she was pro-
miscuous and unconventional. When she was in contact with 
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the agency Mrs. Colleen was again "on her good behavior." 
She seems to be capable of swinging from one extreme to the 
other. 
Mrs. Oster (Case # 22) was an adopted child, who apparently 
had a good relationship with her adoptive parents, a minister 
and his wife . Despite the love these adoptive parents showed 
her, and the mature pattern for identification they provided 
for her, Mrs. Oster became a rejecting, unloving wife ~nd 
mother. Having no interest in caring for her children, she 
placed them. She apparently identified with her parents who 
had rejected and placed her when she was a baby , and compul-
sively subjected her three children to the same experiences.l6 
c) Unfavorable Neighborhood Standards: Four fathers 
(14 per cent) and five mothers (17 per cent) had lived in 
neighborhoods that exerted an unfavorable influence upon the 
grandparental home and upon their upbringing. The grand-
parents were uninterested in the parents' companions. They 
gave them little supervision, and did not expect them to 
assume responsibility. 
16 Helene Deutsch, Psychology of Women, Vol. 2, pp. 404, 
405, relates the case of a g irl who, 
at an early age had formed the ideal of her natural 
mother as embodying a contrast to her adoptive mother •.• and 
••• identified herself with the imagined mother, in oppo-
sition to her adoptive mother •.• She had to leave her 
children in order to compulsively repeat her oivn history 
in regard to them. She knew that it was better ror the 
children to have their father and mother together, but 
was unable to achieve this. 
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Example: Mr. Macdonald's (Case #20) parents lived in a 
shabby, rundown neighborhood, in a poorly kept, dirty house. 
They cared for Mr. Macdonald's two oldest children since Mr. 
and Mrs. Macdonald were separated and neither wanted to make 
I a home for the children. When the agency worker approached 
the grandparents in an effort to locate Mr. Macdonald for an 
adoption release for his youngest child, the grandparents 11 had 
no idea where he was." They had apparently never cared to 
I know their son s whereabouts even when he was a youngster and 
had therefore encouraged his wanderlust and shiftlessness. 
Usually, no one factor can itself be considered the cause 
for later adult maladjustment. It is rather the relationship 
between a number of variable factors that seems to determine 
unfavorable reactions to the usual adult experiences.l7 Many 
of the parents in this group were subjected not to one speci-
fie traumatic experience, but rather to a traumatic environ-
ment with a variety of destructive experiences. 
Example: According to Mrs. Heller (Case # 14) her father 
deserted when she was four years old. Her mother remarried, 
but neither she nor the new stepfather paid any attention to 
the little girl. She could stay out until midnight without 
r 
anyone s being concerned. When she was six, her mother 
17 Bolles, Metzger, and Pitts, 11Early Home Background and 
Personality Adjustment," Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 2:3, 
July, 1941 
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committed suicide. Mrs. Heller then went to live with her 
father and various stepmothers. After one of the frequent 
beatings her father gave her, Mrs. Heller attempted to com~it 
suicide by drinking iodine. (Her mother had died in this same 
way.) At fifteen, she told her father that she had to get 
married, since she was pregnant. The effects of her early 
experiences have been visible in Mrs. Heller's seeking for a 
repetition of the repeated desertions and rejections by marry-
ing a man who, in turn, deserted and rejected her. She further 
more reacted to the experiences by severely rejecting and 
punishing her two boys. She does not feel capable of caring 
for them, and has preferred to place them. Never having known 
a loving father figure, she does not believe that there are 
"good boys or men" in the world. 
VI Parents' Economic Adjustment 
The parents' economic adjustment will be considered in 
the light of their economic status, occupation, wages, and 
type of neighborhood lived in. 
A. Economic Status: The term 11 dependent 11 in the follow-
ing table refers to families receiving financial aid from the 
State Department of Public Welfare at the time of the child's 
placement. "Marginal" refers to families who were able to 
provide little above the bare necessities or whose incomes 
were irregular, but who promised, at the time of placement, 
some contribution to the child's board. " Comfortable" refers 
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to families indicating no financial strain. 
TABLE 8 
PARENTS 1 ECONQ:r.HC STATUS 
Status No. Per Cent 
Dependent 3 10 
Marginal 20 69 
Comfortable 6 21 
- --
Total 29 100 
The number of dependent families in this group is small 
(three families, 10 per cent) because 
ordinarily, dependent children who do not need any of 
the special services of the agency •.• or for whom 
there will be no reimbursement over a period longer 
than six months, should be considered public charges.l8 
In cases where the mothers' and fathers' economic status 
varied, the responsible and supporting parent's status was 
counted. Eight families (28 per cent) had received financial 
aid from a social agency at some previous time. 
B. Occupations: Twenty-three (79 per cent) of the 
fathers were employed. Sixteen (55 per cent) were engaged in 
an unskilled, skilled, professional, or military capacity. 
In seven cases, the nature of their work was unknown. Seven 
fathers in this group of twenty-three had a poor work adjust-
ment. Six of the twenty-nine fathers (21 per cent) were 
18 New Hampshire Children's Aid Society, Policy Book and 
Manual, 1947, p. 4 ---
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dead, on relief, in hospital, or in prison. 
Twenty-seven (93 per cent) of the mothers had a full time 
position. All but five of these worked steadily and derived 
satisfaction from working. Twenty-three (79 per cent) worked 
as domestics, waitresses, factory workers, teachers, or dental 
assistants. In four cases of the twenty-seven working mothers 
the type of work was unknown. 
TABLE 9 
PARENTS' OCCUPATION 
Fathers Mothers 
Occupation No. Per Cent No. Per Cent 
Service 
Domestic 0 0 6 21 
Laundry 0 0 1 3 
Restaurant 2 7 4 14 
Office and Sales 0 0 3 10 
Unskilled 
(Factory} 3 10 7 24 
Skilled 9 31 0 0 
Professional 2 7 2 7 
Unemployed 
(Relief, prison, 
hospital) 4 14 2 7 
Dead 2 7 0 0 
Unknown 7 24 4 14 
- -- - --
Total 29 100 29 100 
C. Weekly Wa ges: In ten cases (34 per cent) the father's 
weekly wages were known. One father earned less than thirty 
dollars, six earned between thirty and forty-nine dollars, two 
earned between fifty and sixty-nine dollars, and one earned 
seventy-five dollars. Of the ten mothers (34 per cent) whose 
salary was known, seven earned less than twenty-five dollars, 
while three earned between thirty and thirty-nine dollars. 
D. Type of Neighborhood: The type of neighborhood where 
the parents lived at the time of the child's placement was 
considered "favorable" unless there was evidence to the con-
trary, i.e., a record o~ criminality, irresponsibility, or 
unconventional moral standards on the part of the residents , 
or an obvious lack of adequate housing and recreational 
facilities. 
TABLE 10 
TYPE OF NEIGHBORHOOD OF PAiiENTS 
Type of Neighborhood 
Favorable 
Unfavorable 
Total 
VII Social Adjustment 
No. 
17 
12 
29 
Per Cent 
59 
41 
100 
Nearly all of the parents (except two, or 7 per cent~ of 
the mothers) were maladjusted in some of their social rela-
tionships. Two major types of maladjustment will be discussed 
here: delinquency and dependency. These two types are not 
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mutually exclusive: some of the parents exhibited both delin-
quent and dependent behavior . 
A. Delinquency: Delinquent behavior is often caused by 
a person's guilt feelings that seek to be assuaged through 
punishment at the hands of society, in the form of either 
physical restraint (prison) or community and family censure . 19 
Parents were regarded by the writer as delinquent when they 
either a) had a prison record; b) were reported by the court 
or the agency worker to be neglecting or abusive parents; or 
c) deserted their families . Thirteen fathers (45 per cent} 
and eleven (38 per cent) mothers were included in this group. 
T.ABLE 11 
PARENTS' DELINQUENT BEHAVIOR 
Fathers Mothers 
Type of Delinquency No. Per Cent No. Per Cent 
Prison 3 10 2 7 
Neglect, abuse 8 28 8 28 
Desertion 2 7 1 3 
- - - -
Total 13 45 11 38 
a. Prison: Of the three fathers (10 per cent) who had 
prison records, only one served a long-term sentence. The 
other fathers and the two mothers (7 per cent) had short pri -
son sentences for morals charges (extra-marital involvement) . 
19 See supra, p. 28, for a discussion of one of the 
causes of delinquent behavior. 
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b. Neglect and abuse: Eight fathers (28 per cent} and 
eight mothers (28 per cent) were accused of neglect and abuse. 
The neglect was severe in all cases, and called for community 
action for the children's protection. The charges of abuse 
were usually made by the mother concerning the father's treat-
ment of her, or by either of the parents against the other for 
mistreatment of the children. It was hard to evaluate in 
which cases the charges were valid and in which cases they 
were projections of the accusing parent's own guilt feelings . 
Example : In the case of Mrs . Ybaro (Case #29) , the abuse 
took the form of depriving her children of food in favor of 
the man living with her at the time. 
c. Desertion: Two fathers (7 per cent} and one mother 
(3 per cent) left their families without notifying them, or 
at a time when their presence was particularly needed. 
Example : Mr. Breaker (Case #2) left his wife and one-
year-old baby boy just when Mrs. Breaker showed signs of a 
mental breakdown. 
B. Dependency: The causes for excessively dependent 
behavior in adult life are often related to early rejection or 
overprotection of the child by his parents. 20 Twenty (69 per 
cent) fathers and fifteen (52 per cent} mothers were regarded 
by the writer as excessively dependent because of a) poor 
20 See infpa, pp.}2f. and 35f~or a discussion of rejection 
and overprotecti on. 
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work adjustment; b) non-support; c) inability to plan; or d) 
alcoholism. These categories are not mutually exclusive. 
TABLE 12 
PARENTS' DEPENDENCY TRAITS 
Trait 
Poor work adjustment 
Non-support 
Inability to plan 
Alcoholism 
Fathers 
No. Per Cent 
7 
9 
5 
12 
24 
31 
17 
41 
Mothers 
No. Per Cent 
5 
5 
13 
2 
17 
17 
45 
7 
a) Poor work adjustment: The poor work adjustment of 
the parents - seven (24 per cent) fathers and five (17 per 
cent) mothers - manifested itself in frequent job changes and 
temporary periods of unemployment despite a favorable employ-
ment situation. During the periods of unemployment many of 
the fathers went to live with their mothers, who apparently 
encouraged their return. 
b) Non-support: Nine fathers (31 per cent) and five 
mothers (17 per cent) did not support their families. Five 
of these fathers and two of the mothers did not do so, despite 
regular work and sufficient earnings, with which they managed 
to provide well for themselves. This group of parents was 
described by the workers as narcissistic and self-centered. 
"They are like infants who demand only to be nourished, cared 
for ••• but will give nothing in return. 1121 
21 English and Pearson, Co~non Neuroses, p. 265 
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c) Inability to plan: Five (17 per cent) fathers and 
thirteen (45 per cent) mothers were extremely ambivalent, in-
decisive, and uncertain about "what to do next." Whatever 
decisions they arrived at were impulsive, irresponsible, and 
subject to change at a moment's notice. These parents wanted 
either to have others decide for them or free them of the con-
sequences of their own decisions. This combined ambivalence 
and impulsiveness was especially damaging to their children's 
feeling of security. 
Example: Mrs. McDonald (Case #20) was unable to decide 
her own or her children's future. On one occasion she removed 
them from their grandparents' care and took them to live with 
her in New York City. There she left them unsupervised most 
of the time. She confessed her inability and unwillingness to 
care for them, and was somewhat relieved when her husband 
kidnapped them. Yet she continued to think in terms of having 
them live with her. 
d) Alcoholism: Twelve (41 per cent) fathers and two 
{7 per cent) mothers were alcoholics. The incidence of alco-
holism in the total United States male population between 
twenty and sixty-five years of age is 6i per cent. 22 Of these 
fathers, then, more than six times as many were alcoholics 
than in the corres ponding age g roup in the total male popu-
lation. 
Education on Alcoholism: 
and Prevention • 1 
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These parents' dependency needs were one of the factors 
in their excessive drinking. They tried to escape the reality 
demands of the adult ·world and regress into the protected 
state of childhood and infancy. 
The parents' alcoholism was a contributing factor th the 
breaking up of the home and to the need for placement. In 
one case the father became so incapacitated because of his 
alcoholism that he had to be removed from the community. The 
children in these families were upset and disturbed by the 
parents' intoxication. 
VIII Marital History 
In discussing the parents ' marital history it must be 
remembered that only parents "not making a home together" were 
included in the present study. It was to be expected, there-
fore, that marital discord preceded the parental separation . 
This was true also for the two families where the fathers were 
dead: in both cases marital discord preceded the father's 
death. 
Twenty parents (69 per cent) had had previous agency con-
tacts because of family problems. 
A. Age at Marriage: A study of the parents' age at 
marriage i s of interest in judgi ng their readiness to assume 
their marital and parental responsibility. 
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TABLE 13 
PARENTS 1 AGE AT MARRIAGE 
Fathers Mothers 
Age No. Per Cent No. Per Cent 
15 0 0 2 7 
16 0 0 2 7 
17 0 0 0 0 
18 0 0 4 14 
19 1 3 3 10 
20-24 8 28 11 38 
25 - 29 11 38 2 7 
30- 34 3 10 2 7 
35-39 1 3 0 0 
40-44 0 0 1 3 
Unknown 5 18 2 7 
- -- - --
Total 29 100 29 100 
Nine fathers (31 per cent) were between nineteen and 
twenty-four years or age. The other rifteen (52 per cent} 
whose age was known ranged in age rrom twenty- five to _forty-
four years or age. Eight (28 per cent) mothers were between 
rirteen and eighteen years old. They all had children within 
a year or their marriage. Undoubtedly their youth was a ractor 
in their inability to adjust to their husbands and children. 
Another eight mothers (28 per cent) were nineteen and twenty 
years old. The other mothers ranged in age rrom twenty-one to 
rorty-four . 
B. Age Dirrerences Between Parents: In a study on un-
f41t married mothers 23 it was noted that many had children by man 
23 J. Kasanin and Sieg lunde Handschen, "Psychodynamic Fac-
tors in Ille gitimacy, II American Journal or Orthopsychiatry, 
11:66-84, January, 1941 
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who were much older than they were. The author felt that this 
was a sign of these girls' unresolved oedipal complex. 
In the group of parents in the present study it was found 
that eight mothers {28 per cent) married men who were from 
seven to fifteen years older than they were. Possibly these 
mothers were also subconsciously attempting to re-establish a 
relationship with their fathers by marrying these olde r men. 
c. Reasons for Marriage: The reasons for marri age were 
known for one father and fourteen mothers in this g roup. The 
father felt that his wife had "forced" him into an unwante d 
marriag e by her ihsistence. The reasons given by the mothers 
were a) forced marriages; b) marriag e to escape the parental 
home; c} marriage for financial securi ty. 
a. Forced marriages: Three mothers (10 per cent) felt 
that they would never have married their husbands had it not 
been for their illegitimate and unwanted pregnancies. 
Example: Mrs. Prince {Case # 25) claimed that she married 
her husband only because she was pregnant and did not want to 
have her child born out of wedlock. She never loved Mr. Prince 
and resented the responsibility that marriage and parenthood 
involved. 
b. Marriage to Escape Parental Home: Ten mothers (34 
per cent) married to escape from an unbearable parental en-
vironment or to spite parents who opposed the marriage. 
Example: Mrs. Dosen (Case #9) married because she 
BOSTON UNIV~RSITY 
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resented being forced to support her mother and stepfather, 
by whom she felt mistreated. 
c. Financial Reasons: Two mothers (7 per cent) mar-
ried for financial security. 
Ex ample: Mrs. Kubie (Case # 17) married her second hus-
band because she wanted to be supported by him. She eventually 
left her second husband and her four children for a third 
husband, since she felt that she was entitled to more fun and 
freedom than her second husband could offer her. 
These parents, then, used marriag e as an escape from 
unpleasant situations, or as a means of attaining financial 
security. It is possible that successful marriages are often 
entered into for similar reasons. Yet it seems that these 
r easons, while not precluding the possibility of marital har-
mony, placed a real obstacle . in the path of these parents' 
marital adjustment. 
D. Establishment of Parental Home: The g rowth toward 
adult independence invol ves not only emotional separation from 
parents, but usually a change of living quarters for the new-
lyweds. A description of the living arrangements of these 
parents after their marriage will shed light on their ability 
to function as an independent couple. 
Three parents (10 per cent) never moved from grandparental 
homes. 
Ex ample: Mrs. Tobin (Case # 27) insisted on her husband's 
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moving into her mother's, since "she just couldn't bear to 
leave Ivl ommie. " 
Six families (21 per cent) never settled in a home with 
their own furniture, but lived in furnished rooms. In six of 
these nine cases of "no own home" there was evidence that the 
parents were overprotected by the grandparents who discouraged 
their independence, and their assumption of adult responsi-
bilities. 
Of the twenty parents (69 per cent) who did establish 
a home of their own, ten (34 per cent) broke up their home 
within a year of their marriage. 
E. Effects of the War on Marriage: In twelve (41 per 
cent) of the cases the parents felt that the war had adversely 
affected their marriages. 
a. In six cases (21 per cent) the father's prolonged 
absence in the service resulted in a feeling of estrangement 
between the parents after his return. However, all of these 
families reported that marital unhappiness had preceded the 
husband's absence. In three of the six cases the husband en-
listed or re-enlisted to escape an undesirable marital 
situation. 
b. In three cases (10 per cent) the husband's absence 
or death in the service seemed to be a factor in the wife's 
' illegitimate pregnancy. In two of these cases this led to the 
husband's insisting on a divorce. Again, marital satisfaction 
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had not been present even before the war. 
c. In two cases (7 per cent) mental or physical break-
down of the husband following a service disability increased 
already existing marital discord. 
d. In one case (3 per cent) a hasty marriage seemed to 
have been stimulated by the war atmosphere. Both the mother 
and the father in this case were immature, neurotic people. 
Thus it is apparent that these marriages were either 
unstable and unsatisfying before they were interrupted by the 
war, or that the onset of the war provided a stimulus to the 
parents to fill some neurotic need. In a series of case 
studies of marital conflicts presumably caused by war experi-
ences, Florence Hollis found that 
the war entered the picture, sometimes to increase the 
difficulty, sometimes to lighten it ••• yet it was obvious 
that conflict had existed for some time and arose funda-
mentally from factors other than the present war situa-
tion. Maladjustment between husband and wife can be 
traced fundamentally to the two people and the drives 
that originally led them to choose partners with whom 
they are not congenial.24 
F. Marital Status: An analysis of these parents' marital 
status reveals their repeated marital failures and their con-
tinuing fruitless search for satisfying love experiences. 
English and Pearson25 feel that these failures are due to 
24 Florence Hollis: Effects of War on Marriage, Smith 
Colle ge Studies of Social Work, Vol. 14, 1943-44, p. 64 
25 English and Pearson, Emotional Problems of Living , 
p. 264 
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1) the fact that more love and protection is always hoped for 
than any marital partner can be expected to give; 2) the hope 
of finding the perfect lover (Since the perfect lover is a 
love object in the individual's childhood, true satisfaction 
cannot be achieved and a new search ensues); 3) a compulsive 
need to re-experience an early rejection or desertion by the 
parent of the opposite sex. 
TABLE 14 
PARENTS ' MARITAL STATUS 
Status 
Separated 
Widowed 
Divorced (once) 
Remarried 
Repeated Divorces 
Total 
Fathers 
No. Per Cent 
10 34 
0 0 
12 41 
5 18 
2 7 
- --
29 100 
Examples of repeated marital failures: 
Mothers 
No. Per Cent 
10 34 . 5 
2 7 
10 34.5 
6 21 
1 3 
-
29 100 
1) Mrs. Tobin (Case # 27) married at sixteen, since she 
felt the need for a man in the home. (Her father had died 
when she was a child.) Vfuile her husband was in the service 
she g ave birth to an illegitimate child . Her husband divorced 
her when he returned . Mrs. Tobin never a gain saw the father 
of the child. She married a second time to discover, after 
a short time, that her second husband was already married. 
As soon as this marriage was annulled she became eng a ged. 
After a few months, her fiance broke the engagement. Mrs. 
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Tobin claims that she never wants to marry again, yet is now 
going 11 steady. 11 
2) Mr~ Oster (Case #22} married four times. One of his 
wives died ; the other three divorced him because they found it 
impossible to live with him. 
Nine fathers (31 per cent) and eleven mothers (38 per 
cent) engaged in extra-marital relationships at some time. 
By their unconventional sexual conduct, they repeatedly created 
situations for themselves that involved community and family 
censure. 
Example : Mrs . Gray (Case #12) married her first husband 
after working as his housekeeper and becoming illegitimately 
pregnant by him. She divorced him after having eleven child-
ren by him. She then again sought a position as a housekeeper 
and now has two illegitimate children by her employer. Mrs. 
Gray is an intelligent person, fully aware of the loss of her 
children's and the community's affections because of her be-
havior. 
G. Attitudes to Marital Partner: The parents' attitudes 
to each other coincided in all cases, so that no attempt 
needed to be made to differentiate Mother-Father and Father-
Mother attitude. In twelve cases, (41 per cent) the parents 
were extremely hostile to each other both before and after 
their separation. In another twelve cases (41 per cent) they 
were suspicious and resentful of another. Three parents 
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(11 per cent) cared little about each other. Only in two 
cases (7 per cent) did the mother have a somewhat positive 
relationship to her children's putative father. 
H. Number of Years between Parents' Marriage and Applica-
tion to Place Children: The number of years that elapsed 
between the parents' marriage and their application to the 
Children's Aid for placement of their children was from one 
,... 
to nine in sixteen cases (55 per cent); from ten to n i neteen 
in nine cases {31 per cent); and from twenty to twenty-nine 
in two cases (7 per cent). 
IX Parental Capaci~ 
In this sub-chapter we shall discuss the parents' rela-
tionships with and attitudes to their children who were 
placed. 
The families had a total of eighty-four children, forty 
' of whom were placed with The Children s Aid. Fifteen of the 
eighty-four children (eight of the forty placed children) 
were of illegitimate parentage. Eight families {28 per cent) 
had one child; nine (31 per cent) had two children; ten (34 
per cent) had three or four children. Two families (7 per 
cent) had eleven and thirteen children respectively. 
Of the forty placed children, twenty-two were girls and 
eighteen were boys. Seven children were infants; eig hteen 
were between one and six years old; ten were between seven 
and eleven; and five were between twelve and sixteen. 
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A. Reasons for Placement : A de scription of the parents ' 
reasons for placing their children, and an evaluation of the 
reality of these reasons, will further illustrate parental 
c apacity. The fi gures in this tabl e are not mutually exclus-
ive, since some parents felt that more than one reason was 
responsible for placement. 
TABLE 15 
PARENTS ' REASONS FOR PLACEMENT 
Reasons Number of Parents Per Cent 
Hous i ng 8 28 
Illness 8 28 
Finances 13 45 
Child born after 
breakup of home 7 .24 
Child ' s behavior 3 10 
Authoritative 
placement 5 17 
a) Housing : Eight families (28 per cent) gave lack 
of hous i ng as a reason for placing their children. In four of 
these cases this was a negligib l e fac t or , since the parents 
either had the housing available or made no effort to find 
suitable quarters. (One mother owned a home, but did not 
choo se to use it . } In the other four cases the lack of hous-
ing was a real factor, since these families were newly arrived 
in town or had actual l y been evicted fr om their homes. None, 
however, thoroughly investigated the possibilities of 
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temporary, less desirable quarters as an alternative to place-
ment.24 
b) Illness: In eight cases (28 per cent) mental or 
physical illness was one factor, but not the major factor, in 
placement. In one of these cases (Marquess, Case #19) the 
mother's confinement with a newborn baby was a precipitating 
factor in the placement of her three year old son. She had, 
however, repeatedly placed the child on previous occasions in 
order to go to work. 
c) Financial: Thirteen mothers (45 per cent) felt 
that they had to place their children so that they could go to 
work to support the children and themselves. 
In a study of "Working Women" it was found that while the 
I 
economic factor was usually present in women s decision to 
work, it rarely was the only factor. "The emotional and psy-
chological considerations that impel a woman to work are 
tl h 1125 generally less over y sown ••• They are, however, present. 
In the thirteen women in this study they seem to have been the 
prime considerations. These mothers were dissatisfied in 
their maternal role and felt unable to care for their children. 
They did not as a rule inquire about, or consider, plans such 
as the Aid to Dependent Children Program that could have made 
24 For a picture of the actual housing situation, see 
supra pp. 13-14. 
25 Jennie Mohr: "Home Making Problems of Working Women, 11 
Smith College Studies in Social Work, 19-1, p. 30, October 1948 
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it possible for them to keep their children with them.26 
d) Child born after breakup of the parental home: In 
seven cases (24 per cent) the parental home had already been 
broken up before the child's birth and there was little pros-
pect of its reestablishment. 
e) Child's Behavior: Three families (10 per cent) 
stated that the children's unmanageable behavior was a factor 
in placement. The children's behavior actually seemed to be 
a reaction to parental rejection. 
f) Authoritative Placement: In five cases (17 per cent~ 
the court intervened to demand custody and placement of the 
children. The parents had by their abuse, neglect, and poor 
supervision demonstrated that they were unable or unwilling 
to care for their children. 
g) Parental Separation: In all these cases the 
parents stated or implied that the parental separation was a 
major factor contributing to placement. An analysis of the 
parents' attitudes to the children prior to the breakup of the 
home, therefore, will be of help in evaluating the validity 
of this claim. The parental attitude prior to separation was 
known in twenty-one cases. In eighteen of these the parents 
had either placed, neglected, abused, or did not want the 
~  children. It would seem, therefore, that there was no direct 
26 See supra p. 9 f. for a discussion of the Aid to 
Dependent Children Program. 
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cause-effect relationship between parental separation and 
placement of children. It appears, rather, that the emotional 
prerequisites f or marital and parental adequacy are similar, 
and were lacking in the personality makeup of these parents. 
B. Parents' Visits: The parents' pattern in visiting 
their placed children is a clue to their concern for and in-
terest in their children. A parent who visits regularly shows 
that he has not relegated all responsibility for the child to 
the agency and the foster parents. Only two fathers (7 per 
cent) and four mothers (14 per cent) visited regularly. Five 
fathers (17 per cent) and fifteen mothers (52 per cent) 
visited infrequently. They often broke promises about visit-
ing, came late, and could not be depended on in their visiting 
plans. Eleven fathers (38 per cent) and ten mothers (34 per 
cent) gave proof of complete lack of interest in their child-
ren by neglecting to visit them at all, although they were 
physically able to visit. 
C. Attitudes to Children While Placed; Eighteen fathers 
(62 per cent) and twenty-four mothers (83 per cent) were either 
openly hostile or indifferent to their placed children. Six 
fathers (21 per cent) and five mothers (17 per cent) showed 
real concern for their children. In five cases (17 per cent) 
the fathers' attitude was not known. 
The workers felt that the behavior of twenty-five of the 
forty placed children indicated problems which in most cases 
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seemed to have been b:our-l;.t ab01...1.t by the pa_ ...ento.l e.ttitu es o:: 
rejection ar1d i·ldifference . 
TI.1e parents ' contacts uith eoci o.l e.sencies prior to their 
o.p)lic.?:. tio:1 to the Children 1 s i il .~_L.H! t_-.a te their :!Jast e::pe-
ric.nces and bea.:. o.n their p: es en t e.djus t:-1ent . 
I t 1·ras found that tHenty fc .. milies ( 69 _.Jer c ent ) ha 1ad 
o:n:e or nore contacts 1·ri th soci.:1l o .. sencies , , ost of then i n 
the St..,te of ,-eu Hampshire . The o.sencies offered medicc.l , 
psyc __ ie.tric , finc:.ncial , o.nd fe..mily servi ce s . These hrenty 
f['.miliec:: had e. tote:.l of' forty - five co~1tact s 1.·rith ac;encies . 
The '.JU_ti~!li ci ty o·~ t1e contc.c s iXJ.d.icates thc.t the 
pal"'en ts felt free to ['.Va il ther.1sel vas. of COJi1::1ll!'li .y resources . 
But mo. t uas t _1e quali t~r of ·he r: ervi c es off e.:. ed.? In eleve2.1 
caec=E: t_1_s c01...1ld not 1Je ev r.lue'.te c.. In nine c c~e e s (31 pel" 
ce.n ..... , houevel", thel ... e 1.·rae. ev:i_ cc.l'lc e tl12 .. t t_le eo:"'vicee o:':?ered 
;-rere not e.dequ c.te e..nd at tir1ee even ho.r!:rC'ul . 
I· V"!e caee of ~I.:. s. Ear quesc (C ...:,se #19), uhere c ep el"! en-
cy ;TG,S LJ.volved , a s.tate c:.c.~e.ncy e.tteU!:Jtecl to send hOl" e.nd her 
child bnc:!.: to n state uhere t loy~·H:i(_;ht ha.ve ::.ettle!Jon t clo..:l_m8 , 
ui tl'lou t co.~J.s.idere. ti on of her psyc~'lolo~~~ ic.9.l :.~. eec1E . I n __.he 
c aEee of Ee~·mw.n (C aee / '21) a.b.d Rau~.:i .~s (C ase (}2L~), a ~protec ~ 
ti ve a.c;ency 1.ri thd.reu its services 1·rhs.n the .?..re t:. t:=- uere u.no..ble 
to a cc ept t ·1e o::. .l y so1Ltio~1 o:':'c·"ed, n::o,!~ol~r , ronoval of tlG 
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children rrom the parental home. In another case, Abbott 
(Case #1), the parents' request for adoption of one of their 
children by an agency went unrilled since the worker claimed: 
"Ir we started this, people would simply give their children 
away." The child was then released by the parents fol'' inde-
pendent adoption to people who were on the verge of separation 
and repeatedly replaced the child in undesirable homes. In 
the case of the Cabbott family {Case -;/:6), an agency made a dop-
tion arrangements with the adoptive mother, failing to consult 
the adoptive father. Opposed to the adoption, he rejected the 
child. In one case of authoritative placement there was indi-
cation of insufficient casework contact with the parents at 
the time of placement. The mother, Mrs. Dosen (Case #9}, 
still fails to understand why her child may not return home. 
She considers placement of the child as a means of teaching 
the child "not to run away from home any more." In the case 
of Mrs. Elsom (Case #10), case work service at point of intake 
in the day nursery where she first placed her twins at the age 
of two and a half might have helped to avoid that placement 
and further destructive placements for the children. In the 
case of Mrs. Hoffman (Case #15) , who placed her s ons in an 
institution, the matron insisted that the mother cooperate in 
disciplining the boys by refusing to visit them when they 
"were bad." This added further to the deprivation o.f these 
love-starved children and gave the mother more excu se to 
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punish the children. 
It would seem, then, that these agencies would have been 
more helpful if their services were geared more to the needs 
of the clients in the light of modern casework principles. 
XI Social, Marital, and Parental Problems of Mothers With 
Illegitimate Children 
Nine mothers (31 per cent) had illegitimate children for 
whom they requested placement. These mothers had some special 
problems in their relationships that bear comparison with the 
problems faced by unmarried mothers. 
In the case of the unmarried mother the disapproving and 
punitive attitude of the community is a disturbing and ever-
present reality. It often forces her to seek service promising 
secrecy concerning her pregnancy and confinement and to request 
permanent placement of her baby. Her relationship to the 
child's father usually has little meaning to her or is charac-
terized by some hostility. 
In five of the nine cases of mothers in the present 
study, the disapproving community attitude was relatively ab-
sent. This may have been either 1) because these mothers were 
married or about to be married while bearing illegitimate 
children (the community may not have known the children's true 
paternity or may have as·cribed the incident to "war conditions" 
prevailing at the time); or 2} because they had children by 
their ex-husbands during or after divorce proceedings (these 
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children may have been regarded by the community as "practi-
cally legitimate 11 ). Like the unmarried mothers, these five 
mothers were either uninterested in or extremely bitter against 
their children ' s fathers. In three of these cases the fathers 
may not have even been told of the child ' s existence. 
In three cases community censure was real, but was not 
sufficient to deter the mothers from continuing their rela-
tionship with the child's father. In one of these cas es the 
mother eventually married the father after having five ille-
gitimate children by him. 
In the last of the nine cases no information on community 
feelings or the parental relationship was available . 
Like most unmarried mothers, four of the five mothers in 
this group whose children were infants asked for or were 
helped to accept permanent adoptive placements for the m. In 
view of the mothers ' inability to provide a home for the in-
fants, this seemed to have been the best plan. 
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I Limitations 
CHAPTER FIVE 
CASEWORK WITH PARENTS 
In evaluating the casework services offered the parents 
by the agency before and during placement of their children, 
the following limitations must be borne in mind: 
A. Limitations of the Agency: 
a) The parental responsibilities assumed by a child-
placing agency are extremely time-consuming. They limit the 
worker's opportunity to contact parents. 
b) The agency is a state-wide one, and the state is 
sparsely populated. Travel therefore cuts down the time for 
worker-parent contact. 
c) The period during and following the war, which was 
also a period of reorganization for the Children's Aid, wit-
nessed a shortage and rapid turnover of workers in caseworking 
agencies in general, particularly in rural areas. A large 
proportion of the casework staff was taken directly from 
schools of social work. Frequently they had not yet come to 
accept problem parents as readily as problem children, and 
had not become as secure in work with parents as with children. 
d} The nationwide shortage of foster homes was another 
limitation in work with parents. For one thing, when not 
certain of being able to provide the right home for the child, 
the worker was at times inhibited in proceeding with parents, 
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but was later pushed into a hasty placement because of sudden 
emergencies. Then too, much time had to be spent in locating 
foster homes, so that less time was available to contact par~ 
ents. 
B. Limitations of Parents: 
a) The severe maladjustments of these parents limited 
their capacity to use casework. In a discussion of the ef-
fects of rejection, which these parents had experienced to 
such a large degree, Frederick Rosenheim states: 
"These individuals lack the ability to establish rela-
tionships ••• in an essential sense they are unapproachable ••• 
consequently it is very difficult to modify them." 1 
In discussing the treatment of individuals like these 
parents, whom English and Pearson describe as "neurotic char-
acters," the authors feel that the prognosis is very poor: 
Having no symptom, they lack incentive to get well, 
and unless unhappy, they are well satisfied with 
themselves, and care little how much they inconvenience 
others ••• Onl~ with difficulty can they be held in 
treatment ••• 
b) The parents' familiarity with independent placement 
resources (neighbors, foster homes, institutions, etc.) was a 
limitation in exploring alternatives to placement with them. 
The workers rightly feared that the parents would again resort 
1 Frederick Rosenheim, "Character Structure of the Reject-
ed Child," Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 12-3, July, 1942 
2 English and Pearson, Common Neuroses of Children and 
Adults, p. 274 
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to independent placement, with all its damaging effects on the 
child, if their application for agency placement was not im-
mediately accepted. The workers might with some justification. 
consider the parents' request as an indication of their will-
ingness to make a more, rather than a less, constructive plan 
for the child. It showed that the parents were aware of some 
of the dangers and insecurities of unsupervised placement, and 
were apparently willing to assume the committments re garding 
payments, foster parents, and visits that agency placement 
involved. 
c) The length of placement acted as a limiting factor 
in some cases where the children were placed on a short time 
basis, or were removed prematurely. 
In three cases (10 per cent) placement was terminated 
within a month or less. In another four cases (14 per cent) 
the children were placed for a period from one to five months . 
Considering the leng th of time of the se parents' maladjust-
ments and pers onality defects, this placement and contact time 
was too short to permit a change in their behavior pattern. 
d) In two cases (7 per cent} , the workers felt handi-
capped in discu ssing the parents' marital problem b ecause the 
parents were Catholic. Since the parents were unable to 
accept referral to their priest with this problem, their re-
ligion could be considered as a factor limiting case work 
possibilities. 
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II .Analysis of Case Work Contacts 
A. Reapplications: Seven families (24 per cent) had, at 
some previous time, applied to the Children ' s Aid for place-
ment of their children. In two of these cases the applications 
resulted in placement which was termina ted through joint plan-
ning of the parents and the agency. In five cases the appli-
cations did not result in placement. 
In two of these latter five cases, Mrs. Prince (Case # 25} 
and Mrs. Tobin (Case #27}, the request for placement was with-
drawn because of pressure from the maternal grandmother, al-
though the mothers did not want the children and preferred 
placement for them. These two mothers later reapplied and 
their children were placed; but the placement was terminated 
prematurely because of the grandmothers' insistence. If the 
worker had studied the reasons for withdrawal of the first 
a pplication, she would have been aware of the mothers' depend-
ence on the g randmothers. She could then, from the be ginning, 
>have 
focused casework planning on helping the mothers make their 
own decisions in the light of their and their children's needs, 
rather than in accordance with the g randmothers' wishes. 
In all these seven cases, the previous contact with the 
agency had apparently been a positive one, so that the parents 
felt free to request the agency's services a second time. 
B. Process of Social Study: All the cases (except one,for 
confidential reasons) were cleared with the Social Service 
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Index. In sixteen of the twenty cases where the families had 
previous agency contacts, one or more of the agencies was 
asked for a summary of the con tact wi th the family. 
In two of the four cases where no attempt was made to ob-
tain information from other agencies this contact might have 
been of help in evaluating the real family situation and the 
parents' capacity. (In one of these two cases information is 
now, after a year's contact, being requested.) In the other 
two cases the information was not requested because t he con-
tact was a short term one or because the parents did not need 
to be involved in case work planning. 
In four cases the agencies cont a cted for information were 
out-of-state agencies. In four othe r cases , agencies having 
information about grandparents were contacted. In nine cases 
pers ons other than parents or children were involved in case-
work planning. In all the cases where the children were re-
leased for adoption, the process of social study was especially 
complete and thorough, involving consultation with all the 
agencies the family had had contact with. 
In two cases the mothers had previous contacts with 
private psychiatrists. The workers should have requested the 
mothers ' permission to contact the psychiatrists for their 
diagnosis. The workers might then have utilized this informa-
tion in casework planning. 
C. Length of Time between Application and Placement 
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The length of time between application and actual place-
ment of the child bears some relation to the amount of case-
work planning with parents that can precede placement. 
TABLE 16 
LENGTH OF' TIWili BETWEEN APPLICATION TO PLACE AND PLACEMENT 
Time 
Less than one month 
One and less than two months 
Two and less than three months 
Three and less than four months 
Four and less than five months 
Five and less than six months 
Two Years 
Total 
Families 
Number Per Cent 
7 
6 
5 
8 
1 
1 
1 
29 
24 
21 
18 
28 
3 
3 
3 
100 
Of the seven families whose children were placed within 
two weeks or less, the speed in placement seemed unwarranted 
in three cases: the situations did not appear to be of an 
emergency nature. The short time between application and 
placement prevented needed exploration of family dynamics, 
contact with both parents, and exploration of alternat ives to 
placement. Of the six families whose children were placed 
after a month, there were two cases where the speedy placement 
did not permit adequate planning. 
While there are, thus, dangers in speedy placement, there 
~ are also disadvantages in prolonged exploration and waiting. 
In the three cases where four months, five months and two 
years elapsed before it was decided to place the children, the 
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parents' relationship to their children deteriorated. These 
parents were certain that they wanted to place their children. 
Their frustration at being unable to place them (because of a 
lack of suitable foster homes and exploration of other plans) 
created more tension and hostility against their children. 
The parents complained about the children's increasing ly bad 
behavior. These complaints were either ab sent or milder in 
the group where children were placed more quickly. 
D. Number of Parents Contacted: The workers contacted 
all but three (10 per cent) mothers. In two of these cases 
the mothe rs could in no way contribute to a casework plan for 
the child,and contact with them was therefore not indicated. 
In the third case (Cabbott, Case # 6): the lack of contact with 
the mother was a factor in the failure of the placement plan. 
Thirteen fathers (45 per cent) were not contacted. Of 
these, ten were inaccessible, or had little to contribute in 
planning for the child. Contact with the other three, either 
directly, or through an out-of-town agency when the fathers 
did not reside in the community, might have led to more con-
structive planning for the children (Breaker, Case # 2; NevMan, 
Case #21; Marquess, Case #19). 
E. Number of Interviews with Parents and Children: The 
median number of interviews for the children was thirteen, for 
the mothers ten, for the fathers three. The mode for inter-
views with children and mothers was fifteen, with fathers 2.5. 
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The median number of interviews for the children was thirteen, 
for the mothers ten, for the fathers three. The mothers, then, 
had 23 per cent fewer interviews with the workers than the 
children, and the fathers had 74 per cent fewer than the 
children. 
It is evident, then, that the workers made a greater ef-
fort to involve the children and mothers in casework contact 
than the fathers. They seemed to consider the children and 
mothers , rather than the fathers, as their clients. In some 
cases this failure to involve fathers intensively seemed to be 
a factor in the fathers' diminished interest in and sense of 
responsibility for their children, and may therefore have been 
actually a hindrance to reestablishing the home . 
F. Content of Treatment Interviews 
a) Children's Problems : In all cases where parents 
were contacted, the workers discussed with them either the 
problems relating to the children's day-by-day care or the 
problems the children were facing as a result of separation 
from the parents. In nineteen cases both types of problems 
were touched upon. 
b) Parents' problems : In all cases there was also 
some reference made by either parents or workers to either the 
parents' day-by-day problems in relation to employment, hous-
ing, etc., or to their emotional conflicts. In sixteen cases 
both environmental and emotional problems were discussed. In 
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thirteen cases the parents, while actually separated, were 
still undecided about future plans. Inl only four of these 
cases did the workers make some attempt to help the parents 
with their marital problem on a regular basis. On the whole, 
the workers shied away from any involvement with the p arents r 
marital situation. They did not try to help each parent 
realize his share in causing marital discord, but rather per-
mitted each parent to put all the blame for the separation 
on his mate. They did not offer the parents a series of joint 
or separate interviews to discuss their feelings towards each 
other or their plans for separation or reunion. 
One mother seemed to be in need of institutionalization 
in a hospital for the mentally ill, but no effort was made by 
the worker to help her accept this. In those cases where the 
fathers' alcoholism was a problem, there was some effort on 
the part of the workers to refer the fathers to the Alcoholics 
Anonymous chapter in the community. 
In two cases the workers hel ped the parents understand 
the damaging effects of placement upon the children by re-
lating it to the parents' own placement experiences. In one 
of these cases this resulted in the mother's cooperation in 
a more constructive plan for the child. (In other cases work-
ers routinely interpreted to parents the damaging effects of 
placement upon the children, although this was not always 
recorded.) 
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rn two cases the parents were helped to understand the 
relationship between their own feelings at having placed their 
children and their unrealistic criticisms of the foster homes. 
In both cases the parents were able to accept the foster 
parents on a more realistic basis after this clarification. 
In five cases the workers helped the parents to pay for 
their children's care with some regularity, by analyzing 
budgetary needs with them. But monetary problems have signi-
ficance on a much deeper level as well. As Dorothy Hutchinson 
has said: 
In most cases money considerations in the Child-Placing 
Agency can not be dissociated from feelings and rela-
tionships ••• monetary m~tters will be tied up with 
neurotic difficulties. 
The workers , however, did not utilize the parents 1 management 
of money as a casework tool to help them face their feelings 
of hostility or ambivalence about their children. Once these 
feelings had been recognized by the parents, more realistic 
plans for the children might have been worked out. 
In most cases where the parents' irregularity in visiting 
created problems both for the foster parents and the children, 
the workers tried to help the parents plan for more regular 
visits . .As with budgetary problems, however, so too with 
visiting : they did not use the parents' resistance as a case-
3 Dorothy Hutchinson, ucase Work Implications in the Use 
of Money in Child Placing, 11 The Family, Vol. 21, No. 5, July, 
1940 
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work tool to help them analyze their real feelings to their 
children. 
In many cases it might have been helpful to make regular 
interviews with the parents a prerequisite to placement of 
the children. (The worker, of course, would have to weigh 
the importance of these interviews against the likelihood of 
the parents' resorting to independent placement plans if they 
did not wish to accept this condition . ) In some cases it 
might also have been advisable to put a tentative time-limit 
on the placement of these children. This would encourage the 
parents to think of the placement as a temporary measure and 
to consider other, more permanent, plans for the children. 
In a few cases the worker offered to help the family with 
its problems after the child was removed from placement. The 
records indicated it would have been helpful to offer this 
service in other cases as well. 
III Evaluation of Placement Plans 
The following is an attempt to evaluate the placement 
plans arrived at by the workers and families in the light of 
I the children s needs and the parents' capacities. For pur-
poses of this evaluation the cases4 will be divided into: 
4 The cases in this section will be considered as number-
ing thirty rather than twenty-nine (the actual number of 
families) since in one family the three children who were 
placed (Gray, #12} fall into two different categories. 
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A) Families where long -term or permanent separation of 
children and parents was indicated , 
B) Families where temporary separation of children and 
parents was indicated, 
Cl Families where placement might have been avoided with 
the help of community resources and casework planning. 
A. Frunilies where long -term or permanent separati on of 
chi ldren and parents was indicated: Nineteen cases (63 per 
cent), with twenty-four children, fall into this group. 
a) Families where long-term or permanent sepa ration 
was indicated and planned for: In eleven of the nine t een 
c a ses a plan for permanent separation of parents and children 
was worked out. 
Five of the eleven cases (Gro, # 5; Finn, #11; Gray, # 12; 
Macdonald, # 20; Stevens, #26), were of infants four of whom 
were born out of wedlock and whose mothers were helped to re-
lease the m for adoption. In these five cases the plan was t he 
soundest possible for the child, since these mothers could 
offer the child little security, and did not have a home for 
the child. The final decision to release the child was a 
painful one for the mother, but she was supported by the worker 
in her feeling that she had acted in the best interests of the 
4lt child. (The fathers had no constructive alternatives to offer, 
whether or not they were willing to cooperate in releasing the 
child.) The procedure here followed was in accordance with the 
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principle that when permanent separation is indicated, it 
occurs with the least damaging effects in the case of infants. 
The fact is that a baby, who at this time of life is 
separated from its mother, will accept food and care 
from a mother substitute. Its needs are overwhelming, 
its helplessness extreme, and its distinction between 
one person and another is still in the beginning stage.5 
In one of the eleven cases a six- year-old girl (Abbott, Case 
#1} was released for readoption by her adoptive parents, who 
had neither capacity nor willingness to care for her. In 
another case a nine-year-old boy (Ybaro, Case # 29) had to be 
placed in an institution on a long-term basis since his par-
ents severely neglected him. He was not adoptable because 
his extreme agg ressiveness made his adjustment in the commu-
ni ty impossible. 
The four remaining cases of the eleven were those of 
adolescents ranging in age from twelve to sixteen years. 
Three of these (Dosen, Case #9; Hoffman, Case #15; and Lacker, 
Case #18), were placed by court order because of parental 
neglect or abuse. The fourth (Craven, Case #8) was placed at 
her mother's request. There is no alternative but for these 
youngsters to remain in agency care until they are able to 
live independently. On the one hand, their parents cannot be 
counted on to give them the type of care and supervision that 
they need, since they were in serious danger, while in the 
5 Anna Freud and Dorothy T. Burlingham, War and Children, 
p. 46 
-
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parents' care, of becoming promiscuous or delinquent. On t he 
other hand, they cannot be released for adoption since the 
tendency of adolescents is toward greater emancipation from 
parents. 
With adolescence come powerful sexual and ambitious 
urges, with heightened competitiveness with adults 
and increased turning toward adult goals. The in-
tensified process of development now drives the 
organism toward independence, self reliance, marriage, 
reproduction and family ••• 6 
They would therefore find it difficult to accept "permanent" 
new parents, but they have adjusted well in their foster 
homes, where they are able to find security without feeling 
too tied down. 
b) Families where permanent separation was indicated 
but where the children are now only in long-term foster homes: 
Seven children in four of the nineteen families are now in 
long-term placement. The children of two of these families 
were placed by court order; the children of the other two 
were placed voluntarily by their parents. The parents in 
these cases (Jaffee, Case #16; Kubie, Case #17; Oster, Case 
#22; Ouvrier, Case #23) are either totally uninterested in 
their children, or have a damaging and dangerous effect upon 
them. Under present plans it seems that these children will 
have to remain in agency care in a foster home until they are 
old enough to make their own plans, since their parents can 
6 Leon J. Saul, Emotional Maturitx, p. 27 
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not be depended upon to plan for them constructively. 
In these cases it would seem to be preferable to encourage 
t hese parents to release their children for adoption.? This 
would protect the children both from the insecurities of even 
the best foster home placement and the unpredictable planning 
of their parents. If the parents can not accept this volun-
tarily, court action may be necessary. 7 The parent may 
actually be relieved by the court decision (granting guardian-
ship to the agency) because he recognizes that the decision is 
the right one, even though he himself might not have been able 
to make it. He may be able to function more effectively once 
he is freed from responsibility of the child. The child, in 
turn, can be helped to appreciate the values of normal living 
and the inability of the parents to provide them. 
F our of the seven children i n t h is g roup are fro m seven 
to eleven years old. Childre n of this age need special help 
in coming to a true understanding of their own parents' limi-
tations before being able to accept substitute parents. Other-
wise the s e children are prone to build up a fantasy life about 
their 1tfamily romance, 11 and consider the ir s tay with e ven the 
most loving adoptive parents as a make shift arrangement from 
which they will eventually be rescued by their omnipotent, 
though temporarily absent, parents. If these children are 
helped to develop new ties and derive satisfactions in their 
7 For description of the p r0 cedur es of Custody and Gu a rd-
ianship Cases see supra pp. l S . • 
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daily living, they are able to overcome the loss of their 
parents more easily than pre-school children. 
There was one child in this group (Ouvrier, Case # 23) for 
whom permanent separation from immature parents was essential. 
The Children's Aid worker might have helped the parents release 
the child for adoption. Instead, she referred them to the 
Department of Public Welfare for long-term foster care, which 
would not provide the permanent separation from the parents 
that was indicated. 
c) F amilies where permanent separation was indicated, 
but where the children were placed in a temporary foster home: 
Of the nineteen families, four families with six children 
placed them temporarily in an ag ency foster home. The p a rents 
in this group resembled those in group (b) in their incapacity 
to care for and in their destructive effects on their children. 
They differed from those parents in that they removed their 
children from the agency foster home shortly after pla cement 
and made undependable, unsupervised placement plans for them. 
In two cases (Prince, Case #25, and Tobin, Case # 27) the 
children were removed from care, even though their mothe rs 
might have been willing to release the m for adoption, because 
of pressure from the grandmothers, who had little capacity to 
care for the children but who could not bear to relinquish 
their authority over them. In one ctase ( Newman, Case # 21) the 
children were withdrawn from placement because the mother, 
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who was extremely undependable in planning for them, could not 
accept the agency's request to involve the father in placement 
plans. In the fourth case (Gray, Case #12} , the children were 
removed from care because the mother resented the worker's at-
tempts to help her reestablish a home for them. In all these 
cases permanent separation of the children from their parents 
and release for adoption would have offered the children the 
love a_nd security the y were unable to receive from their par-
ents. 
The workers in both the (b) and (c) cases were loath to 
recognize that permanent separation of the children from the 
parents is a desirable casework goal. This tendency is under-
standable, since these children ( unlil{e the infants in group 
(a}, who were born out of wedlock} were of legitimate parent-
age, and the community looks with disfavor upon permanent . 
release of these legitimate children from their parents, while 
it encourages permanent separation of illegitimate children 
from their mothers. Child placing agencies throughout the 
country have, therefore, considered permanent separation of 
legitimate children from their parents only in rare cases. 
B. Families where temporary separation was indicated and 
planned for: Of the thirty cases, six families (20 per cent} 
with eight children fall into this category. In each of these 
families one of the two parents showed occasional or sustained 
interest in the children, although having ambivalent feelings 
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about them. Three of these families are still under ag ency 
care. Their parental capacity is being studied and evaluated . 
There is a possibility that eventually they too may have to be 
helped to relinquish their children permanently (Breaker, Case 
#2; Heller, Case #14; Weston, Case # 28) . The other three 
families (Colleen, Case #7; Gelt, Case #13; Marquess, Case # 19} 
took their children back to a reestablished parental home 
after placement . In one case the child was adopted by the 
mother's new husband; in the second the mother took the child-
ren to live with her at the grandparents' home; in the third 
the mother was helped to reestablish a home with the help of 
the Aid to Dependent Children grants. None of these homes was 
the most desirable one for these children , since the parents 
involved were more or less re j ecting and neu rotic. However, 
there were values in these homes that were of benef.it to these 
children and that a foster home placement might not have 
offered them. 
All the children in this group are preschool children . 
It has been recognized that for children of this age separa-
tion from their parents is, more than for children of other 
ages, an especially traumatic experience. 
It loss of or separation from parents is especially 
serious if it occurs in the period of early childhood ••• 
it results in a serious interference with the normal 
course of psychosexual development and leaves the 
child highly sensitized to disappointment •• • 8 
8 English and Pearson, Common Neuroses of Children and 
Adults, -p. 55 - --
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C. Families where placement might have been alto ge the r 
avoided with the help of community resources and casework pl~n­
ning : Of the thirty cases, the cases of five families (17 per 
cent) with eight children are included in this group. In 
these cases adequate community resources or casework planning 
or a combination of both might have led to alternate plans 
and have prevented the need for placement. On the whole, one 
or both parents in these families had some positive feeling 
for the children. The children, in turn, related well to one 
or both parents and suff'ered because of the separation from 
them. In most cases the placement of these children led to 
the parents' relin~ishing responsibility for the children 
to the agency. 
In three of these cases (Beck, Case #3; Black, Case #4; 
and Elsom, Case #10) the mothers claimed that the lack of 
finances and housing made it imperative for them to place the 
children and to seek work. In view of the actual housing 
situation in the community and the inadequacy of the State 
grants, there was little the workers could have done to help 
the mothers to adequate housing and financial security. They 
might have suggested, however, that the mothers try to find 
less desirable quarters (such as furnished rooms) and apply 
for the less-than-adequate State Aid For Dependent Children, 
or at least that they weigh the inadequacy of these accommo-
dations against the trauma of separation. (It is possible 
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that the mothers used these claims of lack of housing and 
money as a screen to cover their desire to place the child 
for other reasons. In that case, naturally, any efforts the 
worker might have made toward finding housing and funds would 
have been futile.) 
In a fourth case (Mrs. Rawkins, Case # 24}, the mother 
had no problem of housing, but only of lack of funds, Which 
compelled her, she said, to place the child and go to work. 
It is conceivable that she might have kept the ch ild with her, 
had the worker helped her consider an Aid for Dependent Child-
ren grant before accepting the child for placement. 
In a fifth case (Cabbott, Case #6), only the father was 
contacted by the worker in pre-placement planning . Had the 
mother been contacted, the need for placement might have been 
altogether obviated. For as it turned out, the mother, living 
in another city, did not even know tha t the child was be ing 
placed! When she learned that he had been placed and ran 
away, however, she was willing to accept him into her home. 
In none of these cases were the parents offered regular 
post-place ment interviews to help them reconsider their plans 
for the children. In one of these cases, however, the worker 
made some attempt to help the mother reestablish a home for 
the children after the children were placed. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
SUW~ARY, CONCLUSIONS .AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I Summary and Conclusions 
Now that the data on these twenty-nine families have been 
presented, a summary and conclusions of the findings are indi-
cated. 
The first purpose of the study was to describe the fac-
tors that seemed to predispose these parents to seek, or that 
brought society to require, placement for their children. • 
The second purpose was to evaluate the parents' capacity to 
re-establish a home for themildren. In the light of these 
first two purposes, the following can be stated: 
The study reveals the high percentage of destructive and 
deprivational experiences in these parents' lives. Many of 
them came from homes broken by separation or death of the 
grandparents . Some were cared for by hated step-parents; 
others--close to a third of the mothers--were placed outside 
the home . Nearly all the parents were subjected to unfavor-
able grandparental attitudes of rejecti on or ove r protection. 
Nearly a third of the mothers and fathers lacked opportunities 
for wholesome identification. There was no indication that 
the parents had religious education or church contact. 
The social maladjustment of the parents was apparent in 
their delinquent behavior, which brought them into conflict 
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with community standards and the law. Their abuse, neglect, 
and desertion had detrimental effects upon their children. 
'l'heir poor work history, non-support, inability to plan, and 
alcoholism emphasized their incapacity to function on an adult 
level. In some cases their capacities were further limited by 
mental or physical illness. 
The marital history of these parents--their repeated 
marriages, separations, and divorces--points to their vain 
search for satisfying love experiences. They were compulsively 
seeking to re-experience early disappointments and rejections. 
They were extremely bitter against their sexual partners. A 
third of the mothers married when they were between fifteen 
and eighteen years old, when they were not yet ready to assume 
marital and parental duties. Nearly half the mothers married 
to escape unhappy homes, because they were pregnant, or for 
financial reasons. A third of the families never lived in a 
home with their own furniture. Twelve families claimed that 
the war had adver~ly affected their marriage, but marital 
conflict in these families had actually preceded the outbreak 
of the war. 
The incapacity of most of these parents to re-establish a 
home for their children was demonstrated by their rejection 
and neglect of the children both before and after the breakup 
of their home. Many parents had previously placed their 
children in unsupervised, independent placements. While the 
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children were in agency care most of the parents did not visit 
or visited irregularly. Some parents failed to pay for the 
children's board, although they were financially able to do 
so. Twenty-five of the forty children placed reacted to the 
parental rejection and neglect with some degree of disturbance. 
In some cases agency placement of these children was pre-
cipitated by parental separation, lack of housing, financial 
need, or parental ill health. In other cases the fact that 
the child was born after the parents separated ( whether or not 
the child was legitimate) created a situation that encouraged 
placement of the new-born baby. In most cases, however, 
placement of the children was not due to environmental pres-
sures. It was due rather to the parents• psychological in-
ability to love and care for their children, and to their need 
to subject the children to the same destructive experiences 
of rejection, broken homes, and placement that they had been 
subjected to in their childhood. 
l In a study of a group of nine "Good Mothers" who were 
unusually loving and accepting of their children, it was 
found that all but one of the mothers had had a happy and 
secure childhood. Even the one mother who felt deprived knew 
that she was deeply loved by her father. The love and security 
1 Helen Cederquist, "The 'Good Mother' and Her Child, 11 
Smith College Studies in Social Work, 19:1-26, October, 1948 
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that these " good mothers 11 experienced predisposed them to 
successful parenthood, while the hostilities and insecuritie s 
that were the lot of the twenty-nine parents in the present 
study incapacitated them from functioning as mature , responsi-
ble parents. 
The third purpose of the study was to evaluate the case-
work services offered to the parents by the agency towards the 
end of re-establishing the home or making other constructive 
plans for the children.2 
It was found, in evaluating the placement plans, that 
the most successful one s were arrived at for a first g roup 
ClG.IJS.,._ 
of/ cases, where the parents ' inability to re-establish a 
home for their children was clearly re cognized. Some of these 
cases were of infants born out of wedlock , whose mothers were 
h e lped to release them for adoption. Others were cases of 
adolescents who were successfully p l a ced in long -term foster 
2 The effectiveness of the services offered was limited 
by several factors outside the caseworkers' control: a) agency 
condi tions (e. g ., rapid staff turnove r, transportation diffi-
culties in covering the whole sta te); b) parents' severe 
maladjustments and reje ction of their children; c) parents ' 
familiarity with independent placement facilities which 
raised difficult dilemmas (e. g ., any e x tended delay in ag ency 
placeroont, such as would be involve d in adequate pre-placement 
planning, was likely to drive parents to resort to undesir-
able, independent placement. Faced with this dilero~a of pro-
viding placeme nt sooner than desirable or running the risk 
of having children placed under undesirable arrangements , 
wo rkers tende d often to choose the first course as the lesser 
evil). 
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care, with or without court order, because their parents 
severely neglected them. The workers actively helped these 
families to realize the advantages of separation and to work 
through any existing ambivalence about separation. 
In a second group of eight cases, where the children were 
placed in foster homes, a plan for permanent separation of 
children from parents would have been advisable. These child-
ren, however, happened to be of legitimate parentage; and the 
community-at-large has yet to accept the fact that at times 
such children, like children born out of wedlock, might best 
be served through permanent separation from their parents and 
readoption by substitute parents. 
In a third group of six cases an effort was or is being 
made by the worker to help one or both parents re-establish a 
home, since these parents, although ambivalent about their 
children, were or may yet be able to offer them some security. 
In three of these cases the parents have taken the children 
back to live with them. (In one case the worker helped the 
mother apply for an Aid to Dependent Children allowance.) In 
the three other cases the parents' capacity is still being 
studied by the worker. 
five 
In a fourth group of/ cases 3 where the parents seemed to 
be the least disturbed and rejecting, more adequate community 
3 The total number of cases, as here enumerated, amounts 
to thirty instead of twenty-nine as elsewhere in the study. 
For the explanation of this discrepancy see supra p . ..... 6 , foot-
note 5. 
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resources and intensive pre-placement planning might conceiv-
ably have obviated the need for placement. 
In general, considering the limitations of the parents, 
the agency, and the community, the workers may be said to have 
helped many of these families arrive at constructive plans for 
their future. (It must be added that the casework with the 
children, though not specifically included within the area of 
the present study, seems obviously to have been a factor of 
great effectiveness in these plans.) 
In a number of instances, however, a gap could be noted 
between agency philosophy and practice: 4 Use was not always 
made of information gained in previous applications by a par-
ticular family to this or other agencies. Sufficient time 
was not always allowed between application and placement to 
permit a thorough study of the family situation and contact 
with both parents, where both were accessible and might con-
tribute toward planning for the child. Generally speaking, 
fewer fathers were seen and those that were, were seen far 
less often than the mothers. This lessen effort to involve 
the fathers indicates that the workers somehow lost sight of 
the ideal of a normal home life with both parents and failed 
to consider the fathers as clients equally with the mothers • 
4 For an example of the procedure prescribed for agency 
workers in placement cases see supra p. lry , footnote 2. 
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The parents' resistance to visiting and paying board was not 
always used as a tool in casework planning. Finally, parents 
were not usually offered a series of post-placement interviews 
to help them in planning for themselves or their children. 
The fourth purpose of the study was to evaluate some of 
the community resources that affected these parents' plans for 
their children. First of all, it was found that in nearly 
half the cases where the parents had previous contact with 
other agencies, these agencies failed to offer helpful services 
to the parents and thus to provide a deterrent to family break-
down. Secondly, an analysis of the financial assistance pro-
gram available to dependent families in the State of New 
Hampshire revealed that, in comparison with standards suggested 
by the Family Welfare Association of America, the grants pro-
v ided by the State are very inadequate. This may be a factor 
in tempting mothers to place their children and work to sup-
port them, rather than apply for assistance that would enable 
them to keep a home for the children. Thirdly, the housing 
situation in the community is also very inadequate and acts 
as a further deterrent to keeping up or re-establishing the 
parental home. While none of these factors--damaging a gency 
contacts, lack of adequate financial assistance, and lack of 
housing--were primary reasons for family breakdown and place-
ment of children, they did agg ravate the existing serious 
problems of these families. 
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II Recommendations 
The findings or the study suggest the following recommend-
ations: 
A. Casework services by Child-Placing Agencies 
a) Pre-placement Plannin g : There should be a series 
or interviews with both parents before accepting placement 
applications to allow for a thorough discussion or alterna-
tives to placement. If lack or adequate funds and housing is 
the reason offered for placement, an effort should be made by 
the worker to help the parents weigh the disadvantages or the 
inadequate state grants and uncomfortable housing against the 
damaging effects or placement upon the children. 
In some cases it would be helpful to require, as a pre-
requisite to placement, that parents commit themselves to 
keep regular interviews with the worker after the placement 
or the children. In occasional cases it might be advisable to 
put a tentative time limit on the placement of the children. 
This would encourage the parents to consider placement as a 
temporary measure, and to think in terms of other, more per-
manent plans for the children. (Before imposing these condi-
tions of placement , however, the worker will have to weigh 
the importance of these conditions against the likelihood of 
the parents' resorting to independent placement plans if they 
do not wish to accept them.) 
b) Contact with Parents while Children are Placed : 
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There should be regular worker-parent interviews while the 
children are placed. In those cases where there is some like-
lihood or the re-establishment of the parental home the inter-
views should be focused on those problems in the marital and 
parent-child relationship, and/or in the immediate environment, 
that were causative in the breakup of the home. In those cases 
where it is clearly established that the parents are completely 
unable to c are for the child (whether or not he was born out 
of wedlock ) t hey should be encouraged to release the child for 
adoption or for some other long -term placement. This is 
preferable to the child's remaining with temporary foster 
parents with whom he cannot find the love and security that 
adoptive parents could give him. (The child-placing agencies 
should help the public accept the fact that permanent separa-
tion of children and parents may be indicated even for children 
• 
of legitimate parentage.) 
The workers should use the parents' resistance to regular 
board payments for and visits to their children as a means of 
helping them face their real feelings to the children. Once 
the parents can cope with their feelings they may be able to 
plan more realistically for the child. 
There should be more effort on the worker's part to in-
volve the fathers in contact both before and during placement. 
This may encourage the fathers to accept more responsibility 
for and develop more interest in the children. 
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c) Contact with Parents after Children are Removed 
f'rom Placement: In some cases it may be advisable f'or the 
wo~ker to offer to help the parent with any remaining problems 
af'ter the children have returned to the parental home. 
B. The Social Agency as a Force in CommQnity Education 
Knowing f'rom first hand contact the damaging ef'f'ects of' 
inadequate community resources upon f'amilies, agencies and 
their workers have an obligation to share this knowledge with 
the public, towards the end of' providing more adequate f'aci-
lities. 
a) The grants of' the public a ssistance program in the 
state should be increased so that mothers with insuf'ficient 
monetary resources will apply f'or these grants instead of' 
placing their children and working to support them. 
b) More housing facilities should be provided for low-
income groups, since the lack of homes is a factor in family 
breakdown. 
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Appendix A 
The Child Welfare League of America Committee on 
"Work with Parents" 
In October , 1948, the New England Region of the Child 
Welfare League of .Ameri c a, under the chairmanship of Miss 
Helen Spalding, Acting Casework Supervisor at the New Hamp-
shire Children 1 s Aid Society, organized a Committee on trwork 
with Parents." The members of the committee were interested 
in studying the parents applying to child placing agencies, 
~Dd the work done with the parents by the agencies. 
The statistical sample chosen by the committee was 
limited to applications for placement pending or received 
during the three months period from September 1, 1947 to 
December 31, 1947 . Only those applications that resulted in 
placement were included. This period of time was decided upon 
because it was felt that the cases were recent enough for an 
evaluation of recent casework technique, yet sufficiently in 
the past to contain recording of social history and treatment 
process needed to answer the questions posed. 
It was found that a total of 191 voluntary placements 
had resulted from applications to thirteen of the private , New 
England agencies during this time. In one fifth of these 
cases neither parent , or the father only, was accessible. 1 In 
1 See supra p . 1;. for definition of 11 accessibility.rr 
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one fifth only the mother was accessible. In one fifth both 
parents were accessible, but were not living together. In the 
remaining two fifths the parents were accessible and were 
living together. Thirty-eight additional cases of authorita-
tive placement were reported during the same period . This 
small number of cases did not seem to warrant breakdown into 
groups of "accessibility." 
The committee is especially interested in the fact that 
in only a fifth of the 191 cases is the home a motherless one. 
In other words, in four-fifths of the cases a mother is avail-
able who, theoretically, could care for the children, had 
other plans not been preferred. 
The committee planned originally to study the cases in 
all five groups of accessibility. ~men this did not prove 
feasible the study was limited to the one group where both 
parents were accessible and were living together. The study 
is now proceeding through work by the individual committee 
members at the various agencies, and through joint monthly 
conferences. 
The results of the study will form the basis of a session 
of the annual meeting of the New En g land Region of the Child 
Welfare League Conference in the summer of 1949 at Wentworth-
By- Th e - Sea, Portsmouth, New Hampshire . The session is en-
titled: "Report of Inter-Agency Study Group on Cas:ework with 
Parents of Placed Children." 
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Appendix B 
SUPPLEMENT TO CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE SCHEDULE 
Children: 
Previous placements: number; reasons 
Sex of children in family 
Adjustment and behavior problems 
Parents:. 
Early destructive life experiences (death or separation 
of grandparents, material or emotional deprivations, 
lack of whole some identification, crippling illness): 
Father 
Mother 
Education: grammar; high school ; college 
Father 
Mother 
Occupation and weekly wages: 
Father 
Mother 
Marital Status: 
Father 
Mother 
Age at marriage: 
Father 
Mother 
Attitude to marital partner (positive, indifferent, 
Father 
Mother 
negative}: · 
Attitude to children (loving, indifferent, rejecting): 
Father 
Mother 
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n.orc- ~-:> oEi '~ iv c l3r to the ~rorl;::er . She r::i c: c.c d the .?.c:o:_- -::i oc l""eleo.Ee 
~:her: Ehe re~,'.li:::; G' th:-, t o::,r doLl..= eo el:. e coulcl. l:.cl:_; h3rlli E to 
c; :~or-e r:o:~1:12~!:l , ~~~tie?~rinc cl:.il {ll1oo.~ t.l,!.~~r: el1e l1Gl,2olf l~e. d. ::::o•.r~1 . 
ro"bl e::: : !:r'e . :Jree.~~el'") c.~) ~J .l:_ e.H_ ~o t ~-: c ~: enc:r i ~ . :.. . over.fo 
10.\7 ·"'"'o;" , - l ~c"":'e ·,., -+- o ~"" .,l e-" ·"'o•1rt. -;,e~ -,o,., .... ,l " l rl 'o ."'. '.J~_,- ·o oJ·r , D~,..,,~- " 
- ../ • - - . .J.-c ~ c;; ., .. 1..~... - L- ..L. J. l,.... V -· . ...... .JJ. .... Ll -~.,.,;. Lt. ..,. _ c, ... 1 ...... J • 
She He..;J.tec1 to p le.,ce D".nny iJe c e.:~.-1 :-: o =·~r . :.-.Jrec:..~·:er hc:..d ::.:ucl.de~-:.1·• le-?t 
fo:.. .. Ce..li :tor::.1i 2.. :· henehe e.ppl i ed. :;:'"'or pl~cemen t of the cl:.i'ia. , -
~-:re . ~ . r:eer.1ec1 to 1Je clicturbed . ... ~f·t· el-. B~ fG,:r 1reeL:e sl~ e ~T3~L 
ho~pi t.:>.lized. in the 'tate :-:e.r:tal Ho .~r):ttal \Ti t h c. c1ic..r: no f] ie of: 
-. .- -... . ec~:izo~)hrer:.i.s. , c .;:. t c. to r~ ic t~r~)e . hr. J::i , \T2..S conte..c~ed ~J:T !JEd.l . 
· ~e e.::El~L1 ecl :t~i t:c .. nc ~ e. l l'"'GE~)OD2i iJ i.lj_ t~;'" :-..:~02: De..:.i..l1~t !J o e. l"d in l1iE 
t~Bncy foster ~ome . 
r, l',le c'., ; 1..:;· D· ..., .(] "''' ··rac .,J , ~ ce..:J 't- ·~ J..:l"" r,r•e'1C7 i ,_ Y1-:J Y''T ~-- -
_._ J. L __ \..._ . C 1 J. L-1} •~ ...,._ .1; .- C.4 1....\ . _)~~ L - V r.,. ,.._.J l. v - J...l ._ ,. .;:: JJ.~j Ci""Jo,. 
ccllen t :'os t2r ho!,Jee . ~=i::: :~os ter no 1.-:e::.""'E c1es aDde d h ie r GDlc.ce -
.. ,o .,.., '- -J~cei...·c::e o·"" Ll.,e -~ , .. o·.., ~'-i'"" '· ~ "'" 10',.1~.. o·"' C"r>~ t'-..., +- '· e .,,..,r.::1-i ., o ,._.., -_~....:.L I ..._ ~~._. _._ L· .:.. - .L~~ .i.. l.. • .'_-'- ... l-.~L· c c.. .. l \.. ~~ l · .L c __ v · 1..:l~ 1 t...: !.'.- l.c .... :L- _.1 8 ~._ • . H- e·, ~, +-o '...,e · r., Lc ~ o c' c ~'"' "'L"n.~.. l ,r T-r=o i ..... " ..,ot ·"'Y'!ec '· ·io,..., '- - ~--~ 
..L 1-t..!..~ L' L.J - ' t.:: .. Lt - - . .L 0 !..!._ l_:t,;..., .J.. l: . J • - - - -- L..:. . B .. J..::; l:-... ... .J..a ue- ' c.· ... ~ ..!.Q 
has little interest in peop le a~d toys . The ~se~cy staff re-
c eD tly rec 2m;:: ended t lla t Le be ~ - l c.. c ec' i n c.n ou 4i- of- to;.-m :'oE ter 
101~1e ',r_Gl"G .r1e cov.l c~. o.ttsnc. 8. mn"ecr>"/ echool E: :;eciali 7. L:.c.: i .n tile 
t r eo, t:rmJ!:lt of ch.il C.:."en ui t h c1i:'fi CL.: 1 t -:Jeh.c.vi or :/:. .. o:., lc:Je . 
~l:..e nren.tE ! 3 oth::l~ . ct ~: d. l·il.-'l= · 3l"'JeeJ:Gr ' e eistel'"'e l'la're, 
~t. so:.1 e t=._ :~ e bec;;:-2 cor~:.:1i~te c~ to c .. rJe~: t~.lllOE lJ itcll . :-:l'l ~. _1 1 e 
~other is ~iven to oani c e p BB e elve Doods . -Her ~ether reject ed 
.dP2 . 3 . , _.a.,., ~J refel"l"e tr~e your:~~er si:= tel' . .. 
Lre . :a . '.rae. 2.hre.ye eh~" o.nc1 r et:. ce:: t . fS he nev er had. nat:y 
frierl e. . Sl1e l1e .. t= l1.c~ c~ ~:Jl.ll~ lJG:1·~al ~J i.~ ~s cJ: ~:. o~:·t12 . - Hel'"' e 'r~ .... nton~ 
l. """ hnf> ~~'"' -TCi-• o'·· l' C c t.c+,e .-,·-.e" ~c eo;..., ,:•• ;1~'· '-.o .t..,Jr,e l! oa·,--, ·1 '·"' "1 -r1 oc '··01"n 
.. _ ,.._ ~,.;_ _- ..... ,~ ,..._ L 1- . ~.,.. .. .i.. v .. .l ' c..:.. - .... l. J.. ... 0 l LL ..... _ .._;__1,.1... L......... -.. ~....; _ '- , 
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fl e---J-.'""6....,8 · D""~'".!: ,.....:..-:r !:'l1"'1Til .., .r'lhc.Y'IC!iQ' ...... c., -,~ "'-~-,...'='~·...,oi =1 • ~..., ,...,~'1r=1 c nor.~ ... , - :"!~it "7 
-- - L.L . ' a ._.!.c; L:~ ' C•..:·.t' 'OLvL- "- . lJ .~' .)c·.l c .. .. >l,ll - CL "(.;. •;::;._· . ..._ ,_ ' "''"lQ c:.llC_ -01 v 
llc"lli...~c :L::. c.ti one . 1 She ':Te.e e..ble to ·. rort: behree:1 rer 1-:.or:: lJ i~c.lize.ti e . 
~:r . and :-Irt: . 3 . :.--.c..vc e ~1 e:.1 . o:-:.1;:,.- o. :'eu yee. :.." e o:~ f::1eir 
:-.12. l .. i ~:: 2,1 lif·e to:_; eti1e:e , Efu..'lce he o:~li:s:tecl i n t h e ee.rvice2 Er10P7, 
£.,:t"'·~e.i~ th eii1 lJe.rric.~~e . .~.·~c cord.i nc to :z~, c . ~:3 ., l1e:.1 1·:.1...1 r:1Jc .. L1cl d.:..~ir~:e 
-e:::ce::=ei vely , ic unaiJle to ~ewe n oncy , o.~CL va.luce h i E :Z'ree c-:.ou 
• 
hi.::::hly . She elaine th.:;.t he left ·rJe cc~U2"' he reeel'2ter:~. i)si~~ ti ed 
do·.r:-.: uitl:. tl1a child . It appear's douiJtful th.::. t hie i~t G :J.tione 
to ::.:e.~~e e. hor2e for h it: fcJily in Co..:l.ifornie, 2 • .::-'e eGrioue . IIr::; . 
B . , no;·r relec::.e sd :frorJ t 1e hoe;; i t c:J. ctl te rn2. tee 'Je t1.reen moode of 
0:9 tiDi eE.L ... e,~d deepa:i.r a 'G her huebe. nclb~ lJ ror:'l i e 6E • 
Pc .. l .... ente ' Cor~te.~ct1·r~i t.l'l tl1e .. 1r· enc~r : :.Il"l . 5 . 1·re~2 o~t fil~et 
" 6""'1 Cp <-. i c-"'·'Lerl t.1'1"' l- D""i"' "IT '"a'"' p l·-> cr:-rl l." '"'" .-,J-:oe"' C'r ""' octe 11 0 1"16 V .L ,J o.._._ __ L_.__ . ·--... "'-l!.-C.:I L ~l-LJJ . t 1- .. C~ "-' '-~ ,...._ c.,.., __ V• 8 '-- J - - - l- .~.L , . 
e.nd tl'2.2,t 1 his 1·rife _~re.e i n c onta,ct ~:itl'2. a soc:i.e.l'.rorl:er at the 
CHlrl·--. Y' c ··; 'l '-l r-1 • .., · , ·- n·~ ~c'"·i~~ o--.1,.,~0 '""\ . d 1'1 •• t'A tl-c. 
·- - v . .L E"- ..: • -C. • •-e Ct..,rlleet Ou t...:c ~-. ~ -I! G C L ~ ~ ... 1,.-0:J. .8 . . C8 rTJ.. ·L~ · 1>.. :ror~-::el" . <-:e oc c '"'..:-.:1-e hoc tile e.sai ~2 t the a:;e:.': CJ , ho"::reve::' , ~rl1e.:J. 
li""' f'r->r'UE 0 '- ·:"op '-.' re ~ - :-erJC" 1 "' ~-l"'·'o,·~ c· j '"'r· i"' OP ~ CO n'"'l.'l .... _., tj On •.ri f-'1 
.... _~ _ ._L_ . ..,... ._ L _ l. l_ c:: .. 0 J. J ~ L.r - l c...~ ··..:~, .......... ~· - - c.: • ~,._ · -~ ~'-'" _ ... .._ ui_ 
"1 .J,..,i -·<>te 'J c·rcl:Ji.-,t ·,.,ic::'- -f'OP-8 rl·!.,c ·;-, oo-ie> o·F' l1 i ::: 1·ri-"e 1 ° C0'1r'l-itio·1 c, ___ Vc;,.;J _ ).._<.J - c., .1..--f:" L - ,. t....o... - c .. . _.., .. _ ... . _1_ - --·- , j_....., '- .. '-~-- _ .[ 
' 'co-
1 
'·-o -J.., ... e i "1_1oo d_ J.~1e· '"'"'e ·~c·r C O"ll rl ·--o '·. CQ'"lc::l· ' 6'" 0 'Jc'· "' co·, _ J.c~o.....l. L I -..::: ~ _ - ~'-"' • L- <...:. 0 l_ v L. .. - - .. d L ... 1. .... 1 ........... .L ~o:,;..L , t _ ~...... ,_J. 
n~lca ti on e ·~hical ~:J:." oceclJ.n'e since 1-=re . B . had bee:.; i t t _e care 
of :!J EJchiat:ciete a.t t . e ete. te EJ.entc:\J. h oe :9ite.l . IIr . 3 . 1·rm1ld 
l1ot G.CC6}:-;t the c1ie.;3nosi E: of the etc.te llo e :;> ite:;,l psyc~:ic. triet::: 
the.t his <·ri~6 1,Te,2 i;ieml enm..'::::h to travel to Ce.li lor·niD. Hi th u~e 
: :1-'le . ~-3 . ::e~c ~: 8lJ t a~J:) oi n t !n en-':.: 2 ~ri ~- b. J~ ::.e G~~~ en c ::r -.rol~l~Gl'"l 
e,:.;c_ l-.:.:::.2 v::.22. tee. De,r.ny fa:i. tllfully . ,...lls ~-re.e D.ot urce to re -
ee te,!Jliel:. a home for the cl:.il c!. , elnce lleP co ndi tioc ~TQ.E 2 t ill 
~· co~'"l :::id.ered eo:.! e "~:rhe,t ~n"'ecc..riour: • .Ohe cl_iEcU~26d :1er :.?esl:i n:: s 
e...J01.1J~ t!.e2.') 01rn adjtlet.~Jel~ t lr: the CO!J:;:l.1.r'_i·~, ~.r and. c~!Jou_t l1e1~ lJl~ .. ns 
for reu.::.: io~~ ' . .ri ;.:.L: :.:e::."' husoc:,cd frcel~r ;ri tlj the '.rorl:er . L:i tiall::r, 
"' r'e- '.•-:>c •-·-"i l"l-i, r· to 1~-., ~re '-.'1G c' ~·il c", '-,,.-...,_.-, "'·"'er·."'c-l. '-.o '-l~e 0'1'· - o·"',-- '- " '·"'"' ~-- , ·, L .. ~ \1 - .- J --:..t. .... . ~ ... l~_. .. v Ll 1 ... ___ _ l;_ ._, .~-~......... - c;: ...__ L L.!. L..,~ _ Lv•.1;. ~ 
r.ur2 cr:" -:.: ... os toP hor.1e ~;l2~ce :Je:::. t. su c_:c_:e::: ted o:r the ~ror::cr . La t or , 
l:o~·rGV c y-· , ~~J :..--o~) c .. 1J 1:7" ~J e c 2.1.1 r: e OJ:' ~~ 1..,e ~ E:1) 1-")c :~row l1e l~ lTLle b~ ~a. , 2 he l '"' e -
n ove-:' hi:-.1 :.:'ro'J e.~er:c:;r c 2. re t-o pl.::·,ce l:iTi1 ilJ.c1epenc3.ently. EiE ne~-r 
·f'octe·..., '10'-]:r: ,. lil;-1" }-,l·"' ., _r·e-'- CY ·Poc'-er ,., 0'-L·l•ero .-,leo r""C'l'ec'r-G r< 
- · - "" - - "' ""-- ..., _ ' - - .._, - -· 1- c,._:, .. .._ o.) - ..._ L ,._i ... .._. ) u.. .._ C .:.. ...... ·- L "-'.. 11i c ·,·"G· o~r,l o'!O"'"'t.J •r ,,'"'t·E" -, ..,l, cer~e,..-, t. 'l'1e •·ro·"k'"''" i c 1;-ec;-, i "'_,... L- - ~- _ __ v._~ ~1 - -. -t.: t...J - _ ...:.... ; t.:.. ... •- t. .. .~.. v .. 1 . .L ... _c _ __ .L- v _i;' - _.. ... 
0 ir: :ot:tcl-_ ~ri t1: ··-r s . :3 . c"c Etl_l,.,i DG l1el,.., tt:(_---.. t e"l1e n1eJ:r ~:~~·· :1 "L~s e the 
RCe::-:c;;r ~J lc.ce:ne:1t eel"Vice ~-rb.enevel, c~"le 20 deeii'e e . 
It ie DO':! lelt b~r the '\;orl:er tl-.:.2.t c or~tc.c'~ '.Ti t h I-h" . 3 . b:r 
a "'OCi r>l •ro·-.1:- .-,-·c,-,c'r l. n ll'~ c Vl' ci n ·i '-,, ' ·-T0111 r1 'have ,.,,~de ·Po'" c -::c:e ~ _ ,__, .. ..... __ c .... _.~ .. - J 1.- -1..~ -~J~- t .. ,; ~ ...... . _\._t_ (:~ .. .i:lc, . _ .1. r.:;,._ 
~ror::: j_Jl"O_:reee , and. !"J OY'e re~l.llstic GVo.hw.tion o"!: :-:r . :D . 1 e actu.s',.1 
intentione for his ~e.sily . 
Case )3 
P.roblsn : ~-Ir~ . ?ec:: '"" ~-r · .: liecl :o tl1e c.c e ~. c:r ir: .7 ::\.':T ..... :.i':J- lJ~~8 
:"or _te •::;2;o:."c-~ : ... :· l- 1 ::-. c e:::Jer:. t o~ e:i.ch t ye['.P old J c.c~~ie 3-t'lcl. n i::e yeo,r 
ole~ '"-<?.ri .s . :-:er l·"oue e hc:tc" ;Jl'i'!lecl cl.oun the ~J:."ecec1L1::; s ~~ rin:; , ar-c'. 
he:. llu 2iJc.nO. br·.d. cl.· ed El:o::.'"' tly ~>eres.fter . The :.:'o.::iily '.m2 11 vi nc.; 
~ri .... i"' :~·-,c p I c r~ ., " ·G l"" l' "' v ,.., .,.,-, C'~"n'"1 "0G'd au ·::, i"t· ei"O ___ ;---.;_. . ..., ·,.,rc:'"'.:-
· · - L - - - ·- • .J...J . ),._ ....,. _ ·~ i. l . "-'- , j -- L.o~....... . ...... - ........ "_ - lo..... - .,:_; . -
~n""e::;:::.2.nt a.n.d. uc..2 e:~~;ec tir.c; hol""' bD.by i n ::ay . 
'1.'~1e Cl~il (lrer: : It uar:: f ounc1 . that Jacl-::16 , i '"' e.c3.cHt ion. to 
beL-r e::_Ja s tic , 'J8,e a. le-o fee1hle<lin:.":cc1 . ~,:Y.s . 3 . B.,::;reed ~ o t.i& 
ple.ce~en t in e, e chool for ret~rded c~ildre:.-: . 
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I 
I 
~o tl1 :~e. r•i e ~n.cl t l1 (? ne1-r- Oo1'") :1 ~J~I)--=r ~~ : :-_er '~.rere ~:J lac eel i :1. 
2..:~enc :r : os t:-e r 1-:.onee . 1-Iari e acl_jB.B ted :;oorJ..~r , :>.r:d resel1tecl_ t he 
r:: e·.::;:::-.r.?. ·~ i 0~1 -.;_"" " OD her· :Jo t he r . i5he he.d n o t bee;.~ t ole. c.iJou t tl~e 
···1 0-t 1 6 -~ f o --r.-. r~ i.':~~'"' c ..,.r ~ ._~c d i ,.:_"l ~ e J... t 11 ..t G , .., fl 4 .r- \T ~""- C! -n-'i c c · -., - -.. .. . • ,.... t t 
·- ·~ - - -'- ..... ") '='0 .. o.,. .. ., , c;, _ _ t - - ~.L ·'"" L: ·J. .. .! .. .._~ _ ,_. ...... ..... a ___ e ..... L1 ... .::·r'l.::: e 
~-rl1e:: e)::e '.ic.e i r::t'o . ed ~.::.~J ou t t he be.:Jy ' e o.I"'Fl v c:. l . Li :.:, t le ::s tlwr 
ie 2.. e i c~ ly bsby . 
c. ::c_ 
r:o t 
r~t.e Bc .. 1~ e!::. t r:: : ~ ... 1~ . =e c~: 
1.Tc.c u EU2.lly "L. nen~;lo~'c c~ . 
t:~~-~~; iJ_:,T r1c~ .l.·r2. cd . 
"!C. ':O c:_": i 1 e·_J tiC • 
I: e ac.O. =~r e . ~3 e c~: 
li e; d r~n,.: r-~e:... .. -\l i ly , 
~ r er e e .. :;~;c.:·e:.-: t.l:r 
: ~:n~ . :Je c~: ~rc/=. t~rs l ve ~'sc.r::: old. ~rl-·. 8~'"2 h e r r:wthe:i."' c:.i ec1 . S:·~ e ~ r2.. r: the:~ ~) lac e c~. ~ ri t. L"l. l1 e1..., L.~r~-, ~~ c~~·.~o tl"le 1., . ;1!._ e~ tl1e ~:r2, ~~(1~10 t lle r 
M c O'L~ .l G. c.o lo11,:: e r~ C 2~Il 2 ~~ o: l: e l.., , e t:. e 't.Je.. . ~) l ,::c e c~. 1 ~ c\ c o ~-:v e.~ t . ;-_ ..3 _ 
"Zc~tl1 :: r to o}:: li t tl e 1 n t e :c~ ee t i r: t.~~j:-' . --.l ~fte l~ l 1e1'") r.1e.1'"l1"li c.ce ~: o l ~l'"~ . :2 
1
-rs * =. ~,ro :_--:~ :cc,_ ~-o .. :'"ld to SL) .. l)~~- o::..'") t ti~G :~2.:~~il:' . Tl~cre ~l, e re:.:::ol., t.s 
t :::.::-. t e he c.r= .soc i :>.ted· ~~:L 'c.~: ot :J.G l" me~-: be :to .::"' e he.i.' l:u2iJo.r:d died • 
.. 1 e l ::2 .no~ i e ,..1~J 2.. c~r e ~~ c,:: B~ i1ot12 e :.: e G~J e 1.., f o r) c~ rJ c~tl ~ rl-lo e G •.ri :: e i ;:: :_ ~ 
'""~ 1"" V"" t r""')'1 ~.,....r .t. l•J-, .1 .~,. l. O.,.., ~ , ... ~ o 1·.., ~ ·- -.-.oo; ':"' · +- 1-, .I-'ll. "' 0 ,·tl'c· .. 
........ ~-:.e .. .l, 'C~.;- ..~.. _ _ ...; L- L:~..- ~.... r .!. . l- ~.!. e J. ~o..- _,.,<:/ __ ... J ~ ·:~ ~· _ Vi ~- !_J e_ . n , eve~-: 
tl;.ou :=~~ El~e ec.. r .n2 ver7 li t tl e r.10J:e3~ . 
pl~G E e~ t e::l~Jlc:~- c r~ . 
Bar en t e I eon t .:-·.C t '.J' i th t h e :~c·• e :2 C7 : lir e •. 3e c~: :yJ.~TE :or l:e r 
ct~i l .. ~ :.~ e:.: ' E iJ o c·_l,.., C. c..~~d- ''i ~ i t e tb. e:~J l..,e~;1.}]_~~r]_~, . St.e i e e::.tj_ E r""\ ~ cC. 
1:r i '!:. ~--:. t:·:_ e - ce,r'l c t::l o:: c~re r e c e l \'2. Yl~~ . ::l:G ..  !Ol.,lcer l!c .. e ~'ie llJe.:}. llel"' 
, , n..:: a, . ., "' .1...., ·r- c~ i-.'-, e --, ;.., o'1J l G-1' ' :.~., Y' ·i e -; " L'1".V 1 ,., -- · ~J c ,.., , , "e o·r ... 1-, "' c .., ,~ ., ; ... ~. '.-. ·i o"~ v..~- -..\..._C::: ..._ ~o..- -.L.."'- .. ~,: J. .- . .... .- ··-4 c~ - - - ~....; L·- - ... - .... ,. ' .._.\...I L. .. '-'· -. ..._ _.4 LJ.. _ .,_ 1- l..:;: • c-.. - ._ ~ - - I LJ 
q:ll~ r"'" of'·f' e,.., ea" -~:1'"'0 .; "'r·~'"' nC" ' ·.-, l -~ l. ,.., """ Cl.. ' , .... 1,_ .. -.L"',_,,..,.,.i ~- ~~-.., ·6· ,.-,..-·~• w __ c - -~- -~>- - - ...~.. t. - ~- • - • L ~ -- ) ~ · J Llu - __ , .. J ,_ v .. __ .. .. 1_) .. .... .. ... -. L I... .. .L <.,., __ \.l. 
:'i t1(._~c i c .. . l c:. ::s 1 :::-::~6~~ ce . : .~r s. 3 ., l101.rc~Jel ... , C.c .. c s~·l o~:~l l1 0 i nte;:·l ::~ t 
i n reer::b.bli s :.: :.. :-1~ 1er 1: o;-:~ c for t h e cl.li l :Jre::1 . i'he re i2 room 
~ Ol'"' -::Len. ::.. n her ~J :e.c e of e_ ~) lO~'DGC. t. , . iJu t el::e r.oe 2 .::. o t 2 e2::.1 to 
1
.T2 .. Dt tll e ·.J 1Ti tl: l1 G l~ . 
~n effo~t en the p~r t o: 
al terc~tivcs t o pl~ c e~e ~ t ~efore 
U:e ~ro r:j:er to t~e lrl ==rs . 2 . :L i ne 
t 'h<=> c 't''i 1 r'l 1""" '1 •r e ·"e -,) • ~ c efl r'l· ~ ,.,-~-
- ·-'V ·· - - ~· . ..:. v ~ . . 1 _ .- ·-· .... L, ·-- ...  ..: 1- L 
conc civo.Th.:L~·- hc.ve ~: ept tl1e :?c.uil~r to :-: G~her . Eou , h OHev er , :::~_ :.l e e 
.1~ l1e C ~l ilcJ.L, en 2~.l.., e :.;: l o~ c er:l , =·:l~e . ~3 . e~~)~~c~:.. .. G:~ tl:T i1cJ2 too J_i t t ..Le C Ol1 -
Tl ict e::Jout ':1--:..e : ·.l ~'. c e ::l er: t , c:.::.c1 t o o ::11..~ct. e c. t i~::f e.ctio:.-1 :L1 ::er o~ :n 
Ce,r= e 
·n ,'"' ~'J l 6'"" 0 · ·; r "' :J l ~ ck Pl)--., l ·i _,,, ~0 '-L ' ' "" .-,c-q"'C'T l' r . :G· -·) .;. .,,,,~·~c · -. ~-___ ..l.'-' ' ~~ t t _ ... •- • - t...~ - - --~ .~...:."'·- -· '-L .. - l - C c_,,_;'-"~ (,.. - - ,..,;o .~ LC.~-· - ..._.,L 
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-le r:Jer t . ... i l1'l . ~lC'.cl~ h2.c c1ec ert ecl. (.:.cl' e~ ~d. tr l'le cl~il c3.l,..,Gn l n. r} e~ = e~ E 
to co::1e 'co 1:c.:1c he e te r u 2.. t h hi e ~i £:1 :='::-oletJ. c; , a:1d il.l e~: i t i l:le. t e 
:)E'.~J=' · l ·.!. l"E . :G l c. c~: ~:'o .l lo~r e d h i :J. . She :::'0'\..llid. it t'\.:..::·: im .. 1l t to n _nd 
:coOrJE . .:;,he ~i e. n'::ed t o p l r-. ce t h e b 6 y 2 and. c:. o to uor ::;: 1.1llll e o.'r.s.i t -
i n~; ft~r~ i~l~el, cleve l 9 lJf9- e11·'!:.e 1 11 l~.sl"l ~-:c:~.!.."i :.-.c~ l :=::_ tt~8~t.io_t~ . 
::::'he Ch il.Q_r er: : '::.'t.e c::i l dl'"' e rl T!ere ·~ .l s. c ecl i r. ar:. e::_: e~ cy 
l":.o=.1e . I-.. s:"'oe~"'t c..c1. j ue t ecl ·uell , ~)U t : osG~;h /::>ec2ne r"' e;Je.l.li ouE 
enu:."e tic . ~-.. :..:~ tGr £,Eeri e ~: o f re:plac e~~1G~tE h e i 2 ~1ou better 
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fJQ '~ l--.~. 6~., • : •. c .. e~~ 2~~e -.!c.c. :.:'"'i:_?J~. c;c· .. : , el:e -.. "e:::. ... ~:o _iva 1r~t~·~ :~cr eie -
te_1c . ~L'~ _cl~e c~~e ~~c~clliJc.:J_ e :~·L'!_ i~-~:.r::ce , c..::J c.. ii1 t:2r o'T_rn o:~i ~~ ion , 11
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e:: ~ l' :~ - :-_~::_:~:_ ~: r.l i ::"'i.:-o .J. 1 .. ' c .. G ~ t , ~- .rL __ i c i: e :: e i c ~~ t .-:. lor= s ".: o 1~ ~:_ . .-~ 2 :.~ -
=~r . ~ 2..-:'~ c:: :!.:= ~·.ro:c~::::.~: · : 2'c-C_::!~dily . EG !.10'1! lo :1 ~:e l" r:eec hie 
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_;,_:_ ~1-_ o·~~ ~~::. t.l-:e:r ~Jo t(_ i,:o:. ... ~: tl ~e :~· 6.0 ~:ot ~J~:r :?or tl-le e:l:~.l(.:.• et: ' s 
, J_ 0 " I-. r\ rm....--r1- dO "'0 t "l{'i "'·j i·. 1"G r'1.1l~ I,l,r 
, .._ ' L .. ' . .L.L..L...t:lJt- I.- -- ,_ - · ... ..... ...___; •. ~.-.. •· V • 
"' ··-
t :) ~-e.'!..~; ~ : -c ~-.:: :..'. :"'e~:~s r .. -r -J!)~: Ol.lJL 2..o n\·: - ts:., :·.~ ~· lc~L:E :?or t .. _e~.l"' 
~·lj.± 2 ·. rc:~ = \"J.~ ::':2 :i_ c·'"": l. ~ ~J.:: r.;e..u c e o~ tl1e ~j C~-"' 9 :-: t e 1 l1~1 c c::: : Q..j_L: t }· 
L :. ei:c o•.-r:: ~1-1 tu:::'e 2..::-::d J:~ celir: c~ s 2bou t t be chlJ.C:1_l"e n . ::r • 
cc~~., e . 
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l ~ :.-. c~ v-o:L: .. o~ .... ~J ---9.c ::..~ .=.; t: .. j_ e c~1il :., . 2.1 e~:. ~ 2_ J;::~ l.,elr.-Jt:.~rcr= , ~ ·r~ _ :..lc ::r~E . ::: . 
~ 2c '2..~ t~!c.t ~~--:e 2.::c1 l: e r') l:t:-: .. J~ .. nc_ r1i :·~ t c - c:::.;:t1~~lJ.:- r..1::..: :c ~t ~ - o~: e 
:=-o:.~ t~e cl:..il (~l,.,e n . .:ll tl:ot1:)·1j: t/:e -r..·r ll')l::er o:L~ cl,GC. ti:1e ~-JL'..Yle r: ta:.he 
'.r: tL 'L~:ai:' nc.:c·::. t::.l :~> .;."' o-) l e .. ~ , they -vrere unable to acc ept thie . 
either parent seemed willin~ to aseume re 2pone i bility f or hie 
part in the separation . Eac h felt t hat the other one ~o.ae re-
eponeible for t .. e children . 
-Iro . B . hae .not been h elped eufficientl- to consider 
eEte.bliEhinc; a .. orne :'01, her children irrespe ctive of her mari -
t al si tua tio.n . Thouch ehe may not be ab le to do this nov-r , h 
d home gh t h 
s 
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roblem: :-ire . Ciro e.~Jp ~i er.l to d:..e 3.~ency in ee:; te;nlJe r 
1 9<':-7 fol"' ic.el~) L1 :;lc.ci nc; er n e-: ·bop:J i l es- tL1a te ~Jc.~J"" ::;ir-1 • 
.!.·h e bCJ.I)~r ~r:-:.2 co!1uei ved ou t- o~ - ~·redloc~: iJe:'orc : ~l'' B . C ~ EO marric .. :_:e 
to Ler• 2 e cor: d l'::.l...u~oa:r!.d . ::n~ . C. ce.c".. one cl: i ,.. , three ye2.X' o2.cJ. 
3i~_ l :::' e :" , fror~'! he r rJ .:.l.. rl"'i c-.se to be:.."' fil"'S t hur:: bc. :J. r1 ·.r' .o h.:. d. been 
~!lle a l~ a c t ion . 
Li: tle .7ill ~me p .le.ced L. e.::-1 e .. :_:enc::r :'c:= ter 
L:o:.1e i::::1e rl.i o. telJ c.fter lE'~"' diechC'.r::: e :'r o~_: t h e l:.oe:Ji t e . .l . i:ll"'.'"' 
~rae 1.::. t e :.. ~J.l 2. c et::. :'o :.."' c;.c...o~J ti on . 
'=''-:. e Pe.ren t~:: : Jill 1 ::: fo. the:.."' cc-.De :ro::J. c.. b ooke::. ho:.J.e . 
Eie ')arcnte r2.lvol'c ed u h en he 'll'D.t: a cLild . Ee rer o.i.ne cl. ~ri th 
:112 :not.1er '.rh o OVcl"'p rotectec.: h im. l. i::: J."'ath.:=:r , ;_ri:o it: ;.~: c-.lco-
:·wlic ::.~d. a ~ : c.!.'!b lel. , reY:1ari"'ie _. JefOl"'G h i::: relo. ti ::-;u:hi~) iri tl: 
:-::....,c . C . , ut~.ich 1me eo can1o. tl:.~ t l:.r:: cl_ic!. :.2ot eve~. l:no~r of t l: e 
'o ..., ·", 1 a -_,i 'L· l~ -.-l. 1 1 1 " -;=-., L..l., e r h .... ~ '1J ec ;.-, r-1::'1 py-.-; ,.,,~ .!.-,., 1· vor-cc d 
1 (.,..,..J ..,. ~o.- ~- - .... , t.1 ,.._ •- - v .L - -- <- .,l.....:.. 1.. • ........... .. __ -'-'"'""' cu- ~.1 . - ~.:::;; 
t~·rice . -- e 5. e a c ::;::1a'o l e c.nrl ~J0-)1JJ.c. l"' '1U2 icie.:J , e.lttou;~h , .lL::e 
h ie fat~ er , he too ie a lcohol c. 
~·-rc Cir'"'0 1 "' '.~:D "'l"1 r->DL " ne l ... e ol l p.~'(:O '":i"'P G~ tec "' '~~ ' ·•e r"'e 
.._. lo..,; ~ .. ...., ~ ~. - ._, _...., ,_~ ........... ..., - ....... ..__ .. .... ,_ ' c.: .. ~ - \..":. . t -
uell ar .jt.:.:: te c. i r: t he iP eoci·'.l and voc::-. ....  io:.1c.l li:'e . i~_oth_n: 
;ra2 ~:no·.rn of their relc. ti oneti~; ~ri t h c.n d 2. t ti tu _e to - ~re . C . 
krc 0 "' 1 "' 0 ., .... , te"' G"l col l e"'e .,,...,rl 'T""' -o c~-'J,-- 10 le cec·.., e t""rr 
._ • e L.,.., _.l.. .._ ._., l..l ~- \...._ .._.. - ..._:- ' L. .. .. - i_L • l , ~- l. . :... ., ...: ~~. - .._ ,1.. .._" ::J • 
... fter her fiFet l:.uE~Ja~d1 e c~eaL-:. ~·~re . C. i ent b.:.'. c:: to uol"'l;: . 
'"'l: e c r.r e li!:tle c:~bou t J i ll 1 e -:2.tl:e1."' . She 3..::: eo. ~_: er to·r::12.l:e 1-~ 
:) reEe~-: ~ ~n c.r.:.'L.'.S? a ~::ucce~::.:: :::'ul one . '=' he helpe h .er ·:u"'~)c,:;.:: __ in 
::Jl:R neu busineEE e.od i 2 very c. tt2.cl-_cr:l_ to h i1:1 . he _ cl, not tel 
h i tl t· : c tru tt a:Jout the b::.by 1 e pD.terni ~:· u~til 2. feu a:·::: 1Jo-
fo:ee u --_e '!Ja~J:• ' s "Jirth . Ec ~ r~e diet'LE"'iJed abou'- the b e.b:r, b1.1t 
he lov ed. : . .:,r,:: • . C. e n ouc;h not to need t o mc.~~e l:er et.ff c r - ecc.t. ,~e 
o:' tl:e b2by . Ee acce~)te full ree)one i-Jili y :C'or i:ihi:...,ley , ·_:.r;: 
•• :""'- . ·'"' 
1 '-'~ C 1 l' lr, •..,,r ~-.,., , ·"'l·· ·,-.c .... ":" .,-..,.,.. -j .-,··e 
- ...J • ...._:: U .., i.!.\:" _ ·- - 1- Lt l:.lt..:l~ - - L~.. • 
aPe ~1 tc 1 Cont.:.'.ct ~ -rit. t: tl1e _:._.,.. enc-r : 'lhe b ao:r ' s f::'. tl:e r 
'.ro.:= id no'c 1·rieh to i nv o ve h i::1 . ~ -Ir . 
a .. - 12."'E! . • ·.rel'e dec i ed. on ~·J vL1' · ·~> e ~JC'.bJ u ~J :or e. dO~) ~ ion . 
:heir c.tt-i tude 1ms one o:' ::_: etti~~~ '·c1 e ~; l"'O ~J lem ee t tl ed. in t he 
uoet b' .. '~L::ece - lL:e -:e.el-: i o ~1 , c.~!d ont of t he il"' liv e::: 2.2 eoo~ aE 
~022 ible . reit~er ~er~itted ~iosel~ to ~e come 6 20tio~sl _y 
i.n-rolv c C'. ~ri t b ~he bo.by . __ · : ~ ey i ·re: .. e c::: 'c:.:."'e:]ely conce r::!e _ •:ri t 1 
the ncecl_ ~o::- eec:."' ec:• . ·-1-: ey e.cce::-; t eC. ~-_; 11 ~ir. c.n cL,_l l"'e:::- ~ o:lsi -
-J-11 -i .... ... ·"'o r-· t l· e ";y, ·yr ' c: --. ·, "' e- ~c"o··, .... i..,;- • l ~ c.c :··.., e n '-. 
--- .... ,_. ..1.. r l - t- . · J ~>- 1• - v.. ..:. .. L _ - ...... . · ...... ..._. .. ,~. ~ - L • 
-he ~ ro :.~;: el"' c..i r ;1ot c:.i ~ cu es '.rit~'l either ....Lr . or Ar~ . C . 
c.:;:r :.::: l".i:"f': o'~~:.er tlJ.c.n .s.c1.o~; tiot.. , Bi::!.cc neitlc. ep s~ . o~red eX'.. ~r e.rfJ3:-
-re.le::ce c.bou '.: t hat ~;lc.r: . ~ r.:ile it is lE::el2r t:12.t neit 'l-:Jr 
'.· : :-,.i':LL E:" -u' 0 1-~e ---, .f- l-a .. ).., .. f)' .T ,..,-o' -,e .-1·j cc· ,cc·' 0Yl O'r"' "-.r' Gl• '"' -"'e nl-'1 ,.-,c•c: 
,...,._ .. _ - __ c;; ._1 Li_v I ..... .. .... ' u- .L ---- ~ - '-A. i-1--...L . .. - L--- - - ~ _ ... __ _ 
::11 :·h ': -'-2-V revee,led. son e 2.~:~ lvo.le;1ce c.iJ ut rele::-:.21:1~_- the "J:.'JJ • 
.. :.." . --: .' ~ ··e'Olc ov-. -"0 1"' r• -jv-~ '1" .... _,,"' .. ) .,')- " , .,) (c ~-e C0' 1 l c'~ -..,o'· ' •e ~ l"' 
_ _ ..., - - -~- L.i. _ - '-~ - -"-- o.· l..:i~'-' • L~l V '-'- _ -- L.. - .- .. ·. 1_. ..._ __ 
,_o .:o. e~: li1 G_"" ht eb ~ ~1d to ·oe ~ f2. th e r to t·_-ro c h il r.:: Pe:-: by :.-.ro 
dif:ol""e:-: t :.1en c ou l d 1:-.c.ve beer: e:~-" lore c. :·:o l"'C :'\~ 
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ProiJlem : E2.rry Cabbott, ::-.~~s :?o1J.Pteen , ':Tae refer::."'s . 
.L.i..·O t.h_,<:> " r-'e ""r>"T 'r)'' 1'1·1 ° -"'.., 'L·hc "(' .L' '1 l~~'1)·~,,Jar-r 1 L~C', :•.-,rl·-.-r 1~ .-:; ri j.. -....... v.......... ~ .. ...... ~ .; _ :- ~t. ~.... __ ~.:;.. _ ~ c 1 ..!... ~ t... ~ oJ _ ./ ...... • - J. c.:-~ .; -G .. u_ 
beer: e:c· J e~le:l f:i.~oD ec~wol bec2.u::;c oi' l·liE c . .::.:.=.;re:=s ive, l:n .. ' l ~-L"l[; 
i:s ~-2-~;ioY. , a.D.cl. h:'...<:: uee o::' )rof2..~1.e 1<-'.n:.;Llc..:.:,;e . I·-:c. Cr.".Jbott , '.LC 
... TD..Z -~~· .... o:.'"'Ce .:. ::':L.~o;·~: ~·.i S 1/Tife, CJ.~ (l ",![t2 li~T:J..t} :~ 'f.ri tlJ. 0.ii: 2i S:tSl1 , 
:::·el t un,s,'ole to nc.c.c.c;e the boy . 
fl', p JJ.-· iJ rl . i-~al'i"(l1r B ~i1 ~.r""' o-._.)te ~:: c:1il Of illG:_·i t ~ __ }ft te 
- - ..J - • ...... - .... ~) ~ 
- ~·r-·-"-- -· '· "'1ot'•'' -~·· -·1 - l ~·no=n o·_",· '· ,·- -- tu~ 1 -..,..,rent~ .l:-; .. •r--l)t.:.' .. - ·.:=~..: ·c.· ... ,_.. e . - · ;...!..~.L.ll...:: _ i:: ,!.~~...!. ~o;; ·.J. ll _._ c ~.!0~ , .L· 2, l ..... c.:. - ~ • •-= •: . .::·~t: 
<.'.c'.o~~)ted. by the Ce.bbotts vrhen he ~?Eof: ttT·ee 1.1onthe ol d. . Tb.e 
C . 1 s -~ad .no children 1:,- the tine , but ,:: L .. ce ltl:..en he.ve 2.d 
three Cii'l2 . \fter t h e sepe.Pation the :_:;irl ::: -ee.r:t to live ~~ 
ui th tl--:e mother , vrhi le Harry \Tc>.e !.) le..c eel. -.-r}_ th rela ti vee . I-:e 
cU2lil:ec1 tJ:-"eee ~: laceElente and ~rent to li~e uith . _i f: adoptive 
father and 2."...1D t . 
The c.::,ency :peyc hie. tri e t felt t±1.2 t Eo_pry 1 e bet'_c_vior 
iT2.E 9. reo.C ti0:-1 !JO the home Ei tu:::.tioJ: . harry acr0ed to bein.'j 
P 1oce 0'"1 e 1Jo'rc 1 ·"' ..,rrn ' -"''-e ·" a --,o·~·-•, }10'r~r~....., c- --.~-., 'T"'"" _ .-vo.r _ L ~ ' "' ~ .Lc!.> ... u • .;, ..1. ~- .!.. - ~-- :.. _ .:.. _, •. c !C.!. ' .:...._. .!.c..: _ 2n u .. ;_,'' 
acd ~re~t bac~;: to live i·rith hie c.c1o:_:-)tive :Z'e.;:.he r . I n the :fc..ll 
h ie a.o~;t-ive uother too:: lli:'J to live H2. t h her . 
r;,he Fc.rente : Lr . CEcbbo;:.t t~id .:1ot 1.rant to adopt ~ie.l"l"'~r 
'1'l-1e o.c1_.opt io.:.1 e .. rre.n~:e::.e·~'"Jte -r..re1"le T:1D.-:ie betr_.·-ree·c :-11"'8 . C. ~ .. l:.c. 2 .. n 
a.=.;enc:: ~.ri thou t con~-Ll '!.tin~ IIr . C. ~i'hile I:r . C. _:..::'.8. tc.~:e.:."l 
so:Je ~"'cE-)O:Jsl~Jili t:;,r :?or i•e.,l"'I"~' , he ree..ll~r rejects J::.iu . Ee fre 
Ol.~e:-:tl:r tel.lE tl::e ci~·.ilc: th<:.t he is ille:::;itL.12.te , :;,'."J.cl __ :;_ E 
1rbc.d !Jloo 11 • .lt tir:.1ee l.1e trl ee to col:l~JE~1E:::Cte f'or !:li2 reject -
ic.:J. .. ~r il1.d_L1 .l~~i~ ~~ b.i~:1 ".Ti t.l1 c;i?ts . 
::1'")~ . C. l!..2 .. f2 tc~LlGl'1 t e.c:1 oc~l c: .. e e .. ~'L1~Je ti t1..1 t.e. 511e a __ eo 
:::'ir-_c_e it <~u::':::'i cu 1 t to ce..r'e fOl' Ho.rr~· . She i E eo.::: i l:• 5rov,ol:::ed 
·b:T hi::: , e.nd often reeo1..,te to \;1-:.:.r::ice.J.. ~)'Ll:Jie::..ket:..t. -·:.ccorcLir:::; 
t.o l·!a::·l~:- , b o -~ l1 ::~o tl~.c 1.. a~1d c:-~i lcJ e :J.j o~r -~ tl1 e e e d.i e c i ~).lit:.:? .. __ :.~ 
:::eE::io::c , e.l.~d. ar~e :Lrlen.cl.e B2 r::oor.t ·c).2 tl1.e -~llY:i2l":.tJ2r.~t iE: o-ver . 
F ., --. .............. J. ,... t c . L. • J , J , , • -- c Ct~l er.: L:t: ' Ol~ ~[\C- , .. r:._ c::--~ c.c.c; ... 1.0€:1C 1,i . ~-,!.j_.., . ' 1:!'2.E' eo.~~:er 
to coo~Jere.te uith t he c...=.;cn c y i:.; j: lc. cinc-~ t:1e bo~r . ~:re . C., 
'rco-.;e•_;.::;:::- , :ras v.n::'o:"'t~.t:J.:. tcl~.r not 1 cr'l vsd :'... .r: )1:· ce~::e:: t ;_"Jle.~·:s . 
S ;~~ T·J.-,0 1~. -i{i:'Oe l··~ .-,·,--, ot'~e-r"-r- o·!- ,.,'-c ,_,,., .L. o1-:a O ~ Q'll-l ·n~~rc ~-, can .--C.. \ • '-""'-' . - - ---,__) .. 1 ~··-- .J.. - ~ 1- - \.., l.v ~ , _,~...,_t.; ~_. .. 'C ,_,L_ "-·- ~-A.. - t.'...'v......., ~-.~..._..c;. .. l. 
co::J :::-~' l:: ec". -e- itt.er CLlrec~· lY Ol"' tl-l"'OL'_-:_;h ::-.~-: 2/~ C?:"!c~"- - ::_ :::. the to·.r·:1 
T - r'~ <>l"' t=l c'-e ll'V"' '] '~]j"e c"~ c'l .,..,ol. eTTo"' ' -:~n"~ t'-, t J:_ ,..,,..,.r r--,o ''~ -\,--V- '-' ·-1... ~- ·-·· · ·- L..!...· ........... L: lr.-...J . ..:. .;;~""-_.~; .• a!. L.-a · 2 .. - .:... .j 1.lL\o .. - ,...;v 
i(l'" -')l!'CGC" ,_,,_,,,.,0,1r•]o CO' 'L· .... ~. {-, TTi .Ll::} ~,-,,.., f·'i·le '·'r•e"'c-r ml"r•hi- ha~re. 
- _, - ·· ._ . L • .L...!..- 1... .. ..._..) - - ;. .. 1. • • \.. \o: ··- .._ _\..; _ V- V..o.._;. - -• ..; ._ ... ...._.;•--.1 .iool-C,.'V 
lec. ~:-:e ::1. tl:e.t she ~,rould be 1:rillin~: to t c.~;:e he.rr:· to live -iith 
hsr. .;.1-:_i e '.rou l d. hc,v e avoid.oc 8.-Cl 1r1h2.~~:,-. y ~_!lc.ce:Jen t for the 
~Jo:r . ~\~en cy co.~1 t:•. c t \J01_~lu o.le o b:.,.ve ::.; i vec the :10 tber t he 
1J G""' ""·"'i t . 0 ·(' -1-]1 6 "':-- "':-, C'r I 0 '-t'~ ]. ;r,l~l· 1~ r• "',0011 {-. t.l> "" i) 0\r I c ··' .. ;_.., 0,01._ 8-I.l. ,"',·.-.ii .. C .. 
--V -- .... I... - - 01..;.:'- - J 1- 1... -- '-· -·- ... -:.........: e,..., L.~ -V • v +- .-~- -
'.rculd ~1~ve !:.e l~J 6c1 her in c::.rin::_; for :-1 i ~~1 . 
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:_;: o-") ~- ~ :: ··1"1 ::: . Co, l .... -=e""' ~,,..,- -r, c·--.--r, .uer to t ·-c r- ·-~-c ..... i :-.. 
- -- --- - _.. • .... - . ....... _ .... ;.. -- c.. ... _____ ( _ _.,. _ 
Cc~~o- .:el" -?1~7 :o.:.., l~ol·_: ir: ~~· l ~;.:.1c.i~-:~ · f oJ...., ~--'-c r c or:.:'l:::. e::e~1t G::(_ ~or: 
C ·"'.i:'G o -:-~ 1c• P ·)...,"!)'- "' ~~-, b..,b ,r 1 c ·?···t. 1 '•~P ·r'l·= -T;-• p Oo]l cc"' ' "' e-- -
.... ~- ..-. -- _. _ L.r •) • - ••. t._.: • C., U ._ - \.... • -·- '-- .t .... .r-- --.... - • - - ~J. t...;. ~ .. 
:-.11 _,.,·-- -.. :--_t. ,· t-~-G -)~ ',,-, T I'"'C' cn""c ~ l· ve ci ., . .,.) . ..,, .. -~Y'C C' c ('·~·r o ·'n,.., ·.., cc:- '·1 "' 
_ .... u __ _ ... \.... .. - .... . t··- ~ - - c:: ·. <-·- · .._t...;_ - - -"- • "- __ _ v _ ~ 1_, ......... _.\::-
__ ;,.., E: . C 1 E: ~-~-. l~ ea ·:.re~:_· es2_r~ .. _:5. 2-'"l , _ c.:~-:Jc . . ,_;_ , li ·v ee; __ 1ri :-l:-. ~:.:::., 
G t !3~--e ~JJ. c.ce ~ .~ : :el,e G ~: e ~.rorl~:e ~ ~ ·.e o. clo~~~c!:: tic . 
....... -~ Y"' ,.., 1 
-- .. _. ____ . 
-·~:s CLi l ( ::.,c l~ : -· Litt c Dc":.'):_c · .. · :.~ ::)::..·:.cs-:1. L: ......... ., --.,·- c--
fo :::te:" >:: ne o..:!:' 7:a::, he_., :"cle:·.;c fro:: e'le ::o2:1i 1C.::' .. l. s~~ ;:~~~~1.1-~ted. 
1:re11 , ~T : t occ c.s io:: ~'. 2.ly bec c.'10 1l.'f:G t- ~r~~cn h::c r n ot::c r vi~i ~:ec1 . 
:Jc..2.-"~ .. JcJ:.'""' :- ..  .r~.~: jec~:2-:>liB o :" t::.o c..tt.e ::t2.o:: ~1e :..• 1:~otl1 cl~ ~Jc.i ·_ ::.1c lJo.~J:r 
ti: e~ t~ey visit ed • . 
,.., 
v • '\' f..., ..\...., 
''\lG:,~- :-o-:_.,~1.:__: . ==iE :~:0.r~.b .. e~""l OVG:~Ji'"OteC~C .'--· ~ l lt , 2-~:cl_ G:"'COl;.:.'")C'~:_:ec-: ~1 ..-, 
t .o ' r~·-:-=··'lc·" U'- o"" ~·o· = ~e 1 i '"e o" ~r·i '·' - 1' · "''" ,,Jo·"'o··"G · ~ ~ ... , .. y-. --.·i., -~ 
- ·'-' __ - .._ ,.... .• _-' .;. _ .. _ - • -- V .. , - '- - - __ ~,.::;; _ - - ---- ..... _ ,. ...._ - ...1-L .o ,_ .,..._. 
al1 c_ i2 co~t. :.. ::~1J.i~~~ \ ..·O i·vc i.rl t~1 l:.ej_"l c: :~ce l:e ~- c:e ~Jce ~:. \l _i,ror~c cc: . 
:::'1" 0:--! >i::: ~r:..:'e . f-:e G2.'liee )c.t el, :J. i t:c· o:: :._.-_:e O:·:J~,T , c.2.t:-:.op-:_:~-:. 
... ... :;:,8 . C • ... :r. ~ lll::.-Eic e.ll~r :~:.1 :-: =- .~ ~~: ~ c l:il(_~ ' c..:::C_ ~rc_r: 
o;r o ._4 -- ~o t c c t 8 ·"2 O:r :-:c ::_'") c .. =; eel. ~) .::4:.--e :.i .:~ c • ~= c:.~ -;:c .. ~:~ : 2 ::_, -.rc....... [\ l c ol.'.O :i c 
3. ~- ~~- -~, :.~o:-.! .2. ': Cll0ll 2 • ~= CI" :'.~ 0 JL ~ "2. 0 :.: \TC~ r; c:: t. l~ C: :G 2.~-- E tl---a ::._ C J.: , L: 2_ :.: C C ~ ~-:.e 
:' e~ . ..,e c:. t::c.. t ::. : ~a ~~ ::.,1 ~.rotl]_(1_ :_·l,o~rr: tr-> t o -oe li:~2 1e: :~~t::::1., . 
~IrE • .., • 1rr.;.c o.. .. . l e t o ~~~J i c~c iJ~.r i: e 1~ .·~·o t.L~. e 1· ' r= e 'Li r' .. :.--: c.~.l~c1.2 ~rr~ll e 
t,'le ~1 0 l·.:. e:'"l ~:e. ~ £ .. 1:!.. \l~ . A~tor' l:er" c1 G:'.t:: , .- ~·l o, .. ,.e -vG~ , ::_,s . C . 
')~C ' 18 ·- ·-, o··· i C C'10"l~ -:>1'1(~ i .,..,~ .. oo·-, o;-,r ' ,1)1"' i;J, _e C ... ' ... G"' 1l' J • .... , " ,.,"1)011). i •..:::; ~·- _ ... _ ... .. - . ._ ~~ L ~..;;: l- ... -- •. - - - ._ _ ... ._ - - \..:' e - - '-"'- ......_ L - -'-' ._ , ...... .._ 
c o:::~_:-_,:li t: o 1~ ::'c..Ll il:; c c:.1et1r e . lft e i., ~-el,--l_2.::.~l''ic .. :~c t o ::l •• C., 
,.... ··"""r1 1- i c t:~l_l~)"G'~~ ,r- ;-. i- ~;--: 1·i c·;-r,1G'' .L· c~ ·~c 1 ·i ,- ~c:-1 "1':!'4 .L !1 ,..,":!,"l ,, O'L-,lr- -., - i ;""'\ .... 
.__ .. - - - l-- ~ ·' ~ . __ .,. - -- ·- .._ .. ___ ,_ ...... l .. l..l ' ~...- ... _ . - / ......,. l 0- Lr ~- 1 -V J. -- 1-"-- ;-; .. -
J_ ,::_~ ·f o '.L1:cpe · - ~ r:::,: co:;: '.: ::>::.:: t ~ o~-: E :._ o '": !J c -r:'U'.T G e ~'J the t,.ro ·.·TO : :.er. . .L i.'-e 
1 0 .~.._,-e,,.., "" ...... _1 21 ' "'CC ' 0 ed _ f'"'l C" C "'"'-~ · ..-,~r ·l OC:...; '-""' '" ""'r'1 ~1'")~ -nn o-_,.., ,.:1 r- ... ~,. .. r~~ ,_ .. _ ~- L . - - ~- l.t.. ~~•I L ~ .. l- - .... ~-... . • 1.... ... -·"'·'- .. - L ----.__J _;..._4 _ ..... c; .,_ L: , c...--1....~ .._. .... -~c.. .. .._1 
in::_: i.;:;. se::-c,.0.l .:.'clc.tio ~1 2 '.Ti ~:-:. otl~c.:." "1er.. t hen =~r . C . Petu rne cl.. 
Zl'"lo~·_: ~: ~ · .. e c .. :n~1:'" , l1e Et,ffer~e cl_ a :le.l.,VOl~r: i)re.::.~::r~.o~:n . ::re . C. 
'·.;·_c:l c:t ::. vo:.,cec .. ::~ 1 2.1 on the c r oundE o2' :~.1e:: t2.l crt' c_ t J , e.~1 o :J -
to.inecl custody of '.::i1o c h i2.. cJ .• 
~ : ... E. . C. is nm-r ue1.l l il:c cl b :r he r eiJ.::_-: lo~rc:c• s . Tt: ey 
p l'"tc.i 2 e l·.:. 2 :"l :?or }lE l., e:'~or}u :..n doi l1~_; 11ei"~ ,_rol~~:. , and. :?o:., tl~ G o::-
c e11G'r!t C""'~~- r~") G .t.. .-:"'tl ·-e c 0~ Pl~ c, .. ,., 1 rl C- J_ ~~e - .. C O'·,--!l.1~ .! '·--:- -"'G O-J l ~ 
_ -.i <.;, ~ v " -- •· lt c ••• ..o - --~ ------·· • '-' ·- .:. •··"· ·'·'-'· v . !_.· · ~ _ t.;; 
f!.tlll i n~ i :::t t -l1c..t Gl:..c i2 J~ _o :c1 :-;-,J~:~.l:r lJc.d . _ctt1 c,l ~-:- :::1-_ G eee::u~ 
to "tJ2 cc.~ ~.~ J lc o :;:~ ~'1-le e::t::."e ~.1c e. o:? ~ocicJll:; c. ccc~J tc...ble e.::.~r2. u.r~­
ecc e~~abl ~ be~2vior dee c~i~od b y ~c~ ::~s ~de o..~~ eieni es . 
1-:rr:: . C. co::.-1ree~J o ::de, r'"'or 2~ J~e~r :Jor- t t.a 1-r~ tl1 r:4 :-_~o .. r: 'f.;~:e: .. ~ 
el1e l:ne~r C 2,2,-'co . .l1} • l ~o :'Le 0 c o.~l:::.b 1o ecien tlct Hho rece ~-: t_y 
lor; t :1i[ 1r~ :'G C\~.c1 c l-_il c.. . .d.e e.,~J~~lec~l')e <~ to 1J c. L12~ 't ..... l .. e , r::t e~~-) lc 
·:Jerc o~ . -·l"le . C . acce-yte .:1. l:ir= ~Jl""~O~~~o;::c. l ~ Ol"" :.:1 c. :'):."': ~.se . ... fter~ 
t:lGii." ueC:.cL1.::_; U:. e:r 1cf't :or ar:o thel" E:tate . I~ e c.:;roccl. to ::e,~·:e 
·o o e:. cl-:.:1.. ::_ -~"..r e.:.: o. :1 cJ. to £',do:J t L:ll en . 
'e,re:.-o. t:::: c m: tac l~ ~;i L. _·. r·,c ~1c-r: .... i_"E: . c. l"GL. t G·:~ 
".-r o_·tcl~ ~ .rl~o -81)~J~J o~~t:- e cl l1e1-: -i n l:c1-1 - l~i ~l:.. -:. to :Jc.~:e 1-1. e:"') 
, ~ 
~TG .:... _ ... 0 
ou::1 c..e -
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ci22.o~" c.bm.t the 1Jab:r de~)ite cou~.ILJ.n l t:; ~·n'e::::::l.;r'c to :r."'slce.:::c 
t>.c ~J.:'.o:r ~or e.cl.op~~- ion . '.::'he 1Jorl:sp .:;.120 tri2cl.. to hel~) I~r:::. C. 
r>e r.li;:;e the c"1.c.n;_:c::..,s involved in o. hc.E t:r ~.,eiJo..rrln.c_:e , but 1!PE . 
6. rJevsrt:1ele::: 2 d.ecicLec1. to :;e t ~:w.l,l"'i eel o::-;1~· c.. :fe~r l?.2.:-s 2.~ ::el"' 
hcl"' :::ui tor c o..:·1e L.-o =·~e.nchee t er . 
roblem.: Hrs •. Cra-ven aD1Jliec1 to the Society for place 
rrrent of tuel ve- v em"' old Claire-. - She \·ran ted to :place the chil 
hecau:::e h er hu:::1x' .. .ncl 1ro..s hospi t alized in o. mental in:::ti tu tion 
for a.n indefinite period of time , o.rrd be c aw~e she found. it 
diffi cult to _<:ee::_) Clail"'e i"ri th her in the h OEles "GThere she Has 
vTOl.,kinc e.s a. d oraes tic . 
The Child: Cle.ire , i·rho had previ ous y been placer by 
the ... ;::;ency -adju::: t<;Jd easily to the D.eu foe ter horJe . he e:uc·-
ceeded in her ::: chool a ... ncl cor1r.1unity o.ctivities . She ;-ras help 
'oy t '""e ·ro,..;-e;-. ' c. i n t· er"JP~'-.a'-.iorr 0 7" her· ... ;"',.,tl,~·~ ' "' ill"'oqc: .,.,d J.- .. - -lr.. - ,._- 1-aL L - -- -c..: .. ..__cJ..· ~ _ -.L..lV).....;.._ c..w.. .... 
her .. oth er' 's instabi lity •. t· l'lel1. it 1.rae: cl.iecovered tho.t lire . C . 
had lie ai.Jm..1.t the child ' e r.eli c;io.n e.nd. that Cle,il"e uas Catno-
li c, s __ e uae tram:ferrec.- to the co..re of a Catholic accncy ~ 
Tne a.re.n ts : l'Ir . Cr•e.ven he.s been hospitalized reDee. t -
ed.ly sinul928 because of p sychotic 1J.reeJ;::do~·rn.e . In his- peri -
oc1e o:f' luci i ty he uae: a:?~1c.rently a ue . .rn o..nd lo-vi nc; persor-1 . 
l-Irs •. C. has abrays had c> • .n unh.?.:?~J:r relo. tionehip , 1·ri th 
her parents . She feels that they reject her a.r.. pl.,efer her 
~rou.nc.;er sister to :'ler . ··men she a~Jplied to thera ::'or- help af-
ter one of :-Ir . C.' s brea_rdovr.n e-, the:- re:Cu.sed. her entr.:.r:ce mnto 
their :.1one. The;y- did, houe-ver, p erDi t their your...sm ... daucJ.:. ter 
o.."lcl he:c illec;iti:r::w,te child. to live ;_riU:. L1em . 1-:!:rs •. c. has 
char..c;ed. jobs '.ri th :::;rea t : ·requency and has e.}Jpli cd to cany so-
cie.l o.:;el'lc ies for help c. She hae e..lire..ys felt that other lJGOpJ. 
should co..:;. ... e for e.nd. :?l'Otect her . Her ee.;ocentricity has lJl.,e-
ve.nteC. b.el"' fror,1 bei :J..g a ~rarn al'1d lovi.::l~ mother to Clc.il"e . he 
is too · :r:.r!::n.llei ve e.nd DOody to be able to Dal;:e m2.ture .. . eciE:io.ns 
for the child . 
2.rentg_' Co .. to.ct uith the .';;enc,,r : -Ire . C. llae been 
very irrecular 1~ her vicits and ha::: e.tten?ted to use ~he ?o~ 
t-er hor.1e fo.:.' herE elf . he c 1 cl not pc.y recularl:;r a::J.cl. t:!. ... i e c:.. to 
OOl.,ro~-r !J.oney ::"rorJ the '.-ror~:er . 
The :·rOPl:er in the Catholic e.ce~cy , '.r~:ePe Kre . C. ·.rae. 
refe.:.red feels that Ehe has become incr>eaeiDGlY erratic anQ 
1..1~1rellc.ble . I!:vsn thoush she noir hc.E c. tea.d~,r uor~;.:, r: _e c't.oe2 :c:o 
conti'ibute to the cl"lild' r:: Joo.r cl. . ,;)be is eecure in the 1::r:.m·rl-
ed:.3e tl:.o. t "t.le Church ;rill tc.~':e ce.r e of my child . 11 The ~ror~:er 
bell evee Lie. t Claire uiJ.l hc,ve to l.,e!.lai D i n place :~1 e~ - t u::. til 
~1le cc.11. _JcJ~:e inde~Js:1.c!.ex1t plc.:-1~ fo4- l1e1 ... r=el~ . 
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ro~Jl GTJ : Debor 8.li Do :::en , 2.0 . :.: .... 01.lr>t e e~1 , uus re::i ... l.~e to 
t l1s \,::_; snc:· b;;r tl:.e .dte, te Depart!:1et: t of' u b li c ~·Tcl~o. :. e i .':: Jc.~u -
e.. r J 19413. l1c l:c:.d been p ict :ec U) by the p olic e o.:' tc:.., h2..Yi~;::; _ 
~pa.:l'C u·.e ni,:ht i n 0.. tr::~i lel" CC'.:Jp . Si:::ce she :::'eC eivc ::_) 0 0 1-· 
Eupe· ·vi ~::io~1 e.t lwue 8.l':.d e.ccuEec~ llcl' 2 tepf.?.tller of 1.:al:::. .:.1c.; Ee:::J . ..l -
e. l 2.d.vc;,n.c e s to h e r , cu:sto" y u c. r: on"'..l..,ded to the State De~Jar t ­
:·Je.r: t. 'l1J.1e Ds:)e.l" tD.et'l t , i n t1.L .:.1. , c.:.. e:;:.::; -_· the hel :!.J o-:: the _ .:e.:."c~· 
in. f ::.. t1C.i t1L: o. ::=ui tc.b l e foste r h one :;:'or· ~ ebor2.h . 
Tho Chi l cl. : Debox-e.h , an c.ttr'e..ctive , CC,j_)ab l e c- ::.~1 , ho.d 
~J.een pL.:.cecl :.~ep ea t edly s i: ..:c e h e r rJ::.rent s ' clivorc2d ~r)j.en sl:e 
\·Ta.s t:J.ree yearc old . 1-~l, s . D. ~. ro :i."l:ed. and- c ould no t ce.re for her 
Debo r ah uc.r: i:: reed dc.n ;::.;er• of 1Jaco!·::i .:1(~ -p r or.: i scumu: . She ie 1.1o· .. r 
hap:::r in he:c l1e'\r Eo::: t cr h01:1e . She bE.E becn hcl~J ecl ~ .... ~T '.:lle \·rol.,J.: -
er to . eco:;~,i:3e ~-er• P G E!~J 0.:.'1ei0ili t:r in J.H:':l' r·e ~ . &.UorA:::hi~J,_ ·.ri tL 
·oo~re . 
1 .. r •. Do:::en \i£,2 over :J:t."otcct.sC'.. iJ y ~.i::: :::tric t 
~ .. n cl l)Lt~i tl\ e .rJ ot~:.. el.,. " :·.r-_ - ~"J. l:e L'.c .. l'):~.~io ..-:_ , 1-1o , .. t1C ttr:~.ri ll. i .nc t o ee,-
te#!Jli~~-l l_i2 o~.rr: llO!Je , ~: .. ~·Jc~ il:E: Jc.ecLJ_ co::t i 1.-::1.1 e(: to li-e 1r:l. tl~ l:!.iE 
:Jotl~er· . k=e CL.n-1 lii s :/OU.:!;~:os t c.:.e .. Llc_;:.l terJ O~l, e s t ill li -v.,.i.:lG ~. ri t:1. 
1:i.lE ·.~:-.. ti::cer . ccol.~ c.l..L:IS t o tho ou t - o - Etc.t e e.c_::e~ c ~r 'c.'~e.t vra r=. cor:-
tc.c teu. :.':'01 in:Z'ol..,l!la tt on o.!Jou t ~"liD , b.e l cc-vv·es the co.r e of h i s 
JOL.l.DCe2 t cl1i ld t o h:l::: n o thor , o.l thou:::::h t he e arc i ndicat:lor_s 
t~-..s. t tr e chilrJ. is !Jelr:s t rea t e 1 ~Junl tiv e l;;r . 
:.II's •. D. l o::: t her :.':'e.ther \'Then Ehe ~. ro..e 2. child . ~:-.e 
:~o4tec~ !.1Gl'"l ~tep::'a tl1G :' , Q~i \Jh OEl El'le felt D i E t l'l32.t Gc1_ . Jo ft.er~ Ell e 
l.o : t. SCllOOl she Uae f o :.."CG d t o 2Ul_J~1 0Pt llel~ :·,wtiler 2.l1C\. 2 tc~Jl'e. thei' 
,_._r·.J- til l: e i -a e~J .. l~l1i ~~. e . She c1ee~)l~)- ].")e~c:'"ltecl t l1i 2 , 2.nd. ~~~c_14r1:•iad to 
cc """ · c. .l.'1 "' ,.., ...... c. O'""'~C':!-~ i)l.ll' -'~ l· -c: ·-t,_·e l J.""' 10.:"""'~' ' - ..... 0l· nt~ r-1 i•l·~ e · "' c::, _ " c ~ Cv.\l"" l:!_e ._ e _ v :- .9 .!. .:. :..:...,!.... - - - L· v ..._. . Ol.r. . \....- ~...... Lr... ~c_ ....... ;~ .. ..1- ·<=..1.. · .... _ -;. .... ~.... ..!.lv 
:tour:.d ::1 .... . DoE:e::1 1..U:~ rillL.!::-~ t o EU~1port Le P c:..ncl ·to ce t c:.!Jlir::h e, 
ho:: c: . 
--Il ... S . D. __ as c.ls o f ou nd little 
o.~ ... li :.~c .. 1'l l"1i2~Ce •. S11e IJ]_ctr.1 e s tl1:i. e o· _ l1e1") 
c::o)_l ::.. t~~ , :fhic1'!. l~ecp::: hi!J :- ~_~ o .. ~ro1,l~LJG 
t~1ere i' o:c...,c , l.lo.s to co.nt i cue 1.JO .:. ~..:L~._: . 
s atfu sfa ction i n h e_ E .c -
1.,1.'Q~)"''-la" I c nlr-<>ir"l d.L' e~ -
- - • ._ I L:.... 1.... .:. ' V ,_ .....1 ........ . I-. 
l'")GGL.l _ O.l J_~; . I ::c E! •. D. ' 
2 .. I .. e .t1ts 1 Go.r1t2. c t '.ritt.!. tl:s .. .-. ~ ~oi1c-,r : Tli.e 1.T O i'"~~ ~e:t..., l'eal c t.l1c .. t 
j .. Il")r~ . D . i~ VGl..,J-c .. :~1:J~'tc.. l ei:Jc c~Ootl~j DeOo1~3..l~ , ~-o l"G£e;.:_tc l1G l""' 
pl8.Ce!.:1G.rl t , yet is 2.lBO S l O..G. to iJG i~clieve:-_ 0 :' thG reE!2_JO.DE i "J i li -
t " o·? co·->·',, _. ·;'o · 7-.h':l r~·i ···1 ~ 110 p1..,ecce~" ·"'o ,-· ·L'· ] , ,., , .•. j . ..,l 1 0 re tU1"l1 v ...... c;;.. l. ..L:. - ;.,_)- 1.. ... .a. .I. U .....:..; - l.....L- • .. . -.. ~,.__- .J • .._ - - V ,...._;-- - ......, ..... _ 
llOLle , i::si:::t i ~::.; tllc,t ~he Deccle her hel~) :!. .::1 2U)~Jorti.n~; tl~e ~e.:J.-
11~" • S~·le 113.2 litt l e Lll"ldEI'2 te...Dd.il1C Of the Ce, r.._zer• the ~_;irl ~TE,e 
i.n e.t ho::1e c.ncl. C:.0·2E ~:.ot see '.rhy ::..t i 2 t o De1Jore.l11 2 c.c:Lvo.nt2.::e 
to be 1~ a :oetcr hose . 
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C e.E e 
P Y'O'l)l~"''"' • ·l .TY'<.:! "7l !:! o·'""' 1·f"' <"> Pe"f'e·-.·~od 1'- 0 ·r11e r 'n ·~ c 'r ~ C1 - -... .l.d. . ..._ ~ • . J.:.J ._. ~.d .. Clll- .... · - J. l. . L ...,_ ,.;: ...__, "-" (- J ,..~... _ _ 
J-ul•r }':.') 7 .·o·r 2 C"' '-L-,__, 01·1 C ac-:,ncv .L~OP e r1"' ;-v: en c •; 'l)l.., C £'Yl 0 h'-. o·"" li'"'~"' 
.. ,..,_ v _"/ v .... ~-. ... J. l -- C. t.j ~ ... - J .... --l..:i - u J. .... ..; ...:.. {_,..s ~...:,.. _ .._..J.._L - _ ......,. _ 
:::.i::- :~ o..r ol d b-rine , e i .nce the Cc. tl~olic ac_:ency hr.d .no ho:~1e 
e.vailc.bl e e.t the tiLlG . i-ir . a;J.d. l ir2 . Z . 1.rere ::.:;e tti.:1::.; e. d.ivo::."ce 
Both uan tecl to ;:ror:: , c.nd nei ther• fe l t t he. t lle could L1e::.~:~ e e .. 
hone :.=' o::."" L:.e ch:.:.ld::.'en . 
T' _e C' ~il clre.n: Philip a.~1:c1 Suee~"l, uho llcv't been ~~:l e .. c ed 
in :f'os ter .. h on es ~nd. do.y .ntll"E,el'i e2. since the::r '.rel'"'e t ·.ro c.nc .. o":"le -
half , '.-rsre fae .. r-ful a .:.1.c1 u~ho.p~1y i n t:".ei ::.• c'..c;e.:.wy ) le.c ei!l ent . T_1e 
hc.va con ti:sued t o adjtl2. t poorl y in the p l e.c e::.1en t cho::: en for 
theu .Jy tl.:.e Ce. tholic e .. ;;e.:.1.cy to i'lhich they •.rere t rs .. ne:... erred 
a :Z'te1,.., e .... i .... G,.r r:1on tl12 . 
T;.J.e .te.:t."' en ts: Accorc i n:::; to hie Hife , i ~r . E . uas. over-
:!_)rotectec1 b~r t is n oj;1J.e r 1·iho inclulca:l h i2 every uhir.1 . Ei2 fe.tl 
e r Yle.c.c.,...,·t'-e ,. t.hi <.:! "''" ""L ,,.,C! c t ·,...·1ct ' "l .Lh 1-r,.., E _>._T.L'""• "'"' I C! 1""1Qt.'!··er 
..._ - '-' ..L- . --- '- ~.k.!"-.. , L., ,. j._: 1....> .- ,.L. ~ J - t_r.#o_ ... .l • • • J- J,...J. o_;J...I. ' 
L"l her- -,ril l , left Philip c.nc1. Sue.ctlT fi ve t h ouse.::J.d della: 2. eac:1 , 
to be ~Je.icl theo \i~1e.n t h ey e.re o:;:' ace • 
..Ir . ::!:: .. reu2.r::.~:ec1 after h i:= d.i vorce fr om l·"r e . E . :ihe.~ 
he , .. w.e aE_:ed by the court to pay ::'or t1:.e divor-c e co::: t::: , he re-
ueetcc"'.. "-.J.-16 n one:r fro JJ his father, but i nEtec:~d used. it to :f'i-
ne.nc hi2 s eco.!:.ld ho::J.e~'moo.n . his f'o .. ther 1-::.e.s. VO>·red n ever to 
he l :y J-::.iEl aco.ih, but cont inuee t o ~)e L1.te1 .... ested L1 Hrs . ::: . c:.nd. 
the chi l d_ en . 
arents 1 Contact· 1.·ri th tha 1' r;enc'r : The chilc1ren Here 
~lac ed 'ifi tl-:ou t e.ny e::p lore.tioD of' c..l terna t e p l ans . It i 2 :~J 02.­
e.ible the .. t 1-Irs . E ., 1.fho dwv:ed ::." ee. l l ove acd u n c.:er::: tanc1inc; _ 01 
tt.e c.1ild.rer: , could h o.ve been hel~Jecl. to l;:eep th.s:J , ~-ri th 201:1e 
1'ir:2.t1 cial e.~e i s ta11ce fl1 0T.2 l·Il'"' • ...!.i . 02.-'l tb.e E:tc;t.e . T ... 1e cl1i lc~rcn 
co1:. tlnue t o be ver~r e, t tached t o t~"J.Gir n o'!:.'hel" ; theL .... poor ad-
jus t r::. cn t p oin ts t o L1eir ever- 2;:Jl"e2e.n t _ne ed :'Ol" her . 
The ~rorkc l"" i n the Ca tl:.olic ac;enc}\at rb enptecl.. to per2v. 
the le.uy-er::: of the ElEor:1e. to aff ect e. e.ett'l e1~en t 'be for e the 
divorc e becane fi .':."le.l •. They 1.-rere unsucceeeful , h o,rever . : In~ •. 
E . h ae 11.01·r uri ttcn to 'her fat _er-in-l[',r!'r ito asl-.: him 't-rhe t hel ... e.he 
c.n cl t he ch ildl"en could come to live ui t h hh1 . The '.TOl"~: er ie.. 
supportinz ~~2 . 3 . i n t his plan . 
Caee /Ill 
robler:1 : 1-Irs •. Finn came to t he ::;enc y i n .:\uc;uE t 1946 
-"'_·o_.,.... --l~- e l·_,-,_ . ·1;1 ')·la "lr i r. ~ · -:-'"'OYl 'hc1..-. CO '~i"'l Y'A>''e nt- <1 't1.d 'l"'OY' i·.l'Jp. C!':ll'"'"' . o·f' I r · _ ,...~.o.,. l . "'·'"--'"- - ·'"•.;, .J _ ...._ .J..- V- ..... __ _.. ..._ --.J,...J. _ ... v C J - .....: - - L<. t.:::; -
her illes i t i r1a te bo.by . Tl: e chi l d 'tras co.nc ~ i ved 'l:rhile !.I: • F ., 
ue.e. i .n the service. Upon his return Hr• •. F . insie t ec1.. on div-
orcinG his ~rif e . i:Ir . Roch:land. 1m2. th e child{ s allesed father·. 
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T'c.e Clii l cl: 13c,by J:'!. ~~1.rn:,r in'. .... ~J lc-. ce c':. b:r tr:e e; Tt-:: c:~ on "'· 
lJi,.,e ~ c.c~.o~_Jt : -..re ~J o.eiE .c. :;? te~~ 1:li[ x")slce.c::e =~ r 1:): _: tl~e hoe~) i t. P .. .2- . I-~e 
'Ts~ 1 :::-.te:. ... i. elG2.2ec1 :;:' op c.d.o:_;tioD . 
'lb e Pe.:i."'G:J.ts: 1~:. E . Finn :., eel;.: l"e~ec t ed. b:r l'ler ::'o. '~bcl" 
\"TlJ. Oil :::l1e d.GE:Cj_...,i1Jes 2:. E: a \ter~:r r~i l.J i d. , ar:. c1Lll1c.. :?f cc·~i o~o..te ~)e l~Ec:: . 
E~t~G i :: jcc .. lotl2 o~ llel_, Ei2~· er 1:rl1o ie ]~ l'"'e~G l~l~ea. b~ir t.t:.c ~ .:; .. t.:-_Gl'"l . 
She ~i d ~ot da~e tell h er f athe r' of her ille~itioete ~re~na~cy 
Ear f ecr of ~1 2 v~ole~t reaction . hrs . F 1e mo~her etc t e~ ~~~t 
el1e :: ~_.d to ~J c 1Jotl1 rJot-1~ 81_, c .. ~ cl "J:~tl1G l_, t o ~~1_, E . :Y . , 1JeCGl.lBe of 
'L··~- ~"" ~" .L.'-, , . 1 a re ~ e c ;-; :~-- , l- 1· ' ,_, . cle 
- - - c. .. l ·l-1:::: _ .._ ti ~ - .. -:....)' .......... L·-.:-L•l..._ • 
.:.·_:::., 2 • :j1 . lef t r:: cJ:1o ol ~rt. e ~-: ~11 o i_! E.2 ~ i:;~ tee:-: . C lie r:12.::.. .,1~ i e 
qt e-1 n~-TeG"~ ... , .~ 1 - G l., 1.,,.-,-::r ·· n~~ "~" ·'"0 -·11 ... e ~· ·"='oi "l t irO -r. re"'r··~c S!--J~ ·i c: -v- ·:j">-r 
........ - ..._)- :.J . w c___, _ • --~-~ . - . '~ • • -- ..... _ u - .,_ .. fl.! '~ 1-; . __ ......,. ..-1- c:; .,_ .,_; 
co~~f"ueecl l :... l'2.:Jl"l e.cc o'tJ.:J.t o :~ l12:r..., eoil'l l~r ::l:-:'.I1 l-: i eG .. life , c l o .. ~ ~1in:; 
ei l tel.,~'1c. tel:r "·l1.2~ t 2l1c \:raf2 l'l o~~~J~; :r .s~::.d. rJ icere:ble ~-ri th l~er l'lt.l ~"'oaJ.'ld . 
~hl lG he '.re.e in t h e ee_ ... vlce , ehe s.ssoc io..te d ~rith o ther nen 
'Jeci..:J,,.., J. '-e n 1l ~"ec J,-":'~t!-1 81"' ;:;,11"'- ·i a lJ l• .t. .t. ,.,,.., 2 t lJO .L.l- -·.(1 "<" 1n,.... 1 - '- - • ..... _vc LJi.!.- c.; ... - . o ~_-:· . IL'..c1 .. .L - - ..... • c __ ;.~ L GIC - J • ~ .:. ... · .:._ • l - ----'- .:. 
~ ' 1 ·:_-Y' R ,_ 1 n · " S'• a· r !1 1 c: t 1-.,., t a 1-1 i C! 11 ·~ 1- 1"' r.-' 1 tf 1· ·• "- h '"' 11 c...c1C.. "-- • oc_,.__c. • .O CL o Le .._ " G c... :r .._ '!.-C, ' .._ _e -·- lJ _l_ 0Uu 1- .Tl ~_, __ c. 
me.n , 2x.d Hi ll r:eve:." nw,rr :; e. c_~2.in . Yet she c o.nti r:.uGs to so ov. t 
1ri th vc-.ri ou~ !ile.n . 
:.::_-. . Finn , >·rh o ir: ve:.. .... y rmni t i ve to l·l iE: u ife , cc;n e froo 
2. brol:e ~-: home . "hen h ie :?c.ren ts e e~ o..r2. te d , he uc. 2 )le.ced i.0. 
an iJ.1;.: :it-...~ tion . I-I_e_ e.djue ted ~J oorly , a~ld ~rc. f!. co ~1B i dered to be 
L1. lJ ro':Jler.1 c:1ild . J.·-r . Ro cklo..nd. , ~r~--:oe G c h ildho o cJ. e::~Jer'iencc e 
e.re t.~l1l:n.o~r:.:. , e. t tem~J te d to cle.n:r ~;o, tCI' r: i ty . 
ParentE 1 Con t.sc t Hi th t he ,\. ,..e~'1 C7 : lips . F . ua2 hel~.J e c'. 
b -~ t .f'<> ·ror·'- eyo l· i~ . hG·l" "'l·q 'o·J.·u -:le.'rlc ~ " ' JO'l .._ ·;- j .-,-,.,,..,-j-,.,r_· ·?ol" t.'r> ~ 'o· r.' ·" r ~..)'-' ... _ c.; . ·.: • .,_ ~- - - ... , ~ v t...... ....:..t 0 c_..,; ..... L .:._.1 - v .,L ... :.l - .1. .:..._;, - _ .~C c.,U..; • 
Bl~e 1·ro..e torn bet·:ree:-:: heP dee ·· re t o I::ee:.J h i n , 2.r:c1 i-:er Pe c. li:::at -
io.n that S.he l:.c.d no hone to o?fe r l-::J.m . .Sl:e even t't..w.2.1;-r cl..ecided 
t o ~ ive h i Q up for sdo:? tlon . 
IIr . 7inn refu.eed t o ej_::_)·l t:1e o..cl_opU.ot: ·).::.:JePe . Ee 
e2.w no l"88 .. :=o~1 ;rl:~r = -~l...,r: . F . or l~.e::'") ~J2.,!...,G .l"2Jc.c C Ol..l l c~. :~ ot J: ee··:; tt:e 
bo .. ~J-.r . :-:e r'"' elt thc..t l1e~bi~1:·· tl1e IJ P:l.J'"~ ~ ·roL~l cJ nal: e ::re . ij1 • TJ Oj_.,e 
·-,e r~, ~nc:l" 'J l ..... ot'"I .__.1 C01 'T0"1l ,.., 1 -;-e ~G '' llG .. ., uO;,~ o·-:"1 .J~ - .,O,.J , e 1 1 r!,l1.:". _i1 ·~~ .. -i .':'. "".; -
.!. - .::: _:_- ·~ ·· · .__ I v , '-·" '· \ L.. '-':. "" - - .!.- - - ..!. ~ - ·- __ ~.:. <.-<.: . .L • ~- _ . _ 
:=.hip of the cl1i lcl '\.rae eve.n tu a ll:r ~~; rex:. ted the c-._::.:e:":: c~• , ::: iilce 
~~1~ . -~ . cot1J~ cl1~ ot lJe _/Gj_~EL1 aclec:. to e:·~c-~1 t..l1e releaEe . 
Lr . Eo cl:latY 2.dml t t ec1 to the '.rorkel"' h i s L'l t c.,e 2 t in 
I· !r~ . 7 . c .. ncl tl1e bCJ .. 1J;r . ~l1'1ile 1e co·:..-t- i ~~1,lecl. to d.G"C.J J)CJJ~e l"".:!it .. ~r , 
he cont.rrJute(:_ to the 1Jc..by 1 E pl"e8c.·:'.oy~l on !Joc..rd. :x:.Jr~:en-:2 . 
Ca.::: e ,{12 
Pro!)lern : I n June 192.~7 l:rs . G· r[l.Jf a~J:!,Jl i ~cl.. to the ace:::. c y 
for ·:J l.c, cen e i:. t o:? 'c ro of hel"' t~.re l vc c l::. ilclr en . ,:;.he .sl e o '.rc.n tee. 
he.1-~ L-::. ·J J.e.nninz; ... for h er confine:~'!(3t:t c. n cl_ fop c .::.:..,e o-? her· ille -
c~i tl~a te .. bc.b:.r . i.~rs . C+rc.:r ~-rae cli'!Ol~ced , 2J~ 6. , .. .rorl:ed e. ~ h01...126 -
l:ee :) el" for ti:.e ~ii l li a:.12. f c.mil Y. -ll" . ::illiam :.= ·.:2. ::: the :~ .::. tl:.e 1., 
0--? t .1_-l ,.-,. n_7 .. _•_Je c1·e u"'. -iJ .->!::Pr ...,, 'T81l~ c" "' o·f' J.'irc: • ::::;-l"cR'r 1 E ~- - ro- vet?P ol(l "'-' ...... "-.,;; - u . c.. tJ ' c... ~- ' - ... I.,. - "- - Jtl ... . . ..; -- -
da.l.' :--:h t el" J udy . 
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'rl1e Cl:llC.l~en : .!.ll'"' S ~~ J ' E e l cl.e2 t G.c\Ll ... '.ll tel~ .1..~.c~r=ie i:= 
ic:d_. ::tj_'")£ . G· . le:t :i'iG - ~r~ ~r old. Clc~l""l: v.riti; t:.GI"' ~J2l.,: .. cJ:.:.e~'1tly 
o,~'e:e _.., telli nc I:rcr::..;ie tt.c.t the c ~2.i l d 1r~'.E to := te.} ·::?or L:.e n~·:r1er 
ofuly . T~rer:ty - one ye2,1 ... o .l ( . -.3- le.r: ic i':J '.::-1-:.e o..:c..,'J:' • 1-:inetee:-:. ~.re.:>,r 
o l d • bbi e i::: d.i v orce cl.. e,:1d boarcle her> cl1:l..ld ou t. '~·ro other v 
de.:t .. ,Ghte_ s, one ei~~h t een and one :::ave::: te en yco..rr:: o.ld. , uorl: at1d 
live c,.lone • • e fuJ~teen year ol (l bo:r i 2 ·Jl2.cec'.. i tc:J.o•.,::·:1 .-:':c:;;::L-.l-r . 
·~ _ _, i _., l.. ,....., - ·- .., .,... ~ ,..., L ",..-"1 ~ • - 1- i~ ; ...., "T.T ,.., l'l Q 1 r i lJ -rr ~...-::: 0 ~(! 1 ~ ~ ~ ..:::'1 ~ .'l ,..... C v 
• - _Lc;..::<, '-'•"--'---· '-- ~---~ - l 'L·E .::.L .. .Jec•, _ - '--'· OJ a_ · ~:;; .:.--~-- '-" c ec on 1.c ,.l. ·1~ . 
r::--.-ro - :rc::r:-:.!...., old JudJ li vo2 -;r:':.. th 1:n: . G. o. t t[w ~1i l.li e.: .. ~e . 
:;!;1 r-Ve'J.- ync•" ol r' T.e"-"r' e"'d 1-- 11'~ '" t GO>'I - •re"'i" old r4 t<< •rn,..,e --~1,-,C"'C' • ·,-. ~:.e,..,C .. -;-- ~0-~ '--.e : ----ll -0 ....,8"- ,.1':~0- ,__, -- ~.::;.~ G~ ~--o"r~e·C-!'1nc: '--. -:J ~o-- ,__ l·J.·~·-
- J _ ...... ....... _ ~ • ~ ......... ..._, • ..; .L ,_. L .L _ , ... .~, '- ~...- J..-· 1...:. .1. ~- ,_. • r !...,.; J. ............. - "- L • '-· 
~rere unl-.. 2-~:.~:::y- i n their :9 l o.ceoe.:.1 t. They bo th bc=: c e.Tcle e:-:--Ll2."G tic . 
T'ne DGTdborn rJ?.,by boy 1,rae ~Jl 8, Cec1 L1 8. ~')re - 2-.r:..o:) tibn 
hor1e , 2.nr ·.r2.E lc,_tcr 1 ele2.s e cl for ado-)tion . 
Tl1e c .. r_e ~i t e : Befor e l1e1""1 Jc.:·I·~ i c..[~e t o I:~e . G- ., ~ ·~l"ls . 
~.Jorl:ed ::'01.., :_l~ 2.:: c .. houeel:ee~J:er . ~l1e c.~ e.i Lted the.t ehc .... .. <?,:..,r:.....ec.. 
h i r..1 becc•,u.c: G ehe becaae :~Jre.sno.Jh.t ~JY l1ir..1 , bp t. th2. t ehe :1eve~ 
love·:' :--:. n . Since l1e -..ic-J: 2, :::.:oo1.., :fJ!:" Ovic"c.el .... , and di'cXL e:~ccec:ve.l .... , 
e::.e al~.rc.:"e Lo.d to :rol..,~: ~1e.rd . 0he o~J'~c.i ned a c:u-,' orce fro::1 Lh1 
0~1 -::he .... :::-·ounct.s o:L Ee:;:-~w.l c::.b'ur:e aftel" r.a-ri n~~ Lscl_ e:!..eve:-: child.re_ 
) .. fter' .. -1Gl, c--;.:i..vo:;.:·ce , ErE . G. i:::>e caDe hm.leekee::__Je:." for tt-~e 
~li.l.l i a~..lE! fa~:1iJ.y . She beli evee tl!at Ere_ •. i • i s 1...1ne.uo.re of the 
true :." c.;l.s-.t lo~Ehl~) bet-,.reec. heree.lf .::J.;:1c. --- 1:c . ~r . She ie he.:1py 
in tl:.i s ~1ome c.nd ::'eel::: 1re.ll- t-rea t ec:l 1J} 1-:.cr elJ~) J..oyere . ='·he ~:J~i:''G 
i'ers ivin:; r,rith then ::o i)ei...c.; ~.-rith Ler child.re.n , c,lthoue:. she 
o-.r~-:"- ['. r...o:-..1 e . 
3o t.l1 ::1~ . e.r!.cl I.:1'"je . ~.,. 
e..p~Je,l..,e :-:.tl~r :::1ocro n.ot object to 
J::...,o~Jc-.b.ly :;: no~rr:o t-n:?,t =-~r· . ~-r . i::: 
cl-:-i JC:ren . 
~.rere ~JrcvioPely uo..rri ed . ii;.. ... e .. ~T 
1 -~r c: o. 1 P r· ~ .., e c ""·~ c e .., l '-- h O', -~ l--1 a h ~ 
-- ._ • "-' ...... ...:..."' - ._ "-' .. _ ' v .. - U _ .l t...~<.....;.J- .._ Ci 
t,::.e ~e. ther of t uo of :Ir::: . C- 1 ::: 
=:r . G·. :::GeE l"'C.i2 chl.ldre..n occ2.2iol'lc.lly . ':Lll.e c~1il cl.1"er: 
have becoue r:.10re 2. ttached to t heir ~:.:. thel.., eiE.nce tl::.ey ree,.li ::::e 
the..t tLeir ::1ot~:er i e un;,rillin:::: to ~1::::.lce a b0111e :'or 'che::1 , a::d 
p :cefel"2 to liVe · .. ri thou 'c. the, • 
e.rente ' Co r:.te. ct r,·dtl-: Uie Jr;c~1cv : :ir . :i:l.li o,r·1e adnitt 
pc:. terni tJ o:' the- be.by , bu. t di d. :-:ot ~;e..y for' t he iJ?iJy 1 ::: boe.rd. •. 
E e -.raE col:.2i dere0. t o :Je a eel~:'-ce n-::orec1 , i J:lDc',::t~].:'e ~Jcr"~O':"l i·rl-::.o 
\TC':.e u.n--.•illiD0 to ta2.::e res~;o:lr::lbili t:r for h i::: e,c tionc: . ::r . 
G-x~c.:r , o:.~ tl:e other· l~c;~l'1d., l")D.-~red. :'ol~ tl1.e i:> oc .. l-"~ Cl. o :~ tl"le t-.ro :.; i ::.1l~ 
1 ~--:. o. ~~e:::c:r ~:rlc4c2::1ent. . ~· :e st:lll e::~~;;~ezeec!. foeli11:~::: o~ foncl~eee 
fo1~ t .. is -r:ri:'e , e.:~cl clo.ir:led ~"1o t to ::1--:o-.. r ~r~::r el1e 1.-_e_d. BO"t) .. ~t:. t tl1e 
d i vol~c e . 
··~re . Ct . Eho~·re cl e Ol"!le 1..1::1d.e1~s tc .. cC.i ~:~ of tl1e l~l-"~O!Jlcr:le o:t 
'c-l-.e '~1!'0 ~~ ::.__I' .l 2 ir: e:;.= G ~1 C ;)' l) l CL C S.!:le !:1 t • ... he c-,c1.!:"ti \: t e rl the, t i_:t: i:J'OL.l J. d 
be ac1ve,:--: t2.';em.1::: :Lor the ::_;ir.l2 :L? sl~c r·e e 2 tc.o.li shed t.e r "1or::: e 
--"'o--..... <--1-:c ·- 1 ~S'..,e- ,.,~,_. t.ol-'1 _L. ,l __ ,·-.. ·.t ,-,J:-J.c ~ .... roul~,-...+ ~) 0 hel--_)ed. to ee Cl...~ :."' e 
- .1. Ll.- ...... .-- ... • L... . . c ~ - o,.,.: _t.... 4 ..... L.L..kJL 
""ur:-:;5... t' l .... e c.::::c'. to apr)l~r :':'or 2 te. te gic1. . Yet sl.-_e obviou:::l::r 
e.el•l \lec.,_ tao r1ltcll E:at ie~c:.ctiorl ::1-") 0~~.: l1e ·""l rela tion~t1i~) to fir . ~ i . 
to ~J e •.!illin:; to m::.:ce : t:e cL"-'-e.:.--:se . 
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:·l1e;l t:'1e a;er:cy foster no thor vre.s unc:.ole to con t ±.nue 
boc.rclir:::; e:e t~-ro Cir12 , c.~c~. ti1e e..~__::ecc:r could r:.ot i DrJeCiat ely 
:-:' in< c.. :J.e'.r hone i'Ol'"' the, ~-~rs . r! . plc. c ed them inde~Jenc1e.:1 tly . 
~he ~rorl·:e;." tolr. :-:rs . C+ . o:f the evil2 of inc:.G~) G l1dent , H~EU~Jer-
v icec" -.., l n c~r,e~~-- h' ·1t- ;_-.,.,"' 1"!. 1''"" -"'' 1ce ·l '·-o ..,.,,it. t-h e d·if' ·f'e~ , G"' C e -~ . . ':J ,_;"C-. --L ' el.. ... ... J. j,._ • '"'' • - ..__~,. , ._ \.. l... r_., ·· - _ _ _ _._ _ .. .1 
'oe .... ·ree·,-- t .l----.,. '- r:la c ,..,e-rt ""'d e. :·e '~c·r - ---, l.,c~r-,ent. For tl"'ece .... ~ r o L. .... ___ (.. .. I... _J CA. w ~ A L,(.J. "\...) -- "' . . "" - "-' -.:. .... ~-\.! · - ~ 1- v .. 
c;ii'lc: ~::er:Jo.nen t r e~)o.I'c. t_o_n :t~rom tL.e ir mo ther , ar:d.p l 2.c e::1e.:1 t i.;._ 
a:: o.C:.o~:; ti ve l-: OE1e 11 i ~;h t hc.ve been c'.d.Vc,::, tc,~~ eoue . I t :·roul cJ. ho.ve 
s i ve n the J t he :t ee lif} :~ of s ccuri t y th::>. t they could. never h2.ve 
in a teo~orar7 fo~ter hoBe ~le.. c eoent . 
Pro:) l -:::!1 : 
o~ th~ir yesr old 
. ........ ·r ~ . ,.., ~..-:~ .. f' l r~l' ~ l~ . (.i cl :ll1L., J.. ;_1 - :/ n . ..-' • 
'!i t h l-:er chil dre ~1 
Ser::ac..n t o..~1C::. : :::.."' ::: . ~:-el t a~)p liod for l) l 2. ce:~:e :::. t 
.=;irl Dene. , e.r..cl thei :t• tuo- ye2.::.." olcl_ 'bo~r c.7 oey 
~~rs . C?.· el t :Z'el t L.:ns.ble to c o~1.tinue 11 vir::_·. 
a.nc h1..~s be.n _. G~: e ue.:1ted to ::; 1 :--. ce '.:-he chi l d 
The CbiJ!i!l.re n : DurinG tl:ei r ho.lf-y ee.r pl c..ce~en t tlce 
C l'~_. _1 1 c1 _  -,,.,e n 're..,e , n "''ol Co t-o ,.., e 1 ,.., 1··.., t-o t-1'-. e • 'l> .1.·"'o ,., t-. e r '"'~ r ~ \-.'·a ~-1, e~r 
- -· •• - L.., L .. ..J v ... --"-~L '-' - .l...... -\J .... _:; c ... c;.,_v ._ . J. J 
1·rePe f ee.::...,:::\~1 2.ncJ. euo ti o.:.-:cc.lly ur:~· e ;.:~::; o~:s 1 ve . Der.. c.. , E everel:r 
re~ ected by h er :!lot:':t8r , ~-ras t he v.o r>e ns. le.. c.jt:rsted o:' tho hro . 
Eo th ct-~ i .ldl"en '.rere ~~o~d of the ii' f'e. tt:ex•. 
~l,e l~ are ~~c · ~A~~e~~t· 0 
- C;, .-. .1. •• L; ._ • }1...1 ._, .l_ ..__. <. •.. L- -.... ~- • ' 
a~ive ~~d been in the art~ ~or ~e~ 
re-~ 1r e i n the ~so.: ftl tu;.'"'e . 
\·rl.coe e ~;.:;, ::' .:=~~ --~ ~iere 2 till 
yearE . He ex~ecte d to 
:.:l..,S . G. --~c.,O. [:tl ~fel~e ~J ~~1~}.. i.-"Y~i cJ.t?2 't.l'l.1c ti -\iG cl1 ilcl_~1o o~:. t.i..'\c .. u. -
.:1e. e . 8l1e J.o r: t hel,.. r.1 o t l1er -.. rtJ.e~ Eli.G ;,!'9. S fo lr JCGl~e O]_t3. . e, ~ _ e
fel ':: re j .s c te cl b~r hel.., f2. thor c, ~~J . 2 t e~)i ;o t hE: l" , c. !:lei '.TG:l t to live 
·.ri ~. :1 he1, =.;l.-;EJ ;:J:lotl1el'"1 . Sh.e ;.rc-.. s jG3..2-0lJ.E: o:~ ~:er 2i2 tel1 ~ . ::r:o. i:rl1 o 
CO:l'c:l.::.uc:d to 11 ve i n the ~)2.i''e r: tr.l h one . s _le :Je.r~ i ed .::--r . G. 
11:~e~! e-t.e une o:1ly ei :_:h teen year::: o l d. after t hey l:ne··r eo. c h 
other :'or e. fe '\r c1o.~r s . She re se::'-::ed. h er De,::."' i t e. 2. 2.ncl. ')o.ret! t a l 
,,+- ·i ec .,,...d. cl ' l· ,·~ e d , __ ,').--, '--. 0 11"' ' lC"J(" ""0 " q,.., '(.c ·"'1"l ·' nctl· ,...-c t-" c.< ,, __ . L.~ L - . ,_ ' C. .J.. .l ~ · - - . LL -L·~ L ~ - v i_~,., .L .LJ d ... c.. ._, J_ . t. c.·. ..I.. ..... ~ w.L • .r_e 
es~ e ci slly r e2nte little Dena :rl~ou ete n~~c~ a~ ~er a~d ide~t­
i :C'3.eCi u ith hel" l:t'.ted cister . bhe COL1~J .l :7. iD.E e.~JOl]'c l:er huE.~J2,nc1 1 
slcoholi~o , o.~d re een te h ie ae:ru~l ~e~~~de . 
D.P G-"'-'--. c 1 Co·, '-- .,c'--.o · r·i '-h '- h ~ 'r · a"'.C'T " c<e·-. r·c ~""l'- (' e lL 
- ~.-JL~-.- J_~,.c_ _ L,_ ~ · -- ~ -- ~._ __ t:; - l. ... ...... .... _ • ;.J l.._,...cV,_J..-L -· -L· 
1;p·reQ~ ·Por-. t.:"e c h·1 1 ·'11·•en 1 c bo •,rru~ ,,,.._ ,-'! iTi c- ': t- e e~ t -11-=>''1 "' 0 r'11 l " l..,l ; r 
_:::-.. .... _ _ .. .~-. ....J....._ _ \_,_ _ .. ... ,_ ,...... ._ ... .. .... 1. _ ~ _ _ - '=·.l.- ..!.. v..._ _ .... _._ , -v • 
..::1e '\T0.2 1 n~iilli n: to d i:sc1..1.2 2 h i e 2 eve pe me.Pi tal :)I' O~) l€!:1 '.! i th 
the •.ro rl·:ei". iire . ~} . 1re.e in o.r:o ':: ller t o-_rD duri !'l~: most, of the 
tir:1e t he,t the c h il clrer: uer c; ~; l2. ced . ::L :.1 lleP diccuEsionE ;-ri th 
the ·:rorl::er Hhe ehoued 2 o r.1o unc1el"2 te..~di G o ~ the COl1...Yle c tion 
be t'.ree n h er o~rn e::p eri e-c c es anc her feeli .nc;~ e.;:;e.i ns t her c h ild 
re.D e..nd nue b e.nc1. She uas cl.isap:')ointed i !:l 1er 1.1o:dr. as. 2, ':re.i '---
re 2E , ar:d deci ded to return to her h1.~2b3.nc ar..d t:;l:e the c ·lild-
ren hone . It Ue.E l ate.;." le o. r nod t b .::>. '.:. ehe left t h e ci t:• :ri t h 
tllo ch.ilC.l ... el'. t-o live -; ritb 2· el..,i~e ant G- . 1 2 -)e..rects 5_ r" e."~.o thel" 
t 
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Case #14 
Problem: Mrs. Heller applied to the agency in February, 
1947, requesting placement ofher two sons, six year old 
Herbert and two year old Allen. She felt unable to manage 
them, and wanted to go to work. She was divorced and received 
an allotment from her ex-husband. 
The Children: Herbert and Allen suffered through their 
mother's punitive and impatient handling. They had witnessed 
frequent fights between their parents; Herbert, in particular, 
was afraid of his father. He adjusted very poorly when his 
mother placed him and Allen in an institution. He has recently 
been placed in an agency foster home, and seems to be much 
happier. Allen continues to remain in the institution. 
The parents: According to his wife ,Mr. Heller had a 
delinquent, criminal father, who initiated Mr. Heller into the 
arts of "stealing and immorality." Mr . Heller was expelled 
from school, because he 11 knew too much ." He was disturbing 
and senlally aggressive. He had feelings of inferiority about 
his family's low standing in the community. He enlisted in 
the navy shortly after his marriage, and re-enlisted after 
living with his wife and children for a short time. Mr . and 
Mrs . Heller felt that they were so incompatible, and disagreed 
and fought so violently, that divorce was the only solution. 
Mr . Heller is still in the navy, and has remarried. 
Mrs. Heller describes her childhood in the darkest terms. 
Her parents divorced when Mrs. Heller was very young. Her 
mother and stepfather completely ne glected her; when she was 
six years old she could remain in the streets until midnight 
without anyone's being concerned. A year later her mother 
cownitted suicide, although Mrs. Heller suspects her stepfather 
of having murdered her. She then went to live with her father 
and various stepmothers. Her father beat her brutally upon 
the slightest provocation. After one beating, Mrs. Heller 
attempted to commit suicide by dri~~ing iodine. (Her mother 
had died in this manner.) At fifteen she married Mr . Heller. 
She was extremely disappointed when she had her first 
baby boy. She had to be watched for six months, lest she 
strangle the child. She is bitter at her ex-husband whom she 
accuses of abuse both to herself and to the children. 
Parents' Contact with the Agency: Mrs. Heller related 
very positively to the worker, who showed her the acceptance 
and love she had never known in her childhood. She felt free 
to discuss her own background and her feeling s to her husband. 
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She admitted handling her children punitively, and had some 
intellectual understanding of the relationship between her 
own childhood experiences and her inability to love her child-
ren. She was very ambivalent about placing them. 
The worker tried to help her find ways to have some free -
dom, while keep ing the children with her. She attempted to 
get Mrs . Heller to realize what placement would mean to the 
children, but offered the placement service of the agency , 
should Mrs. Heller decide to place them. 
During this time there was occasional improvement in Mrs. 
Heller's relationship to the boys. On the vn~ole, however, 
her complaints against their bad behavior pointed up her in-
tole ranee of their boyish needs. Whe n the agency was lLnable 
to find a home for both children together, Mrs . Heller placed 
them in an institution. She visited regularly, but cooperated 
very eagerly wi th the matron whe n the latter suggested that 
Mrs. Heller omit her visits whenever the boys were "bad. 11 
Mrs . Heller felt free to reapply for placement of Herbert 
1.11Jhen the institution was no longer willing to keep him. She 
is now working and is able to support both herse lf and the 
children . The worker doubts her capacity as a mother, but an 
effort may be made to help her think in terms of re-establish-
ing her home for the children. If this does not prove feas-
ible, some other long-term plans may have to be made for the 
children. 
Case #15 
Problem: Fannie Hoffman, age fourteen, was referred to 
the agency by the State Department of Public Welfare for 
foster home placement and psychotherapy. Fannie was under 
State Department custody, since t he parental home was an lLYl-
de s irable one. 
The Children: Fannie and her eleven year old sister Marie 
were unstable, emotionally disturbed children. Fan_nie was 
mentally slow and did poorly in school. (Her Intelligence 
Quotient was 79.) Both girls were disturbed by and reacted 
with fear and confusion to their father's alcoholism, and their 
mother's moodiness and unpredictability. 
The girls came to the attention of the court when it was 
found that they, and some other girls , had regular sexual 
contact with an older man. They received no supervision from 
their parents and could roam the streets until midnight. 
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Marie adjusted easily to her S t a te Department .foster home, 
but Fannie was not happy and the foster parents demanded her 
replacement . Upon study by the a gency psychiatrist, it was 
felt that Fannie needed some psychia tric supervision. She was 
placed in an agency foster home with extremely permissive, 
loving foster parents who understood the child's limitations. 
A few months after being placed, Fannie showed sig ns of 
a psychotic breakdown and was committed to the State Mental 
Hospital. When she had improved sufficiently , the foster 
parents were willing to take her back . 
The Parents : Mr . Hoffman was the only child of a well-
to-do family . He became very· .. upset when his parents lost 
their money. His mother has h ad manic depressive episodes. 
Mrs. Hoffman lost her father when she was a child. She 
was rejected and dominated by her mother who has also suSfered 
mental breakdowns. Several of Mrs. Hoffman's sisters have 
been described as upset and neurotic. 
Mrs . Hoffman has always been a moody, unpredictable 
person. She is unable to hold jobs. She marrie d when she 
was forty years old. At first the marriage (Mr. Hoffman's 
third) seemed to be successful. Mr. Hoffman was a dependable 
worker. Later he began to drink excessively, and the house-
hold was upset by constant quarrels. The parents accused 
each other of abusing and neglecting the children. When 
brought to court for their failure to supervise them, they 
appeared to be sincerely concerned. They accepted the need 
for placement on the grounds that the girls would be accessib l 
to agencies where they might receive psychiatric help. 
The parents are now divorced. Mr. Hoffman is on the 
county farm, since his alcoholism made his adjustment in the 
community impossible. 
Parents' Contacts with the Agency: Mrs . Hoffman has 
little understanding of Fannie's limitations, and expects her 
to go to work. She criticizes the foster home without real-
istic reasons. She occasionally shows psychotic and bizarre 
behavior and seems to be in need of hospitalization. The 
worker helped her to accept this. She obviously will not be 
able to re-establish a home for Fannie . The child's place-
ment will have to be a long-term one because of her special 
problems, and her parents' incapacity to care for her. 
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Case #16 
Problem: Mrs. Jaffee applied to the agency in October, 
1946, for placement of seven year old Benny. Mrs. Jaffee was 
working, and moreover, di~ not feel that she had room for the 
child. She is divorced; Ivir. Jaffee has no interest in the 
child. He lives in another state. 
The Child : Benny had been placed continuously since he 
was a year old, in institutions, foster homes, and ~dthneigh­
bors. In some of these placements he was neglected and 
abused. He was often hysterical when returned to these homes 
after spending occasional weekends with his mother . Between 
placements, when he lived with his mother, he received no 
supervision, from her. 
When first placed in an agency foster home, Benny was 
severely disturbed. He had to be replaced twice because his 
foster parents seemed unable to cope with him. He was agres-
sive to other children, and was unable to submit to authority. 
Because of his restlessness and inability to concentrate he 
had to repeat the first grade three times, although he was of 
average intelligence. He was also enuretic. He has improved 
remarkably during a gency placement through his intensive con-
tact with the caseworker and through some psychiatric help. 
The Parents: History and Present Adjustment: Mrs. Jaffee 
was and still is overprotected by her parents, especially by 
her father. Her parents resented her marriage, and encouraged 
her to divorce her husband and return to live with them. They 
agreed that her placement plans for Benny were advisable, and 
claimed that the landlord would not permit the child in the 
home. One of Mrs. Jaffee's reasons for continuously placing 
the child was that .ne interfered in her relationship to her 
father. 11When Benny is home, father g oes to sleep early, and 
we can 1 t have any fun together. 11 She preferred working to 
being with Benny, and returned him to foster homes even when 
she knew that he was beaten and abused. 
Parents' Agency Contacts: Before placing Benny, the 
worker attempted to help Mrs. Jaffee find other means of 
caring for him. She suggested the possibility of an Aid to 
Dependent Children grant. Mrs. Jaffee could not accept this. 
Her complete rejection of the boy soon became apparent to the 
worker. Since placement, contact with her has been sporadic, 
and has been focused mainly on her financial obligations. 
She is seriously in arrears in agency payments. She has 
visited the child infrequently. In her last contact with the 
worker it was suspected that Mrs. Jaffee was pregnant. The 
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relationship between - the worker and Mrs. Jaffee, however, was 
so superficial that the worker did not feel free to mention 
this and to offer agency help should Mrs . Jaffee desire such 
help. 
Since this mother rejects Benny so severely, it might be 
advisable to help her release the boy for adoption. Adoptive 
parents may be able to give - him the security which even the 
best foster parents cannot give him. 
Case #17 
Problem: Mr. and Mrs. Kubie applied for placement of 
their four children because they had been evicted and could 
not find a place to live for the whole family . They planned 
to take the children back as soon as they had a home. 
Shortly after the emergency placement of the children, how-
ever, Mrs. Kubie applied for a divorce from her husband in 
order to marry another man. 
The Children: Ten year old Maxine, eight year old Harvey 
and James and Frieda, age six and three~ were p laced on an 
emergency basis. Maxine was Mrs. Kubie s child by a previous 
marriage, and had been adopted b y Mr . Kubie. The other three 
children were born to Mr. and Mrs. Kubie. 
Maxine has found it most difficult to adjust to placement. 
She is torn between loyalty to her father and her mother. 
Mr. Kubie has made her his confidante, - and prefers her to the 
other children. He trie s to set her against her mother, and 
has made her an unhappy, confused child. 
The Parents: Mr. Kubie lost his mother when he was six 
years old . His father, an alcoholic, remarried, but soon 
obtained a divorce from his second wife. Mr . Kubie wanted to 
live with his stepmother, and again felt rejected when she 
could not or would not keep him. He then was "pushed around 
from one agency home to another." At fourteen he lived on his 
ovm. He has always been jealous of his brothers who have been 
socially and vocationally successful. Like his father, Mr. 
Kubie also drinks excessively. 
Mrs. Kubie 1 s mother died when she was a ch ild. Her 
father, an alcoholic, did not take care of her, and she went 
to live with strict maiden aunts. They were Protestant, and 
resented the "French Catholic" in her. She felt rejected by 
them in favor of her sisters who were able to please the 
aunts. She felt that they "never let me do 1Nhat I wanted. 11 
To spite them, she married a Catholic. The aunts violently 
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opposed this marriage, which ended in divorce when he was im-
prisoned because of a criminal offense. 
Mrs . Kubie married Mr. K~ for financial reasons. She 
went out with other men throughout this second marriage. 
She finally decided that Mr . Kubie could not give her the 
fun and freedom she wanted, and obtained a divorce. Mr. 
Kubie was awarded custody of the children. Mrs. Kubie re-
married immediately. She is again pre gnant, and resents this 
bitterly. 
Mr . Kubie was at first puzzled by his wife's actions. 
Now he is extremely bitter against her and resents any at-
tempts on her part to see the children. He is now engaged to 
be married to a woman who does not seem to like children. 
Parents' Contact with the Agency: When the true marital 
situation c&~e to light, the worker attempted to help Mrs. 
Kubie realize the effects of her desertion upon the children. 
Mrs. Kubie, however, had no visible guilt feeling s, and did 
not see why she should not leave the children to her husband 
and the a gency. She made no attempt to obtain the children's 
custody. She now visits them occasionally. Realizing how 
much Maxine mea.D.s to Mr . Kubie, she now wants her to live 
with her and her new husband. 
The worker has seen Mr. K. regularly. He visits the 
children faithfully, and pays for their board. He has used 
the interviews to complain bitterly about his ex-wife. The 
worker has tried to help him understand that his intensive 
and intimate relationship to Maxine, and his efforts to set 
her against her mother are extremely harmful to the child. 
He has been unable to understand this, and instead repeats 
the worker's comments to the children, thus further disturb-
ing them. He plans to ta.~e the children to live with him and 
his wife-to-be. 
The a gency staff is concerned about this father's damag-
ing influence on the children, and is considering requesting 
guardianship for them and eventual ly releasing them for adop-
tion. Adoptive placements might g ive these children the 
security they cannot have either with their parents or with 
temporary foster parents. 
Case # 18 
Problem: Arnold Lacker, age six teen, was referred to the 
agency by the State Department of Public Welfare in October, 
1947 for foster placement and psychiatric service. Arnold 
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was in State Department custody since he was a neglected child. 
His foster parents accused him of' having relations with an 
animal, and demanded h is immediate replacement. 
The Children: Arnold is the seventh of eleven children. 
He and four of his siblings, and half siblings are of' illegi-
timate parentage. Since the age of five, when his parents 
felt they could no longer care for him, he has been placed in 
institutions, foster homes, or with neighbors. He was con-
sidered difficult to take care of' because of' his aggressive, 
uncooperative behavior. Seven of his siblings are also under 
State Department guardianship . 
Since he has been placed in a home of this agency, he has 
been a happier, better adjusted boy . He feels loved by his 
foster parents, and considers both the psychiatrist and the 
social worker his friends. For the first time he feels that 
people are genuinely interested in him. 
The Parents : Mr . Lacker, Arnold's father, was once com-
mitted to a mental institution, and was described by the 
doctors as a psychopathic personality. Mrs . Lacker was con-
sidered to be promiscuous . She neglected her children. After 
the death of her first husband she lived with Mr . Laclcer and 
had children by him before marrying him. Neither of her 
marriages was happy. She recently threw Mr. Lacker out of the 
house . He is receiving Old Age Assis tance, whi le she is sup-
porting herself and the three minor children living with her 
with the help of Aid to Dependent Children 's grants . 
Parents' Contact with the Agency: Neither parent has 
shown concern for Arnold. It was not felt that contact with 
the parents would be of value for Arnold . 
Case #19 
Problem: Mrs . Marques s applied to the agency in November 
1947 for temporary care of three year old Ronnie, her son by 
her first marriage, during her confinement with her second 
child, by her second marriage . 
The Children: Ronnie had been placed by his mother ever 
since he was an infant. Following his father's imprisonment , 
Ronnie lived with his maternal grandfather for a year while 
his mother went to work . vVhen the grandfather became too ill 
to care for Ronnie , he was placed in foster homes. 
Ronnie remained in agency care for three weeks. The 
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foster mother reported that at times he cringed, as if expect-
ing to be struck. He talked about his fears of the police and 
about his stepfather's beating his mother. He was completely 
unaccu.s tomed to any regular feeding schedule. He seemed con-
tent to return to his mother, although he had not been too 
disturbed upon leaving her. 
The newborn baby boy did not come under agency care, but 
returned to his mother's home after being discharged with her 
from the hospital. 
The Parents: Mrs. M. 1 s first husband was placed in an 
institution at an early age. He had a long history of thefts, 
and was eventually imprisoned on a long -term sentence. 
Mrs . M. 1 s second husband had also been a placed child. 
Mrs . M. married him after divorcing her first husband, ad- . 
mittedly to get the benefit of his army allotment. Since he 
was discharged dishonorably, she never received the allotment. 
Mrs. Marquess ' father was a traveling salesman. He and 
his wife separated when Mrs. M. was a child. Her mother also 
went to work , and she was placed. She felt ne glected and un-
loved by both her parents, yet constantly sought to make them 
responsible for her and her child's care. 
Mrs. M. 1 s second marriage is far from happy. Her husband 
does not work, and frequently deserts. He abuses her and 
Ronnie. Mrs. M. wants to seek separation from him, yet also 
wants to salvage the marriage. At the same time she still 
seems to be attached to her first husband . This inability to 
plan is apparent in all her relationships. 
Contact with the Agency: A conference was held with 
workers of other agencies who had contact with the family . 
It was decided to refer Mrs . Marquess to the Public Agency for 
re gular assistance so that she could keep her children with 
her. It is not known whether her deep-seate d dependency needs 
will make it possible for her to care for her children ade-
quately. 
Case #20 
Problem: In September, 1946 Mrs. Macdonald asked for he .p 
in planning for her confinement and for the adoption of her 
baby. She was separated from her husband. Her two older 
children lived with the paternal g randparents. 
The Children: Eight year old Jim and four year old Anne 
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are insecure, fearful children. They are conflicted in their 
feelings of loyalty to their father, mother, and grandp arents. 
They are used as pawns by their parents. They are confused 
about their parents' marital status. 'rhe grandparental home 
is a poor one. 
The newborn baby boy was never seen by his parents. He 
was placed in an agency foster home, ru~d was later released 
for adoption. 
The Parents: Mr . Macdonald's parents have always over-
protected him, and have not helped him to assume adult re-
sponsibilities. His father is alcoholic. 'rhe home was 
described as a very filthy and disorg anized one. Mr. M.'s 
mother had little interest in housekeeping. 
Mrs. M. 1 s parents are well educated and highly respected 
in their community. Her father is a college professor at a 
prominent Western University. On the surface the parents seem 
to be concerned for and devoted to Mrs. M. Mrs . M. went to 
a private girls' school and then to college. Afte r one year 
in college she met Mr . M. who was work ing in a summer hotel 
as a waiter. They married wi thout their parents' knowledge. 
They moved about in many localities, and eventually went to 
live with Mr . M. 's parents. 
Mrs . M. and her in-laws relate d very poorly to each other. 
She resented their temper, and the sordid surroundings, while 
they dismissed her as an over-educated, inefficient person. 
Mr . M. drank to excess and abused his wife . Upon his return 
from the army he sued for divorce. 
Mrs . M. went to live wi th her parents whi le she was preg-
nant with her third child. Most of the time she and Mr. M. 
were content to leave the two older children with the paternal 
grandparents. On occasions, however, either Mr . or Mrs . M. 
woul d take them, and then return them to the grandparents more 
disturbed and confused. 
Parents 1 Contact with the Agency: Mr. Macdonald refused 
to come to the agency, and did not inform the worker of his 
constantly changing addresses. He proved very vindictive to 
his wife . He had no constructive plans for the baby's future, 
but for a long time refused to sign the adoption papers. 
Mrs . M. was helped to express her fee ling s about her hus-
band and his family. She was supported in her plan to release 
the baby, since she was so confused about plans for herself 
and her older children. Shortly after her confinement she 
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went to live with her parents. She was referred to a social 
service agency in the town where she is now residing for help 
in planning and in completing the divorce proceedings. 
Case # 21 
Problem: Mew. Newman applied for placement of five year 
old Ruth and three year old Sylvia, in September, 1947. The 
family had been evicted from their Boston home. Mrs. Newman 
had come to live with her sister in Manchester. The sister, 
however, could not house the children. Mr . Newman remained 
in Boston with his parents. He was supposedly trying to 
reestablish his business. Mrs. Newman claimed that she could 
not find other quarters. 
The Children: Ruth and Sylvia were placed on a temporary 
basis. 'l'hey were fearful at separation from their mother, and 
were upset at her irregular visits. They felt cheated because 
of her inability to keep promises. ':f.lhey were too submissive 
and anxious to please in their first foster home, but seemed 
to be happier in the second home. 
The Parents: Mr. Newman was an overprotected c.hild. 
His parents frequently supported him and his family. He is 
now suffering from arthritis and is being cared for by his 
parents. 
Parents' Contact with the ~ency: The children we re 
placed without an exploration of the real family situation, 
and without involving the father in p lacement plans. At 
first Mrs . N. insisted that she and the children would be re-
united with Mr. N., but eventually she revealed that he was 
involved with another g irl. She alternated between moods of 
depres sion and optimism. She was un a ble to plan realistically. 
She was very ambivalent about her children. She occasion-
ally showed understanding of their needs, but on the vnLo le was 
too self-centered and involved in her own problems to be ab le 
to c onside r their needs. She bitterly criticized the foster 
home the chi ldren were placed in, and repeatedly demanded 
their replacement. After replacing the children once the 
worker did not feel that the children should again be replaced 
without involvine the father i n planning. Mrs. N. refused to 
cooperate wi th this suggestion, and removed the children to 
place them in ~~unsupervised home. 
The worker would have been more helpful to this family 
had she contacted the father before placing the children . 
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This contact would have enabled her to appraise the ramily 
situation and to plan with both parents ror the children's 
care. 
Case # 22 
Probl em : Jackie Os t er , a ge eleven, wa s referred to the 
a gency in De cember, 1947 since the State Department of Pub_ic 
Welfare found it difficult to find a suitabl e foster home for 
thus truanting youngster. Jackie's father had died ; his 
mother had little concern for him. 
The Child: Jackie • l ived with his father and a series of 
housekeepers after his mother deserted when he was three 
years old. The father was attached to the c hild , and imposed 
few restric tions upon h i m. After his father ' s death Jack ie 
beg an to worship his memory. 
Since no one was adequately caring for the child after 
his father ' s death, the State Department was g rantee custody. 
He was placed in an institution, but he ran away. He then 
stayed with various ne i ghbors and temporarily with his aged, 
infirm grandmother. He was deeply upset by his father's 
death, and by his mother's lack of concern for him. 
He was actively involved in placement plans, and related 
well to his worker and foster parents. He is now a much more 
secure and happy child. He has visited his mother occasion-
ally, and is beginning to have a realistic concept of her 
limitations. He two siblings are also placed. 
The Parents: Mr . Oster was married four times. One of 
his wives died, the other three divorced him since they round 
it impossible to live with him. 
Mrs . Oster was an a dopted child, who knows nothing about 
her natural parents. She was app arently happy with her adop-
tive parents, a minister and his wife . She is now v;orking as 
a waitress . She did not remarry. 
Parents ' Contact with the Agency: Mrs . Oster was con-
tacted by the worker to help evaluate her relationship to 
Jackie. It was found that she had a very disturbing influence 
on h im, since she never kept her promises. She round him 
difficult and unmanageable and was relieved when he no longer 
wanted to visit frequently. She shows no conflict about ne-
glecting him. 
It would seem that this mother might be helped to see 
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that the child would rind g reater security by being released 
ror adoption, rather than continuing in long term foster care. 
Case # 23 
Problem : In September 1946 Mr. 
to the a gency ror placement of their 
Iv1r. and Mrs . Ouvrier were separated. 
was unable to care for Leila. 
and l'/Irs. Ouvrie r appibied 
year old child, Leila. 
Mrs. o. felt that she 
The Child: Leila was accepted for agency care since there 
was evidence of ne g lect and danger of the parents' resorting 
to independent placement. She was happy in her foster home, 
but was upset by her parents' stormy visits. 
The Parents : It seems that Mr. Ouvrier had little oppor-
tunity for wholesome identification wi th mature parental 
figures. He is alcoholic and abusive to his wife. He has 
been arrested on minor charges of embezzlement. A married 
woman was arrested on a morals charg e involving him. 
Iv1rs. 0. felt rejected by her parents who preferred her 
y ounger sister Leila. She conside re d her parents inconsistent 
in their discipline. She married at fifteen after a fig ht 
with them. The parents seem to care little abou t the sixteen 
year old Leila's conforming to conventi onal standards of be-
havior. They permit her to visit boy friends on weekends with 
little concern about any supervision on these visits. It 
seems likely that they exercised little surveillance while Mrs. 
0. was i n the parental home. They now blame Mr . 0. for the 
marital conflict, and take no responsibility for their part 
in Mrs . O.'s early marriage. The relationship between Mrs. o. 
and her parents is very strained. When Mrs . 0. visits, she 
and her mother often do not speak to each other. 
Both Mr . and Mrs . 0. now live in furnished rooms, occa-
sionally together but usually with other men or women. Mrs. 
0. admits being promiscuous. She reels that she wants her 
'!fun and g ood times" while she is still young. She also ex-
pects to get her husband je alous through this behavior. She 
has no interest in establishing a home, and spends most of 
her time in beer taverns. She is personally unclean. 
Parents' Contact with the Agency : During contact both 
parents' instability and immaturity became more and more evi-
dent. Neither had a sincere concern for the child. Mrs . 0. 
visited infrequently and handled Leila roughly. Mr . 0. at 
times tried to visit while · intoxicated. At those times he 
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would protest his love for his wife and child. Neither parent 
was responsible about informing the a g ency of his frequently 
changing whereabouts , and neither paid for the child's board. 
The worker tried to arouse Mr. 0. 1 s interest in joining 
the Alcoholics Anonymous group in town. Mr. 0., however, 
had little desire to give up drinking . The worker felt handi-
capped in discussing the parents' marital problem with them 
since they were Catholic, and referred them to their priest. 
They did not accept this suggestion. 
The agency brought the case to court since it seemed im-
possible to help the parents assume financial or any other 
responsibility for the child in any other way. In court they 
both protested their willingness to establish a home for Leila. 
They were granted a six months probationary period to prove 
their ability to function as parents, but failed to do so. 
The worker then su?gested that Mrs. O. apply for an Aid to 
Dependent Children s Gr~nt, and take the baby to live with 
her. Mrs . 0. refused to do this. 
Custody of the child was then transferred to the State 
Department of Publi c Welfare , since it was clear that the 
parents would not establish a home for Leila, and since long-
time boarding care seemed indicated. 
It seems that a plan for permanent separation and relaase 
for adoption while the child was still under care of this 
agency would have been preferable. Long-time foster home care 
is full of insecurity both because foster parents do not accept 
full responsibility, and because these immature parents could 
interfere damagingly in the child's life. 
Case #24 
Problem : Mrs . Rawkins first applied to this agency in 
1941 for care of her two year old twin boys. The children 
were to be placed because the parents wanted to work to pay 
outstanding debts. They moved out of town before the applica-
tion was acted upon. 
When Mrs . R. reapplied in 1947 for placement of her ille-
gitimate baby girl, Sandra, it was learned that her first 
husband had died and that she had given the twins up for in-
dependent adoption. She and the child's father were both 
working and did not feel that they could offer Sandra a home. 
The Child: Sandra was placed on a temporary basis. She 
adjusted splendidly to her adoring foster parents. She is 
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described as lovable, alert, and bright . She enjoyed her 
parents' visits. 
The Parents: Mrs. Rawkins' first husband was alcoholic, 
had a poor work record, and neglected his wife and children. 
Her second husband, who was sixty years old, deserted shortly 
after the wedding. Mr. Temple, Sandra's father, is also 
alcoholic and rarely has a full time job. He is affectionate 
to Mrs . R . and the baby, but does not provide for them. He 
is planning to mar~J her when and if he can obtain enough 
money to obtain a divorce for her from her second husband. 
Mrs . Rawkins graduated from high school when she was 
fifteen. She was considered to be a bright and promising 
girl. Since she was too young to go to work she went to night 
school after her graduation. She married her first husband 
against her overprotecting parents' advice. They were so 
infuriated by her disobedience tha t they refused all dontact 
with her for three years . At that time they le arned that she 
and her husband drank constantly, and severely neglected the 
children. They how strongly opp ose her relationship with Mr . 
Temple . They were extremely shocked when Mrs. Rawkins was 
arrested with him on a morals charge. Mrs. Hawkins continues 
to visit her parents despite their constant nagging and criti-
cism. She idealizes her mother, yet provokes quarrels vdth 
her. 
Parents' Contacts with the Agency: Mrs. Hawkins and Mr. 
Temple paid for the child's board, and visited her with some 
re gula rity . They both enjoy and love her. 
The worker did not discuss alternate plans with the 
parents either before or during placement of the child. An 
attempt to help Mrs. Rawkins apply for an Aid to Dependent 
Chi l dren 's program could conceivably have prevented placement. 
The worker has not questioned Mrs. R. 's intention to be a 
mother to Sandra while continuing her unstable relationship 
with Mr . T. 
When Mrs. R. could no longer pay board for Sandra, she 
removed her from a gency care and took her to live with her. 
She wrote the ag enc y that she loves havins the child at home. 
Case #25 
Problem : IfJ:rs . Prince first came to the agency in 1946 for 
placement of year old Carol . Mr. Prince was in the service; 
Mrs. Prince worked. The child had been cared .for by Mrs . 
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Prince's mother, who also wanted to work. The application was 
withdrawn when the grandmother decided to continue caring for 
Carol. 
A year later placement was demanded because the grand-
mother was ill, Mr . Prince had re-enlisted, and Mrs . Prince 
wanted to continue working. 
The Child: Carol was placed in an agency f oster home. 
She did not seem to object to separation from her mother, but 
returned willingly to the grandparental home when the family 
requested this. 
The Parents: Mrs. Prince felt rejected by her parents, 
whom she accuses of overstrictness and secretiveness. They 
permitted her little freedom, and always made decisions for 
her. She claims that they never told her " where babies ca!!le 
from." 
Mr . Prince 's parents separated when he was a child. They 
both remarried. He began living with Mrs . Prince while he 
was still married to his first wife . When Mrs . Prince became 
pregnant he divorced his wi fe , and persuaded Mrs . Prince to 
marry him. She states that this was entirely against her wi ll 
since she preferred an abortion, or release of the baby for 
adoption. She blames both her parents and Mr . Prince for the 
unwanted pregnancy and marriage. 
Mr. Prince enlisted in the navy . Upon his discharge he 
lived with Mrs. Prince for a short whi le. 'l'hey fought violent-
ly, and could not agree on anything. He then re-enlisted for 
six years. Each blames the other for causing the quarrels and 
discord. 
Parents' Contact with the Agency : Mr . Prince was seen 
once when he came in during a furlough . It was felt that he 
was dominated by his wife , rather than the opposite as she had 
claimed. His retiring bemused manner was in contrast to her 
overbubbling, dramatic personality. Their relationship lacked 
all positive feeling tone. Mrs. Prince had no tolerance for 
her husband's inability to express himself clearly. He was 
opposed to the agency placement. 
Mrs . Prince 1 s a.rnbi valence about the child 1 s and her ovm 
future was apparent to the worker. In her immaturity she both 
cherished the financial security of her husband's allotment, 
yet she also hankered for complete freedom from him. She 
talked in terms of g iving the child up for adoption, yet she 
enjoyed visiting her occasionally and showing her off. She 
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had little real feeling for Carol, and regarded her as a play-
thing rather than as a real child with a personality and needs 
of her own. Mrs . Prince seemed to be dominated by her mother 
in planning for herself and in deciding the chil~'s future. 
She removed Carol from placement u p on her mother s insistence. 
Oarol was then placed with neighbors. -
In view of the parents' i mmaturity and inability to make 
a home for the child, permanent separation of the child from 
the parents would have been advisable. However, the family 
insisted on carrying out their plan for Carol. 
Case #26 
Problem : Miss Stevens ' father applied to the a gency in 
September, 1946 for help in planning for his daughter's ap-
proaching confinement, and for permanent placement of her 
illeg itimate baby. The baby's father was Miss Stevens ' ex-
hus b a..lJ.d. 
The Child: Betty was placed in an agency home after dis-
charg e from the hospital. She was eventually placed for adop-
tion, and adjusted very well. 
The Parents ; History and Adjustment: Miss Stevens was 
overprotected by her parents, who tried to make decisions for 
her. They opposed her marriage. She frequently returned home 
while her husband was "away on trips. 11 She finally discovered 
that he was involved with a married woman . Upon her parents' 
suggestion Miss S. obtained a divorce. She is now working as 
a salesgirl. 
According to Mis s Stevens 1 father, her husband had been 
cruel to her, and she was afraid of him. She became pregnant 
when he visited her after the divorce proceedings became final. 
According to Miss S., he forced her to have relations with him, 
and remarked that he "hoped he had really hurt her as much as 
she had hurt him." He had never wanted children while they 
were married . He did not fulfill payments on the divorce 
settlement, although he had a very well paying position. He 
denied paternity. 
Parents' Contact with the Agency: 'I'he baby 's father was 
not contacted, sin~e Miss S. did not wish this . She felt that 
releasing the baby for adoption would be the best plan, but 
she expressed some ambivalence. The worker helped her recog-
nize both the positive and negative factors involved in 
separation. When she released the baby she was able to do it 
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with the positive conviction that it was best for the child 
and for herself . The process of separation from the child 
seems to have stimulated her to greater emotional indep endence 
from her parents . While her parents had played an important 
part in divorce proceedings, and even in application to the 
a gency, the decision to release the baby was Miss S tevens 1 
own decision. 
Case # 27 
I 
Problem: Mrs. Tobin s application to the ag ency in Sep-
tember, 1946 for placement of two year old Evelyn was her 
second application. She had requested placement of the child 
previously, but withdrew this request at her mother ' s insis-
tence. 
The Chil d : Evelyn was placed in an a gency foster home, 
but at her grandmother's insistence was removed after three 
days , and placed independently with neig hbors. During these 
three days the child was very happy. She immediately beg an 
calling the foster father "Daddy ." _ 
The Parents: Mrs . Tobin lost her father when she was a 
little girl. She was left with relatives and in orphanages, 
while her mother earned her living traveling in carnivals. 
When Mrs. Tobin was in her teens her mother returned to re-
establish a home for her. 
Mrs. Tobin married at sixteen. She refused to establish 
a home of her own, and claimed that she could not bear to 
"leave my mummy . 11 "While her husband was overseas, she became 
pregnant by a man she lmew only casually. She gave birth to 
Evelyn. When her husband learned about this , he obtained a 
d ivorce . Mrs . T . felt guilty about this episode, and never 
ag ain saw the baby 's father. She remarried soon thereafter, 
but the marriage was aDnulled when it was discovered that this 
second husband was already marrie d. Mrs. T. became eng a ged to 
anothe r man, but after a few months her fiance broke the en-
g agement. Mrs. T. is now twenty years old. She had v owed 
never to marry again, but is ag ain " going steady." 
Mrs. T. has continued to live with her mother by whom 
she is completely dominated. She unquestioning ly accepts her 
mother's decisions for herself and the baby, no matter how 
destructive these are. She shares a bed with her mother. She 
enjoys working. 
Parents' Contacts with the Agency : Mrs . T. told the 
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worker that ·she would really lik e to g ive the child up for 
adoption, since she had little feeling for her, and f elt tied 
down by her. She was supported by the worker in her vague 
feeling s tha t she had a right to make her own decisions. She 
be g an planning to leave her mother and to move to another 
city. She be g an to understand that placement with the g rand-
mother and neighbors was a destructive plan for the child. 
He r dependence upon her mother, however, was too deeply-
rooted to really permit her to plan inde pendently . vVhen her 
mother, three days after the child was placed, demanded her 
re turn amidst fits of hysterics, Mrs. T. immediately comp lied. 
Both the mother a.11.d g randmother continued working and the 
child was placed with neighbors. 
Ca se # 28 
Problem: In October, 1947 Mrs. Weston demanded placement 
for five year old Sheila and two ye a r old Barry. She was 
s e parated from her husband and want ed to work to support her-
self and the children. 
The Children: The children were placed on a temporary 
basis to help Mrs. Weston make long terr.1 plans. They did not 
s e em to mind placement, and related well to their foster par-
ents. 
The Parents: Mr. 1eston 1 s father was alcoholic, as ar e 
t wo of his fourte .en sibling s. lVIr. W. was alway s overp rotected 
by his mother. He is also alcoholic, and has no vocational 
ambitions. He lives with his mother during his frequent peri-
ods of unemployment, and does not supp ort his family. 
Mrs. Weston, whose father dese r ted, was placed in foster 
homes as a child. Both her parents rema rried. In between 
placements Mrs. W. lived with her mother, who left her alone 
while she worked. Mrs. W. shows little resentment about h aving 
been pla ced and ne g lected. 
Like her husband, Mrs. W. chang es jobs frequently, and is 
often unemployed. While she orig ina lly claimed that she was 
"throug h" with her alcoholic and abus i ve husband, she went to 
see him in a neighboring st a t e each week end. She is again 
pre gnant. She is confused and unreli able in p lanning for her-
self or the children. 
Contact with the Agency : Little contact was had with Nw. 
·weston, who resides in a neighboring sta te. He visited the 
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children o ccasionally . At one time he visited while intoxi-
cated, and frightened and disturbed them . 
Mrs. Weston was undependable in her deal ing s with the 
agency . She d i d not keep up b o ai'd payments and was not regu-
lar in her visits to the children . She did not inform the 
wo rker when she left for another state . She enjoyed showing 
her chi l dren off , but was c on t ent to let someone else tru{e 
charge of their daily care and supervision. She admitted 
that she had not wanted children. She tried to persuade the 
worker to have the a gency c ontinue to keep the children in 
placement after she had moved to another state. When t h is 
was not acceptable, she wanted to persuade the foster parents 
to keep them on an independent boarding basis . It was planned 
to h ave the children transferred to the care of an a g ency ~n 
the state where the parents were r e siding . However, Mrs . W. 
h as now decided to come back to Ne w Hampshire for her c onfine-
ment and the adoption of her baby. 
The af!,ency is n ow planning to help I'l'l rs . W. obtain finan-
cia l aid s0 that she can make a home for her children. In 
case this does not work out, an attempt may be made to obtain 
custody of the children and t o place them for adoption. 
Case # 29 
Broblem: Elliot Ybaro, age nine, was referred to the 
a gency in April, 1948 by the State Department of Public We lfare 
f o r psychiatric study and placement. Elliot was in Departme n t 
custody, since he was a ne g lected child . His severe beha vior 
prob l em had made every previous placement unsuccessful. 
The Children: Elliot is the third of f our sibling s . His 
fourteen year old sister, and a ten year old brother are a lso 
in Department custody becaus e of extreme parental ne glect. 
A younger sister remained with the mother . All the siblings 
have severe behav ior or health problems. The fourteen year 
old is emotionally unstable, who continuously truanted. The 
ten year o ld who has an Intell igenc e Quotient of 70 se t s fires. 
They hav e both improve d in S tate Department foster homes . 
The youngest gi rl i s often ill. 
Elliot, who has an Intelligence l/,uoti e nt of 77, has a 
history of f ire setting , ext reme cruelty to animals, and child-
ren, and frequent tempe r tantrums. He was intensively studied 
by agency perso~nel during placement • 
While the re was some initia l improvement, it was soon 
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apparent that his compulsive delinquency made p l acement within 
the comrnunity imp ossible . His foster mother, on one occasion 
had to rescue ne r nephew from being strang l ed by a rope that 
Elliot placed around the child ' s neck . Ano ther time he at-
tacked a child with a knife. He persuaded his p layma tes to 
set fire to the foster h ome . 
The agenc y psychiatrist felt that "due to lack of loving 
care in his early years , E. has been g ravely damaged in his 
emotional development and does not have the ability to inhibit 
his destructive impulses . " He recommended institutional place-
ment with psychiatric supervision. Elliot was therefore re-
mo ved from agency care, and placed in an institution, where he 
has ad j usted moderately well . 
The Parents : Nothing is knovm of t he parents ' histo:F.f 
prior to their unhappy marriage. They accused each other of 
abusing a...11.d neglecting the chi ldren. Iv1r . Y . c l aimed that his 
wife was unab le to manage the mon ey he g ave her. On many 
occasions the chi l dren were without food while Mrs . Y . gave 
the money to a man l i ving with her at the time . Mr . Y. has 
been arrested for drinki n g and fighting . The parents were 
divorced in 1946 . Nei ther has shown int erest in their placed 
children. Mrs . Y . is now remarried. 
Parents 1 Contact with t he ~\gency ~ No contact was estab-
lished with the paren ts s i nce the)i were s o obvi ousl y incapable 
of caring for their childre n . 
Approved, 
{2u__1(~~··· 
Richard K. Conant 
Dean 
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